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PREFACE.

^ i

The study of English Composition in schools is still

of comparatively recent date, and the organization of
the class work in this subject, when compared with such
subjects as the mathematics, fc instance, leaves much
to be desired. Older branches of study have been
systematized by successive generations of teachers, their
principles have been made clear, the natural order of
their development established, exercises composed and
graded, so that as subjects of class study they are in a
high degree economical and efficient. English Composi-
tion has won a permanent and a leading place among
school studies, by reason of its value as discipline for the
mind and of its importance in life, but the teaching of
composition has not yet been systematized. In aims
and methods the teaching of this subject has been uncer-
tain and faulty. Composition has meant to some merely
the correction of errors in English—a valuable but a very
subordinate part of composition work. To others it
has meant 'sentence-building'—exercises of a purely
mechanical nature. It has meant to some the study of
rhetoric, the analysis of style—really the counter-pro-
cess of composition, it has meant to others the writing
of essays, and th^ pupil has been required to be an
architect before he could draw a plan ; often, when the
themes were beyond the scope of his experience, to
make bricks without straw.

Truer notions of the teaching of composition have in
recent years made headway. It has become clear that.

m
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even as a school study, composition is, in its essence,
not correctional and not analytic. Composition is a
creative art Even in the most rudimentary stages, it is

a creative process, seeking after the form and expression
of thought. And it is a developing art, passing through
many stages, from the making of the simple sentence to
the creation of the finest oration or poem.

The study of composition must aim to develop in the
pupil the power to express his thought freely and fully

in speaking and in writing. This power comes from the
perfecting of many processes, each of which must receive

attention if facility in expression is to be attained.

Composition involves thought ; it is conditioned by the
intellectual life and power of the pupil ; its practice in-

volves the development of the intellectual powers by
observation and reflection. Composition involves the
acquiring of vocabulary, which is really the acquiring of
new concepts. Composition involves some mastery of
the phrasing and of the construction and articulation of
the sentence peculiar to our language. Thought has
found peculiar forms of expression according to its

nature, and our literature and daily speech have stored

up these forms in phrase and sentence and paragraph,
which must be made the possession of anyone who
would write or speak well. In its higher stages com-
position involves a high sense for form, feeling, propor-
tion, beauty, by which it becomes a fine art. These
considerations determine any true method of teaching
the art.

In teaching composition we first ileal with thought—
what we think determines what we say and how we say
it. The material of composition must fall therefore
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within the capacity of the pupil's mind. Much will be

furnished by his everyday life. Composition is not a

book study merely. It is self-expression, and must

reflect the actual mental life of the pupil. It should

stimulate his observation and reflectioi., and employ the

material offered by his own life, his home scenes and

experiences, the daily panorama of nature, the spectacle

of human life on farm, in village, and in city. Then, too,

much of the material must be afforded by the competent

teacher and the text-book. By their help the pupil can

readily reach the rich stores of life and thought pre-

served in myth and fable and history, and thus pro-

foundly stimulate his intelligence by bringing his mind
into contact with new thought. Therefore, while the

pupil is constantly referred in this book to the material

of his daily life and homely interests, many of the les-

sons are made from the fables, myths, traditions, and
great deeds of history—the lasting memorials of all

human life. The extracts from great authors in narra-

tion, description, exposition, and argumentation con-

tribute to the enriching of the pupil's thought in the

higher intellectual processes.

A source that greatly contributes to thought, vocabu-
lary, and pliiasing is reading. It is a common experi-

ence with our great writers that in their childliood they

were made familiar with great books, and especially with

the English Bible. Reading, and especially reading

aloud from good authors, is effective training in vocabu-
lary and in phrasing. And reading becomes most
effective when it takes the form nf mmmittin'^ to mem-
ory passages of standard literature. B> reading and
memorizing we become possessed of the common heri-
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tage of fact and fable, the thoughts of our best andwisest mmds; we enrich our vocabulary with words wellused
;
we unconsciously acquire for our own the formsof structure ,n phrase and sentence usual in goodwnting; and we establish our ideals of k^c and beauty

in expression.
^"-^^y

Stress is here laid on committing to memory for the
sake. then, of both thought and language. Pupils shouldbe encouraged to memorize the extracts that begin the
lessons, or other suitable passages. They can be tested
ora ly or m wr.tmg. If in writing, the extract may serve

L. V"ri'''
'" """'"'" '" ^^"^'"S ^'^^ "memory

instead of d.ctat.on. Minute accuracy should be required
in this written test, so that imitation may lead to the
habit of usmg capital letters and punctuation marks with
correctness.

r.JrnH.T.!;-'"''
Pf of every lesson is what is here called

reproduction. t has two processes. The first process
involves the working over of the material and language
of the story or description so that that will come into
touch w,th the pupil's mind. The means for this arereadmg, question and answer, conversation, and written
exercscs^ During this process the pupil will be practised
in he effort to phrase the thought for himself Thisw.U render r--

" he second process. This is composition
proper. Here .le pupil recomposes the material, and
gives .t forth as the expression of his own thought In
tins process, the use of outline, framework, plan should
be steadily insisted on. Practice in outlining is a great
training ,n analysis, and impresses th. oro'cr vid ar
rangement of good composition. The outline is also a
great support in the act of composition as an aid to

T^^w^r^MS^^^'T^ymsmftysmmsart. ^^^^^^^j^^^^)^^^^''^^^
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memory and a guide to order and proportion. There is

a third process in which the reproduced work is examined

critically by teacher and pupil, and the pupil is brought

to see the good and the bad qualities of his work. In

the revision of the written work the teacher may at an

early stage of the pupil's progress use the marks of cor-

rection given on the last page of this book. They will

direct the pupil's attention to the essential rules of com-
position and impress upon him their practical value

to him, thus laying the foundation of his power of self-

criticism.

The practice of what may be called oral composition

should become a daily habit of the school. Conversation

exercises between teacher and pupil, the oral repetition

or summary of a story, brief description of the incidents

of the seasons and human happenings are conducive to

the prompt and effective use of language. And it should

be required of pupils in all classes that their answers

should be, not careless and incomplete and elliptical, but

full and accurate in expression.

A higher process of composition is termed invention.

Exercises in invention are in this book termed composi-

tions. Here the pupil does not have his material found

and arranged for him as in reproduction. He must seek

out his own material and arrange it after a plan he

himse'f evolves. This is the process demanded of us in

practical life.

As a developing art it is essential that the teaching of

composition should follow the order of development of

the interests and of the powers of the young mind.

Composition has suffered as a school study by being

Ma8lk.il— I

J il
ii^lMliiinriig^- M'^^^
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kept remote from the real interests and thought of thepup,
.

It ,s a fundamental necessity of our subject that
the teacher should take the pupil where he really livesand thmks. We must enlist his thought and develop his
natural powers of observation and reflection. It is for
hat reason that we begin the study of co.nposition with
the primary human interest, the stor^-with the fairyta^ and fable and anecdote. Narration. Description.
Exposition. Argumentation represent the progressive
stages in the intellectual powers. Letter-writing, which
involves several of these forms of composition, may be-cause of Its easy style and its immediate importance be
t ught early. Thorough training in the forms of corres-
pondence IS essential.

Composition on its theoretical side is rhetoric. Andsome study of the theory of writing may, with due
caution, be made even in the elementary stages of in-
struction. Indeed, the pupil must give some attention
to the analysis of style if he is to get the utmost profit
possible from his practical work. The forms of the sen-
tence. the structure of the paragraph, the order o. vvords
for clearness and emphasis, the cardinal qualities of style
such as clearness, force, and beauty, may be studied with
profit, If -.udied inductively or in close contact with
examples, and the principles put to immediate use inprac ical exercises. This book aims to introduce the
pupil gradually to the principles of good writing and
to exercise him in these, so that as he gains more andmore power over the material of his writing, he may
gain more and more skill in the manner of expressing it

The subject of composition is a difficult one for pupiland teacher, but there is a goal to be attained worthy of
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all efifoit, a power of first rate importance in practical

life, a share in that power which the world has cherished
thoughout the ages as man's highest gift. Rightly pur-

sued the study of composition should be full of interest,

educing and fostering mental life in the growing child.

To that aim this book is humbly dedicated.

I
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LESSON I.

Memorization.—From " The Lady of the Lake."

Then each at once his falchion drew,

Each on the ground his scabbard threw,

Ear 1 :;ok'd to sun, and stream, and plain.

As V \t they ne'er might see again
;

Then foot, ?nd point, and eye opposed.

In dubious strife they darkly closed.

—Sir Walter Scott.

Theme: Jack of Cornwall.

In the days of good King Arthur there lived in Corn-

wall a lad named Jack. He was a brave boy, and his

ai.'bition was to kill all the giants who lived on the high

rock:, and troubled the people who dwelt below. After

he had killed three or four of these giants, he heard of an

enchanted castle, kept by a giant and a bad fairy. They
seized people, carried them to the castle, and there turned

them into beasts and birds.

So Jack determined to go to the rescue. He put on

his coat that made him invisible, and climbed up to the

castle. Hanging on the castle gate was a trumpet, and
under it these lines :

—

"Whoever can this trumpet blow,

Shall cause the giant's overthrow."

I
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Jack boldly seized the trumpet and blew a shrill

blast, and as he blew the gates flew open and the castle

shook. When the giant and the fairy heard the sound

of the trumpet they quaked with fear. Jack killed the

giant with his sharp sword, and the fairy flew away in a

high wind. The people who had been changed into birds

and beasts returned to their own shapes.

Jack's fame spread through all the land, and the king

gave him great rewards.

Exercise* I. A.—Tell something about each of

these: (i) good King Arthur, (2) a giant, (3) a castle, (4)

blowing a trumpet, (5) rewards.

B.—Re-state the following sentences, but use other

words to express the meaning of the italicized words :

—

( i) He heard of an enchanted castle. (2) Jack determined
to go to the rescue. (3) Jack boldly seized the trumpet.

(4) He blew a sJirill blast. (5) The giant and the fairy

quaked 'SNx'Oii fear. (6) Jack's {\xn\Q spread through all the

land.

C.—(i) Tell what Jack's ambition was. (2) Tell how
Jack re whed the giant's castle without being seen. (3)

Why had no one blown the trumpet before?

Capital LETTiius.

1. Note the kind of letter used at the beginning of a

sentence :

—

III the days of good King Arthur. .

He was a brave boy.

2. Note the kind of letter used to begin all the impor-

tant words in a title :
—

Jack of Cornwall.

The Ciuiurcn in the ^A^oo^i.

The Disappointed Fox.

' KxercitM on the text arc RUgKestlnnM lor convvnationi lietwerii teiichcr and |m|>il»
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Exercise II.—Re-write these sentences, taking care to
put in the capital letters needed :—(i) the best book to
read is Andersen's fairy tales. (2) many hundred years
ago Chaucer wrote the canterbury talcs. (3) the poet
Gray is the author of the elegy in a country churchyard.
(4) our next story will be called the children in the wood.
(5) Shakspere wrote the merchant of Venice, the merry
wives of Windsor, all's well that ends well. (6) Milton
wrote Paradise lost; Tennyson, the idylls of the king

;

Browning, The ring and the book. (7) have you read
Alice in wonderland?

The Paragraph.

Um'fy.—'Note that the story is given in three parts or
paragraphs. The sentences that tell why Jack fought the
giant are put in one paragraph ; the sentences that tell how
Jack killed the giant are put in one paragraph ; the sentences
that tell of Jack's reward go into one paragraph. Fach para-
graph, then, must tell one and only one chief part of the story.

The paragraph must have unity.

Margin.-Hotlcf! that each parajjraph hag a margin to ri^ht and to left of it In
writinK, kave a niarKi.i to the left side of the jwye. A luarKin is also necessary at the
top and the bottom of the sheet.

Indenfation. - Notice that the first line of each paragraph ha. a wider margin than
the lines that follow. Imitate this in writing.

Reproduction.—Tell the story of "Jack of Corn-
wall " in your own words, following this outline :—
Tiffe.

Introduition : The country- Where it was.
The time- Who was king.
Jack—Who he was.
The giant—Where he lived and what he did.

The Story: Jack's resolve. His preparations.
The castle—Where it was.
The trumpet -What was written under it, who blew

It, and wiiat h.ippenei!.
The people captured by the giant—What Jack's
deed did for thcni.

Conclusion : J ack's fame and recompense.
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LESSON II.

Memorization.—From "The Children in the Wood."

These pretty babes, with hand in hand,

Went wandering up and down
;

And never more could see the man .

Approaching from the town :

Their pretty lips with blackberries

Were all besmeared and dyed.

And when they saw the darksome night

Tb?y sat them down and cried.

—O/d Ballad.

Theme : The Children in the Wood.

A gentleman of Norfolk died and left his two little

children, a boy and a girl, to the care of their uncle.

In his will he bequeathed a fortune to the children, but

on the condition that if they should die before they

were grown up, the money was to belong to their uncle.

Now the uncle was a wicked man and wanted the

money for himself So he hired two wretches to take

the children away and kill them.

But one of these ruffians felt sorry for the pretty little

things, and tried to save them. He slew his companion,

and went off, leaving the children alone in VVayland

Wnod. They were merry all day and ran about gather-

ing blackberries ; but when night came they grew cold

and frightened. They lay on the ground and fell asleep

in each other's arms. The robins took pity on them and
covered them over with dead leaves. Their pity was of

no use, for the children died of the cold before morning.

Ihe wicked uncle took the money, but little good he
got of it. Everything went wrong with him, and at last
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he died in jail. And the ruffian who left the children to

perish alone in the wood himself died miserably.

Exercise I. A.—Tell something about each of these :

(i) an uncle, (2) a fortune, (3) a will, (4) gathering black-

berries, (5) the robins, (6) a jail.

B.—Re-state the following sentences, but use other

words to express the meaning of the italicized words :

—

(i) He bequeathed a fortune to the children. (2) The
wicked uncle wanted the money for himself. (3) One
of the ruffians felt sorry for the pretty littlr thing

(4) The robins took pity on them. (5) He got no good
of it

C.—(i) Tell who was to take care of the children

when their father died. (2) Tell why the uncle wanted
the children killed. (3) Tell why the ruffian left the

children in the wood. (4) Tell what h; opened to tie

uncle, and what to the man.

D,—What part of the story docs each paragraph tell.

Capital Letters—{Continued).

3. Note the kind of letter used with proper names,

proper adjectives, personifications :

—

Norfolk, Greiidel, the Danes, a Swede.

There Honour comes, a pilgrim gray.

4. Note the kind of letter used in beginning a line

of poetry :

—

These pretty babes, with hand in hand,

Went wandering up and down.

How sleep the brave who sink to rest

By ail tlieir country's wishes blest 1

5. Note how the first word of n direct uuotrition

begins :

—

The man cried out, "You are hurt."
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The general manager telegraphed, "Despatch the train at
once."

And they lamented their lord's death, saying, " He was of
all kings the mildest and most gentle."

By "direct quotation" we mean giving the exact words of the speaker or wnter;
hence if we change these words we must not use the capital letter or the marks of
quotation (" ") :—

The man cried out Uiat yOU were hurt.

The general manager telegraphed that they should despatch the train at once.

Exercise 1 1.—Re-write these sentences, taking care to
putinthecapital letters needed:—(i)Slaves cannot breathe
in england. (2) When greeks joined greeks, then was the
tug of war. (3) There is a Reaper whose name is death.

(4) "charge, Chester, charge! on, Stanley, on !" were the
last words of marmion. (5) art is long and .. ne is

fleeting. (6) The prince of wales is heir apparent to the
throne of England ; the duke of york will succeed him.

(7) The shilling came out quite bright from the mint,
and sprang up, and shouted, hurrah ! now I'm off into
the wide world. (8) Such was the custom of Brank-
some hall.

(9) From greenland's icy mountains,
from India's coral strand,

where afric's sunny fountains
Roll down their golden sand.

Reproduction.—Tell the story of " The Children in

the Wood " in your own words, follovving this outline :

—

-Why the children were left to

Ti//e.

Introduction: The father's dcalh-
the uncle's care.

The fortune—Why the uncle wanted the children
dead.

The uncle's resolve.

The ruffians—Why one killed the othe..
The wood—The place where the children wandered.
The robins—What they did for the children and why

tiiey did it.

The death of the children.

Conclusion : The fate of the uncle and his tool.

T/w Story
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LESSON III.

Memorization.—Song from "As You Like It."

Under the greenwood tree.

Who loves to lie with me.

And tune his merry note

I nto the sweet bird's throat,

Come hither, come hither, come hither ;

Here shall he see

No enemy

But winter and rough weather.

Who doth ambition shun,

And loves to live in the sun,

Seeking the food he eats,

And pleased with what he gets,

Come hither, come hither, come hither
;

Here shall he see

No enemy

But winter and rough weather.

— IVilliam Shakspere.

Theme : Little Red Riding-Hood.

Once upon a time a little girl lived with her mother in

a cottage near a wood. She often wore a pretty scarlet

hood, and for that reason was called Little Red Riding-

Hood.

One day she was sent to take some butter to her grand-

mother, who lived on the other side of the forest. Her

mother tied on her red hood and bade her walk quickly

and not talk with anyone she met. As she walked

through the wood, a wolf met her, and making his

voice as pleasant as possible, asked her where she

was going. Forjietting what her mother liad said, she

told him. The wolf left her and t-otted on ahead.

Pretending he was Red Riding-Hood, he got into the
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grandmother's cottage, and then ate up the poor old

woman. He put on her night-cap, and got into her bed.

When Red Riding-Hood came and knocked, he told

her to come in. But she said, "Why, grandmother,
what great eyes you have !

" The wolf said, " That's to

^ee you the better, my child." "But what great ears

\ ou have !

" " That's to hear you the better, my child."

" But what long arms you have ! " " That's to hug you
the better, my dear." "But what sharp teeth you've
got!" "That's to eat you all up!" And with that he
jumped out of bed and ate up the poor little girl.

Exercise I. A.—Tell something about each of these:
(i)a wood, (2) a cottage, (3) a red hood, (4) a wolf,

(5) walking in a wood, (6) a night-cap.

B.—Re-state the following sentences, but use other
words to express the meaning of the italicized words:
(i) Her mother bade her wa'k quickly. (2) Making his
voice as pleasant as possible, he asked her. ('3) The
wolf trotted ahead. (4) He ate up the poor old woman.
(5) Why, grandmother, zvhat great eyes you have I

Capital 'Ly.tiy.v.^,—{Continued).

6. Note the kind of letter used with titles of God :—
The Almighty, Heavenly Father, Holy Spirit, Son of God.

The same usage is customary with pronouns referring

to Deity:

—

Grant us Thy peace upon our homeward way

;

With Thee began, with Thee shall end the day.

7. Note the kind of letter used with (i) titles of

honour or distinction
;

(ii) of sect or party
;

(iii) days
of the week, months, festivals; (i\; residences; streets :

—

(i) Little Red Riding-Hood; the Governor- General of
Canada; the President of the United Slates.
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(ii) The Presbyterians and Baptists; the Liberals and

Conservatives.

(iii) Wednesday; the month of August; Christmas, Easter

Monday, New Year's Day.

(iv) "The Elms," Rottingdean; No. 24, Queen Street

West.

8. Note the letters used in names of important

historical events :

—

The French Revolution.; the Declaration of Independence

;

the Reformation.

9. Note that the pronoun I and the interjection O
require capital letters.

is preferred to oh when used aa a mere sijm of the vocative, or when forming

part of an exclamatory phrase :—O Brutus ! O the sight I

Oh is preferred when used as an independent exclamation :—" Oh '." criwl the

maiden, "'tis only a page."

10. Words that need special prominence are some-
times written with capitals.

EXERCI.SE II.—Re-write these sentences, taking care

to put in the "apital letters needed ;—

•

(1) Heavenly father, send thy blessing

On thy children gathered here,

(2) New York city has its central park. (3) Baltimore
has a vast public wood called. druid hill park. (4) The
president of the united States lives in the white house.

(5) The queen of great Britain lives in Windsor castle.

(6) What is meant by the norman conquest, the restora-

tion, the reform bill ? (7) Was the French revolution

a greater event than the American war of independence?

(8) The protestant reformation gave rise to .,uiny .sects,

such as lutherans, calvinists, presbyterians. (9) In Aus-
tralia and new Zealand Christmas and new year's day
come in warm weather. (10) Tennyson was appointed
poet-laureate of England in 1850. (11) His predecessor
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was Wordsworth, whose home was rydal mount in the
lake country. (12) Rome is called the eternal city, the
city of the seven hills. (13) O piteous spectacle! o
noble Caesar! o woful day!

Reproduction.—Tell the story of "Red Riding-
Hood " in your own words, following this outline

:

TiUc.

Introduction: The time-When the story happened.
The place—The cottage- Where it was and what it
was hke.

The person—The girl ; her red hood ; her name.
Ihe wood—Near which she lived.

The Story :

Conclusion

.

The errand—Why she went into the wood.
The command—What her mother forbade her.
The wolf—The kind of animal he was, and how he
came to speak to the little girl.

The grandmother's cottage-Where the wolf and the
little girl went.

What the wolf did to the grandmother.
What he said to Red Riding-Hood.
What happened to Little Red Riding-Hood.

State what this story shows of the danger of dealing
with our enemies.

Grimm's version should be read to the class as a conclusio,. to the Lesson.

LESSON IV.

Memorization'. -The Beggar Maid.

Her arms across her breast she laid
;

She was more fair than words can say
Bare-footed ca^ne the beggar maid

Before the king Cophetua.
III !.,.jc ....11 ! ,!>„,, t,.c r.in^ btcpt liown,

To meet and greet her on her way
;

" It is no wonder," said the lords,

" She is more beautiful than day."
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As shines the moon in clouded skies,

She in her poor attire was seen ;

One praised h<ir ankles, one her eyes,

One her dark hair and lovesome mien.

So sweet a face, such angel grace,

In all that land had never been :

Cophetua sware a royal oath :

"This beggar maid shall be my queen !

'

—Alfred, Lord Tennyson.

Theme: Cinderella.

The .tory should be read to the Cas. in Grin.n/s version. It should 1. reviewed

orally aftcrwarus, following the outline below.

Italic Letters.

I. Note the use of italic letters to indicate emphatic

or special words :—
. .

J. /MO \ ,in>w s. line under the letters, so—
To indicate italic letters in manuscript (MS.), draw a line unu

Andentn'i Faini Tales.

. j ;>

An admirable sermon-yet why was such a sermon preached .

What /lave you been doing here ?

This device must be used sparingly.

2. Note the way to indicate foreign words :—

We heard the French shouting ''Vive h rot!"

We follow the Latin maxim, festina lente, hasten slowly.

The Latin abbreviations in common use in English: e.,.. .-...,_ fU- etc., are

frequently used without italics.

•. Observe that titles of books, newspapers, magazines,

sh*,s, ete., require italies when not set off by quotation

marks :

—

Shakspere's KingJohn (or «' King John ").

Every month comes St. Nicholas (or "St. Nicholas ).

Nelson's flagship, the Victory (or "Victory "V

With English titles, ouotation marks are preferable ;
with foreign titles. iUlic.

FXFRCISE -Re-write the following, underlining the

wc^ds'^leeding italics, (i) I could not possibly do
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InH A ^f] T P'^'' P^^y^"^ *^^ Campbells are comiti'!and Auld Lang Syne. (3) Down went the Roya<jeorge with all her crew complete. (4) "That I can't
remember/' said the Hatter. ''You must remember"remarked the king. (5) As often as a ship struck thecrew of the Victory hurrahed. (6) The greatest Greekpoems are Homer's Iliad and Odysseyf the greatestLatin poem is Virgil's ^neid. (7) One of the mosnotable of French stories is Saint-Pierre's PauT evirgmie. '^'•

(8) Our friend, Dan Prior, told, you know,A tale extremely k proposi {ahpro pd).

re.

•Fireman.

(9) The Body-guards respond with Vive le roi ! and fi

(10) You may see him pass by the little " Grande Place2»And the tiny Hotel-de-ville^
;He smiles, as he goes, to the fleuriste* Rose

And the po.npier^, Theophile.

>To the point, apt. »PubIio square. »Town hall. «Flori8t.

Composition i.—Tell the story of "Cinderella"
following this outline :

'

Title.

Introduction: Cinderella-Her name ; her home
1 he step-mother— Prefers her own daughters.
The ball-To which the proud step-sisters go.
Cinderella's gnef-She sits in the ashes.
Help comes—The Fairy God-mother.
Ihe pumpkin coach whose steeds are mice

?-u ?°n' ^V^^ ball-The one condition. '

The ball-The Prince-The clock strikes twelve.The slipper dropped-The coach a pumpkin again.Tl e Pnnce s proclamation-The step-sifters in vaintry on the slipper-It fits Cinderella.

The marriage of Cinderella and the Prince.

The Story;

Conclusion

:

Composition 2.-Tell the storyof" Dick Whittington."
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LESSON V.

Memorization.—Laughing Song.

When the green woods laugh with the voice of joy.

And the dimpUng stream runs laughing by ;

When the air does laut,'h with our merry wit,

And the green hill laughs with the noise of it

;

When the meadows laugh with the lively green,

And the grasshopper laughs in the merry scene ;

When Mary, and Susan, and Emily

With their sweet, round mouths sing, " Ha, ha, he 1"

When the painted birds laugh in the shade.

When our table with cherries and nuts is spread ;

Come live, and be merry, and join with me.

To sing the sweet chorus of " Ha, ha, he !

"

— IViHiam Blake.

The Tar-Baby. 1

The Rabbit, the Fox, and the Coon once lived close

together. The Fox had a fine melon-patch which he

allowed no one to touch. One morning, as he was

walking in his garden, he saw tracks, and knew that

some one had been stealing his melons. Every day he

saw fresh tracks, but though he watched and watched,

he never could catch anyone. He told his trouble to the

Coon, and the Coon said he was sure the Rabbit was the

thief. So the Fox made a man out of tar and set it in

his garden-patch.

When the moon rose the Rabbit stole out of his house

and made for the melon-patch. When he saw the man

of tar standing there he called out, "Who's that standing

there ready to steal the Fox's melons : " But the Tar-

Baby said nothing. Then the Rabbit got angry, and

' S«e J. C. Harris, " Uncle Remus," and U V. Pyrnelle, " PUnUtion Child Life.'
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hit the Tar-Baby, but h!s hand stuck fast in the tarThen the Rabbit said, "Let me go, or I will hit vou

and the other hand was soon fast to the tar. It was the

Fox came along he found the Rabbit stucic fast to the

s!w "^- "V"*" "'"' '° "' • -"'^ house and

llild^rLm^."^"
""'° ='°'« "^ "^o-- What

whlther'^n '°?!: "I'
":" "'''' ""^ '''^- "Ask himwhether hed rather be thrown into the fire or into the

throth .- '«' "'v""'^"
°"' ""= ^'«'°=« 'hrow him i tohe other. But the Rabbit overheard them, and when

melf7. r-
'"' '"""'' '^^ '"•'' "P''-« don't throwme mto the bnar-patch, I'll be scratched up. Throw mento the fire." So a Fox lifted him and threw himto the briars. Then the Rabbit kicked up his heels andlaughed, and called back, ..Good-by. Zu ?«Coon! I was bom and raised in the briars!" Andwith that he scampered ofl- home

thel^-TofrabbftT^f''^ ? ^="'T^ ="'°'" ^'=^ o(lucsc. [^i) a. rabbit, (2) a me on-patch C^Umrl-Q ,„ fi,^
garden, (4) a coon, (5) tar. (6) aLarVarch " '^'

wo^7fo'e'xplsThI°"'"'"^ ''fT''' ^"^ "^^ «ther

(j\ A 1° ^''P'^f^
the meaning of the itah'cized words-

Kabbit made for the melon patch (a\ The T^r R.k!
y^.^ nothing. (5) XVhat shall^I^ i/^ /

^'^ ^"'^^"^>'

roN^^f/^ u^^'l
"^^^^ ''"^ ^°^ the Fox made a Tar-Babv

(2) Tell why the Rabbit chose to be thrown into the fire."

Punctuation.
The Period or Full Slo/>.-,, Note the means to indi-

cate the end of a declarative or imperative sentence :-
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The rabbit, the fox, and the coon lived close together.

Earth, with my thousand voices, praise God.

2. Note the means to indicate the end of a title of a

chapter, etc. :

—

The Tar-Baby. (Sec above.)
The Merchant of Venice.

The period is freijuently omitted in such a case.

3. Note the means to indicate abbreviations :

—

The Rev. J. C. Smith ; Dr. and Mrs. Curill
; John Henry

Jones, Esfj., M.A., LL.D.

^. Note the use of the period after Roman numerals :

—

Henry VH.; " Hamlet," Act HI., Scene i., line 22.

The period is frequently omitted in su.h a case.

E.XERCI.SK II.—Re-write the followinfr and punctuate
correctly:— (1) The Parisian .sails at nine o'clock r\I\I and
the Tunisian at two o'clock PM. (2) The sugar weighed
ten lbs three oz (3) Hamlet's soliloquy on death \s in
Act III, scene i of the play. (4) Lieut-Col Smith and
Capt Rodgers set out from Regma, N W Ter. Jan 6th.

(5) The largest cities of the United States arc New York,
XY, Chicago, 111, Philadelphia, Pa, Boston, Mass

Exercise III.— Re-write the following, abbreviate
where possible:—(i) There were present the Reverend
Joseph Jones, Doctor of Divinity, Professor Jacobs, and
Messieurs Black and Wright of Washington, District of
Columbia. (2) We go there by the Grand Trunk Rail-
way. (3) Your manuscript has been sent with the manu-
scripts (MSS) of James Learned, Fellow of the Roval
Society, to Macmillan and Company, London England.
(4) Address the letter to Mister Joseph Blank, 822" Saint
Mary's Street, Hamilton, Ontario.

_
Reproduction.-Tell the story of the "Tar-.^aby"

in your own words, following this outline:

—

mmm^
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:m

Title.

Introduction : The three animals-

The Story

.

-Where they lived.

Conclusion

.

The inelon-patcn - Who owned it ; what he saw there
T he Coon—Who accused the Rabbit.
'Ihe Fox—Who set the trap.
The Rabbit—How he fought the Tar-Baby.
The Punishment—The plot o^'the Coon.
The Escape—The Rabbit's choice—how h° escaped.

Composition i. Tell the story, How the Fox went
a-huntii.g and the Rabbit bagged the Game. Outline:—
The Fox and the Rabbit grow ihiiost friends—The Fox asks the

Rabbit to go hunting-The Rabbit says lu: is too busy—The Fox
has a uclty day and brings back a great bag of game-The Raf bit
oats all day- In the evening ho starts out -Sees the Fox coming—
J rops down m the road as if d.-ad-The Fox comes along- looks
at the Rabbit- Ihinks him nice and fat, bii* docs not take him-When he has passed, the Rabbit jumps up, takes to the woods
runs on ahead, and drops down again as if dead—The Fox comes
alohg, thinks ral)bits are going to waste- Puts down his bag and
s arts back to get the first rabbit he saw-The Rabbit jumps up.
steals the game-bag and rushes off home.

U«e direct narration in giving the words gpolten.

Composition 2. Tell the story, The Rabbit fin-is his
Match. Outline:—

The Rabbit meets the Terrapin (tortoisf)-Rrags of his swiftness— 1 he I errapin vows he can outrun the Kabbit - A race i arranged— i he Terrapin assembles his family—Everyone of them looks just
like him. ( )n the day of the race the Tenapin puts one of his
tamily at the hist mile post, ant.ther at the next, and so on—.Stays
at the winning-post himself -Another relative meets the Rabbit at
thestarting-post- "(Jo"- Off starts the Rabbit -At the first mile
|.c.st he sees a terrafim crawl out of the woods Ju.t ahead of him—At
the second a terrapin crawls up just before he gets there—At the
goal there is the Terrapin, who carries off Uu; j)rizc.

AODiriONAI, THK.MFS.

CoM.'OSlTioN I. Tell the storv of "I'uss-in-Boots."» 2 Tell

, ^'.''V''^';'!"/''^
"Sleepin;^ lieauty.'"^ 3. Tell the story of " Lucky

Duckling
••/'"" ''" ''^"'^•^ ^•''"'^ '' ^'"'>' ''^ '"''^" "^'^'y
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CHAPThR II.—FABLES.

1*

"I

LESSON VI.

Mfmosizat.on.—From "To Autumn."

Season of .r.",;'"; an I mellow friiitfulncss !

Close bosom-friend of the maturing si n
;

Conspiring with him how to load and bless

With fruit the vines that round the thatch-c...-es run
;

To bend with apples the mossed cottage trees,

And fill all fruit with ripeness to the core
;

To swell the gourd and plump the hazel shells

With a sweet kernel ; to set budding more,
And still more, later flowers for the bees,

U til they think -.arm days will never cease,

For summer has o'erbrimmcd their clammy cells.

—John Keats.

TiiKME : The Dlsai-pointei) Fox.

One day in autumn, when the grai)es were ripe, a fox
stole into a vineyard. Spread out on trellises above
him were ^rcat mas.ses of hiscioiis {grapes, and lie lon^^ed

to have a bunch. He made many and many a jump,
but the grapes n-ere hi<;h, and he could not reach them.
Tired out at last, he said to himself, " Hah ! I don't care.

The grapes are sour !
" and went away.

Exercise 1. A.—Tell something about (i) autumn,
(2) a vineyard. (3) a trellis.

B.— Re-statc the following sentences, but e.\i)rcss
with other words the meaning nf the italiciz.cd words ;

(I) A fox stole into a vineyard. (2) lie saw masses of
luscious grapes. (3) 1 Ic longed to have a bimch. (4) At
last he was tired out,

C—Why did the fox say the grapes were sour?
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Punctuation.

7/ie Cojuma.—Thc punctuation point chiefly used in
the subdivision of the sentence is the comma ' ).

The envelope was nddiessed : John Henry Alford, Esq n^2
Victoria Road, Halifax, N.S.

1. Note the means to mark off a word of address :—
Come, dear chiliiren^ come away down.

Rome^ tfiou hast lest the breed of noble bloods.

2. Note the means to mark off words in apposition :—
Our great old grandmother, the Earth.

There stood Perseus, a beautiful youug mau, with golden
ringlets and rosy cheeks.

Note that «o,„etimes a dash (-) is use<l for this p,.rpo.,e, or a oonnna ana a .l.-vsh •-
Hf saw a pretty sitfhf,- a jfreat, l)ro\vn. 8hari)no.se(i creuture.

Note that if the .-.pposltive „oiin is a part of the title no poi„t must be use<i -
The ArKJStle Jol

: kImk: William the Conqueror ; .(anies the First.

ExF.R(-rsE II.— Study the fable above and .seek to
explain the use of eacli comma cmploytxl.

Exkuct.sk III.— Re-write the foliowin- .sentences
punctuating tliem correctly :-(i ) Dear master I can vo
no further. Parewell kind master. (2) Blow, blow thou
winter wind. (3) God save thee brother. (4) O my
poor Rosalind whither wilt thou go.? (5) England with
all thy taults I love thee still my country (6) Phvsi
cian heal thy.self. (7) He their sire butchered to make
a Roman holiday

! (S) The poet Milton wrote his rreat
epic poem "Paradise Lost" in blindness. (9) Rule a
space of the si/e of an envelope (see p. r2\ and write on
It corrrrtly plac-d and punctuated, this address: Miss
Alice I.ucy Cary 21 View Place Laketon Ont.

RkpucductION —Tell the fable of the " Fov and the
Crapes " in your own words, following this outline :—
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f

Introduction : The season—When it was.

The vineyard—\\ here it was and how it looked.

The Story: The fox in the vineyard—Tell how he >;ot in.

The fox and the grapes—Tell what he did and what
he tried to do.

The fox's feelings -Tell what ho said when he could

not get the grapes.

COMPOSITIOX I. Tell a similar story of a horse that

tried in vain to get into a field of clover. 2. Tell a

similar story of a boy that tried to ^ :t on the ball team

and failed. 3. Tell a similar story about a man who
tried to get a placp; on the railway and failed. 4. Tell

a similar story of a disappointed shopkecj^er or farmer.

5. Tell a similar story of a girl who saw a ring of a

peculiar kind in a jeweller's shop ; her admiration of it

;

her vain efforts to buy it ; her remark wli n she found

that she could not succeed.

'm

I

LESSON VII.

Mkmorization.—From "Thk Lam.;."

Little lamb, who made thee ?

Dost thou know who made thee .'

(iave thee life, and bid thee feed,

Hy the stream, and o'er the mead ;

r.ave thee clothing, woolly, bright
;

(iave thee such a tender voice,

Making all the va'cs rejoice
;

Little lamb, who made thee ?

Dost thou know who made thee ?

--William lilakc.

TnKMK: The Wolf .wd tiif. L.xmi!.

A l.imb was jicacet'^irily padtilirig in a hivn'k. A woif

came to the same si)ot and began to drink higher up
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the stream. Wisliing to quarrel witli the Iamb, he
asked i.i a harsh tone why he was disturbing the water.
The lamb, surprised at this unjust accusation, rephed
humbly, " Sir, you see that I am drinking lower down,
and that the water runs from you to me, and that conse-
quently I do not disturb the water." " Rogue," said the
wolf, "you are the sheep who spoke ill of me six months
ago in my absence." « I was not born, ' said the lamb.
" Then it was your brother," said the wolf. " I have no
brother, on my honour," said the lamb. At these words
the wolf, seeing that it was useless to reason any longer,
cried, " Rascal, if it was neither you nor your brother, it

was your father, and it is all the same." Thereupon he
seized the poor lamb and tore him to pieces.

Exercise I. ^.—Make two connected statements
about each of these: (i) a brook, (2) walking in a brook
(3) disturbmg water, (4) a lamb, (5) a wolf.

-ff.—Re-state the following sentences, but use other
words to express the meaning of the italicized words:
(

I ) A 1amb was peacefu 1 ly paddling in a brook. (2) The
wolf asked why the lamb was disturbing the water (3)Yon spoke /7/of me six months ago. (4) You spoke ofme tn my absence, (5) He saw that it was useless. (6)
It was useless to reason. (7) It is all the same.

C.—{\) Tell what was the wolfs object in making
false accusations against the lamb (2) Tell why he
saw it was useless to go on with his pretexts.

PU NCT UATION—( Cordinued).

The Comma {Continued).—^. Note the punctuation in
the followiuj^:

—

IVishi)!}:: to ,/iiarrf/ with the lamb, he asked . . . (Participial
phrase.)
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Henry IV. died, leaving his son to succeed, (Participial phrase.)

Henry JV. dying^ his son succeeded. (Absolute phrase.)

4. Note the punctuation with parenthetical expres

sions :

—

There is, however^ a limit at which ibrbearance ceases to be

a virtue.

It takes all sorts, they say, to make a world.

5. Note the punctuation in the following :

—

One day in autumn, 7v/ien the grapes were ripe, a fox stole

into a vineyard. (An important clause added.)

When Britain first, at Heaven's command, arose. (An im-

portant, and, as it were, additional phrase.)

Now comes the Sunday dinner, which, to the city tradesman,

is a meal of some importance. (An adjectival clause stating

additional detail.)

6. Note the punctuation in the following :

—

]Vhen the bad men combine, the good must associate. (Clauses

separated by contrast.)

Though he stay me, yet will I trust him.

7. Note the punctuation before a direct quotation :—

He said to himself, "Bah! I don't care." (Noun clause

in direct narration.)

The kini,' answered, "Now, Sir Thomas, return." (Noun
clause in direc t narration.)

"Perhaps it hasn't one,'' Alice ventured to remark.

Whoii the quotation is long the eoloii(:)or colon an<l dash (:—) may 1« iiied to
introduce it.

Tho inilireot narration lioc^ not re«|uiru a. coninm :—
Thu king an«were<l Sir Thomas that he should return.

F.XKUciSK II.—Study tho punctuation of the story
above, and explain the use of each comma employed.
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Exercise Ill.-Punctuate the following assiVnin^r

s:;:d^;i^;f,t^^ ""'. -^'U'^^ nea;eThinrfvriDoraered tlie valley were half submerged. (2) All work

cons„l'"°;;"^'""'"^ " "°^'^-
^3) Horatius quoth ?heconsu as thou sayest so let it be. (4) I thrice presented

?^\<u^ ^^^ ^^"'^
^ ^vould rise to explain

h"r u^tei^rb,r
^°" "°'" ^^^^ "'^^^ ^- -"

('!) In winter I get up at night
And dress by yellow candle-light •

n summer quite the other way
1 have to go to bed by day

RE,.Roi>uc:TiON._Tell the story of the "Wolf andthe l.amb ni your own words, following this outline :~

Introduction: The place-What it was.
'I he i.uiib—What he was doing.
The wolf-Coming and seeing the Iamb
1 he accusations of the wolfand replies of the Iamb-

£;sMS;cr^''^
-ter-speaSing i„ of'hTm'in

T he wolfs action- Tell what he did

CoMPosiTlON.-Change the circumstances to suitand I Untc a similar story of a pike and a minnow.'
2. Write a smnlar stor>^ of a wren and a butcher-bird •

They are on the same limb of a tree-The butcher-bird
says that the wren is shaking the limb-The wre.i says
.^..e ., tcK. ii^^ht lo shake it, etc. 3. Write a similar storyof one school-boy bullying another.

The Story.

Conclusion

,
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LESSON VIII.

Memorization.—From "A Happy Life."

How happy is he born and taught,

That serveth not another's will ;

Whose armour is his honest thought,

And simple truth his utmost skill. . . .

This man is freed from servile bands

Of hope to rise, or fear to fall
;

Lord of himself, though not of lands
;

And having nothing, yet hath all.

—Henry Wotton.

Theme: The Country Mouse and the

Town Mouse.

Once upon a time a country mouse invited his friend

and relative, a town mouse, to visit him in the fields.

The invitation was duly accepted, and the country

mouse opened his heart and laid his store hospitably

before his guest. There were peas, and barley, and nuts

—everythuig, he thought, that would suit the palate of

his dainty friend. The town mouse condescended to

nibble a bit here and a bit there. But at last he

exclaimed, " What a wretched life you lead here, among

your rocks, and woods, and fields ! You really must

come with me and I will show you in town the life that

is worth living." The country mouse very humbly agreed,

and the two set off to town.

Arrived in the city, the mice mide their wav to an

elegant apartment in which the remains of a great banquet

were spread. They found there all the delicac'es and

liixinie-i of the city. The country mou'^e tastffl one di^h

after another, and was full of delight at his new fortune.

But suddenly a door opened, people came in, and the
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two frightened mice made their escape only with diffi-
culty. When all was again quiet they returned to the r

repast, but once more they had to run and hide them-
selves in terror. Finally the country mouse said to his
friend, " This fine hfe is all very well for you ; but I

prefer to eat my grains of barley in peace and security."
And he scampered back to the fields, and never visited
the city again.

Exercise I. ^.—Tell something about each of these:
(I) a country mouse, (2) a town mouse, (3) an invitation,
(4) a mouses dnmer in the fields, (5) the town mouse's
opmion of the country, (6) a mouse's dinner in the city,
(7) the dangers of city life, (8) the country mouse's
opmion of the city.

^.—Re-write the following sentences, but use other
words to express the meaning of the italicized words:
(i; Ihe mvitation was duly accepted. (2) The country
mouse opened his heart. (3) He laid his store hospitably
before his guest. (4) Nothing could suit his palate.

,1 T.
^°^^" "'°"^^ '^'^'^'i^scended to nibble a bit.

6) Ihey went to an elegant apartment. (7) This fine
ife IS all very xvell for you. (8) He scampered back to
the fields.

^•—^0 Tell why the town mouse despised the coun-
try hfe. (2) Tell why the country mouse gave up the
pleasures of the city. (3) Which mouse was right ?

why ?
°

Exercise n.-(i) Write the invitation that you
imagine the country mouse sent to the town mouse.
(2) Write the answer that you imagine the town mouse
sent accepting the invitation. (See p. 74.)

Punctuation—(C<?«/;««^^/).

Thf Comma {Continued).-^. Note liic means to mark
orderly relation of successive words in similar relation :—

There were peas, and barley, and nuts. (Successive nouns./
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^

Clover, Sweet Fern, Cowslip, Butter-cup, and most of their

playti ates, besought him to relate one of his stories.

Thev were all dripping wet, cross, and uncomfortable. (Suc-

cessive adjectives).

"And " with two words needs no comma :—They were all cross and uncomfortable.

Every feather was pure, bright, glittering gold.

Note that the comma is omitted w len the adjective makes up a phrase. If the

object is white kid gloves, then we write,—Lar^e white kid glox es.

Sink or swim, live or die, survive or perish, I give my hand
and my heart to this vote. (Successive pairs of words.)

9. Note the means to mark ellipsis :

—

Caesar had his Brutus ; Charles the First, [i.e. had] his

Cromwell.

The comma mav be omitted i( the sense is clear without it : Worth makes the man,

the want of it the fellow.

10. Note the means to indicate clauses in a compound

or complex sentence :

—

Suddenly a door opened, people came in, and the mice

escaped.

The pines rocked, the storm eddied, and the flames leaped

heavenward.

The cat'^rpillar puffed away without speaking, but at last it

unfolded u.^ arms, took the hookah out of its mouth, and said,

'* So you think you're changed, do you ?
"

Exercise III.—Study the fable above and explain

the use of each comma employed.

Exercise IV.~ Write and punctuate: (i) The sun

passes through dirty places yet remains pure as before.

(2) He liked the great wide strange place, and the

cool fresh bracing p.ir. (3) Address your letters to my
bankers Messrs. Brown Shipley and Co. London.
''4) There was a Duck and a Dodo a Lory and an
Ea ^If^t and several other curious creatures. (5) At
midniLjht the storm abated the rolling clouds parted

and the stars glittered keenly above the sleeping

camp. (6) From all these furrowing ploughshares
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from the feet of oxen from a labourer here and therewho was breaking the dry clods with a hoe the

7 DilT ^Tl ^*^'^^"^t l'l<e so much smoke.
(7 Ditches and banks of gravel denuded hillsidesstumps and decayed trunks of trees took the place of

able variety of greens the masses of foliage tossing inthe breeze the glimpses of distance the descents intoseemingly .mpenetrabie thickets the continual dodgingof the road which made haste to plun-e a-ain into thecovert we had a fine sense of the Lodl and r n^tim^and the open air, ' ^
REPRODUCTION.-Tell the story of the Country Mouse

and the Town Mousi in your own words. Outline •—
Title.

Introdifwn: The two friends
; the invitation.

The St,.ry: The First Scene -Tell al,out the two mice dining
in the country, and the remark of the town mouse

The Second SCENE.-Tell about the arrival in tovn
of the mouse, the dinner in the city, and the remark
ol the country mouse.

The departure of the country mouse.

Composition r. Write a similar story about a wild
song-bird and a tame canary bird. 2. Write a similar
story about a wild rabbit and a tame rabbit. 3. Write
a similar story about a country boy (or girl) and a town
boy (or girl).

ADDITIONAL THEMES.

tory, the fcIlowmg^--i. The Fox and the Stork. 2. The Fox andthe Crow.
3. The Wind and the Sun. 4. The Fox without a Tail.

Kin t" T^'rf '",?'' '''"^"''^"- ^' '^'^^ ^^°^'^ -^^-^ for a

and thei'; Ass.'

'^"' '" ''"""^ "^"^^^
''

'^''^ ^•"-•' "^^ ^^^'

' These fal.k's may he rea.l to the class from ^soi.'s ' Fables " » npw v • u

Concbisioti

:
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CHAPTER III,—STORIES FROM THE BIBLE.

LESSON IX.

Memorization.—Psalm xxiii.

The Lord is my Shepherd; I shall not want. He maketh me to

lie down in green pastures : he leadeth me beside the still waters.

He restoreth my soul : he leadeth me in the paths of righteousness

for his name's sake. Yea, though I walk through the valley of the

shadow of death, I will fear no evil : for thou art with me ; thy rod

and thy staff, they comfort me. Thou preparest a table before me
in the presence of mine enemies : thou anointest my head with

oil ; my cup runneth over. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow

me all the days of my life : and I will dwell in the house of the

Lord for ever.

Theme: David and Goliath.

There was once in the land of Judea a rosy-cheeked

lad who kept his father's flock in the outlying fields.

Though young and of no great size he had more than

once shown his high spirit. Wild beasts used to come
to harry the sheep, and he had often to defend his flock

against their attacks. This lad, by name David, was

sent by his father to carry food to his brothers who were

in the camp of King Saul, fighting against the Philistines.

Now the Philistines had a champion, Goliath of Gath,

a mighty man of gigantic stature, who.se spear's staff was

as a weaver's beam, and his spear-head of almost twenty

pounds' weight. This man came daily to cry to the men
of Israel, " Cluiose a man for you. and send him to fight

with me. If he be able to kill me, then will we be thy

servants ; but if I prevail over him and kill him, then

shall ye serve us." Rut there was no man in Israel to

match him in stature, nor in the strength of his armour.
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When David heard the words of Goh^ath his heart
burned that his nation should be so defied, and he
entreated Saul to send him to fight the gigantic PhihV
tme But Saul was doubtful, because David was only ayouth and unproved. At last he consented, and gave
David armour and a sword. But David had had no
experience with these things, and they weighed him
down. Casting them aside, and taking only his sling.
he ran down the valley. As he went he picked up fivesmooth stones from the brook, and put them in his
shepherd s pouch. When the Philistine drew near. David
ran to nieet him, and as he ran he fitted into his sling a
pebble from h.s wallet, and lo! the stone he threw atGohath flew and struck the giant on the forehead, and he
felIto the earth So David prevailed over the Philistine
with a shng and with a stone. Then, because he had no
sword, he ran and stood upon the Philistine, and drawin<.
the man s svvord out of its sheath he cut off his head u >th
it When the Philistines saw their champion dead, they
fled. David received much honour from the people, andwas made the King's armour-bearer
EXERCISF I. ^._Make two connected statements

fXrf"-?!^'^
following :-( I) Judea. (2) keen fanock, (3) wild beasts. (4) Philistine, (5) David's cou a-e,6)^a^rmour. (;) a sword. (8) a sl^'^^g.

fe) JnepWS"

>5^-Re-state the following sentences, but use -herwords to express the meaning of the italicized wet 1

(^fhe^liLJiX^,na!]-s^:jX

received muck honour. ^ ' i^-^d
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C.—(i) Tell what was David's usual occupation.

(2) Tell why David went to the king's camp. {3) Tell
why David would not wear the armour given him by
Saul. (4) Tell how David prevailed over the Philistine.

F\J^CT\JA'YIOK—(Conlviuecf).

Quotation Marks.— l. Note the means to indicate
quotation (" ") :

—

Goliath cried to the children of israel, "Choose a man for

you."

"I'm sure I'm not Ada," she said, "for her hair goes in

such long ringlets."

"You are old, father William," the young man said.

When the quotation is stated, but not in exact words, no marks ol ([uotation are
used ; The .vouiif; man said father William was old.

2. Single quotation marks (") should be used where
the quotation occurs within a quoted passage.

We read this in the Mock Turde's story: "Alice could hear
him sighing as if his heart would break. * What is his sorrow?'
she asked the Gryphon. * It's all his fancy, that.' " (Quotation
within a quotation.)

Sinsrie quotation marks are frequently used with titles of books.

The Apostrophe.— I. Note the sign of the possessive

case :

—

Man's inhumanity; St. James's church; Keats's poems.
( )s^essive of singular nouns.)

i'mper nouns ending in >• frequently are written with only Clin the jiossessi ve. Note
-ne -DPcial plirases with "sake,' suoh as "for c nsoienoe' !<ukc," "for ifotxlness' sake.

'

The ladies' capes; the Germans' scholarship; the Romans'
r nour. (Pos.sessive of plurals in s.)

The children's hour
; the mice's party; Englishmen's pride.

i^os>essive of plurals by vowel change.)

Tht .ipostrophc is not required with the posapMlve pronouns, its. hera nijrs v.itjrs

mcirs.

2. Note the means to indicate elision of a letter or
letters —
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Whoe'. r has travell'd life's dull round.

^
Jhe Revolution of '76 [/.., of 1776]; the men of '45 [/..,

3. Note the peculiar plurals of figures and letters :_

«'/and ;^'
'""^ ^'' ''" '''"^'' ^' ^^'^ ^« distinguish as your

Exercise II.—Explain each apostrophe used in the
story above.

so^s'I!!'^^''^
ni.-Punctuate correctly, assigning rea-

(1) Say not good-night but in some brighter clime
Hid me good mornmg.

(2) Every subjects duty is the kings
; but every subiects

n3 •J°^'-'^'^-y°""^
^^^ ^^'S "f y«'-e- (S) A oilyplace sa.d he ,n times of old ! but something ails it now

(6) Tis pleasant sure to sec ones name in print
;A books a book although tliercs nothing int

(7) You are old father William the young man saidAnd your hau" has becouK very white •

And yet vou incessantly stand on your headUo you thmk at your age it is right ?

REPRc.DUCTioN.-Teil the story of David and Goliath
in your own words, using the following outline •—
Ti/ie.

Intnuhution: Judea -The country of David
Kcepmg the (lock-David defends it from beastsDav.ds brothers-The need of Davi.i to go to thecamp of Kmg Saul.

*^

The 'h.'|r''""-r?""'?'^'
*'^" «''''"^' '''^i' cbampion.

I he challcnge-Davui pcrmittcii to fight (Joliathnavids preparation-The armo„r which he could

The*,S'^rr '^ '"\' '^-Pf'''''" from the brook
I nc hattif- The death of Goliath.
Flight of the FhiHstines.
David's reward.

'I'/ii' Story

Condusum

:
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LESSON X.

Memorization.—Part of Psalm cm.
The Lord is merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and plenteousm mercy. He will not always c.iide : neither will he keep his

anger for ever. He hath not dealt with us after our sins ; nor
rewarded us according to our iniquities. For as the heaven is high
above the earth, so great is his mercy toward them that fenr him.
As far as the east is from the west, so far hath he removed our
transgressions from us. Like as a father pitieth his children so the
Lord pmeth them that fear him. For he knoweth our frame ; he
remembereth that we are dust. As for man, his days are as grass •

as a flower of the field, so he flourisheth. For the wind passeth
over It, and it is gone ; and the place thereof shall know it no mon
But the mercy of the ..ord is from everlasting to everlasting upon
them that fear him, and his righteousness unto children's children :

to such as keep his covenant, and to those that remember his
commandments to do them.

THEME; The Finding of Moses.

m^fSTlThf ?''?'"Ji!
^'"^"'' ""^ ^ ^^"^ '"'^ •"" '"™«h Ihe model an.I thematerial of thU study. The .tory should be reviewetl orally, according to the outline

E.XERCISE I.—Secure brevity in the following, by usinji
one word in place of the italicized words —(i) The
/
'^Sara district abounds in p/accs where they ^roxv grapes.

(2) \\e saw a great many people gather at the door.
(3) I he speaker was often cheered by those who came to
hear htm (4) The great writer is a ^viini doer of good
deeds. (5) He fjave nic the book as somethirr to remind
me of the oecasicn. (6) The men who were captured were
released. (7) The man ivho thinks always of himself is

fo'^'.n'."".''^
"'"""^ ^'^''^" ^'^^ "''"' '''//'' ^(its to excess.

(iS) 1 his is a list of the men xvho oxve me money. (9) Here
IS a second list of those -whom Iowe money to.' ( 10) One's
life is of more importance than -what one believes.
\i\) ]uA^c not .iccurding to zvhat thun^s seem f,< he.

(12) Cromwell and Milton were living at the same time.

i"u_' t:^^
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(13) The secretary gave the records to t/ie man who
came after hitn.

P U NCTUAT 10N—( CoJttvnted).

The Semicohn.—i. The semicolon (;) indicates a very
marked division in a compound sentence :

—

Honour and shame from no condition rise

;

Act well thy part, there all the honour lies.

The semicolon marks here a separation of the chief

clauses, and also the connection of the two.

2. It is the usual mark when the clauses have smaller
divisions marked by connnas :

—

'J'o watch the corn grow, or the blossoms set ; to draw hard
breath over ploughshare or spade

; to read, to think, to love,
to i)ray, are the things that make men happy.

3. Note the punctuation in the following :

—

There are more convenient weights and measures than the
English

;
e.g., the metric system of France.

The semicolon is thin used with a^i, viz. (videlicet, nnmely). e.u'. (exenirli tfratia.
for the sake of an example), i.e. (id est, that Is), when followed by examples!
instances, ^ipeciflcations.

KXERCl.sii II.—Explain the uses of the .semicolons

that occur in " David and Goliath."

EXKRCISE III.— Re-write, punctuate correctly, give
asons : -(i) We are a wonderful people it was neverreason

our government which made us a great nation our
government has bren ever a drag on our wheels. (2)
Honours come by diligence riches spring from economy.
(3) Men's evil manners live it) bra.ss their virtues we
write in water.

(4) All Nature is but Art unknown to thee
All Chance, Direction^ which thoii canst p,r>! sp^
All Discoid, Harmony not nndeistood
All partial Kvii, universal (iood.
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(5) Birmingham h^ chief stations viz the New
Street Station and the Snow Hill Station. (6) Every
nation has its poet e£^ Greece its Homer Rome its

Virgil England its Shakspere Germany its Goethe. (7)
The " fluttering of the fan " is the last and indeed the
masterpiece of the whole exercise but if a lady does
not mis-spend her time she may make herself mistress
of it in three months. (8) It is no doubt a great privi-
lege to visit foreign countries to travel say in Mexico or
Peru to cruise among the Pacific islands. (9) Hunting
and shooting are the only business of his life fox-hounds
and pointers lie about in every parlour and he is him.self
like Pistol always in boots. (10) In the hedges crim-
son haws and scarlet hips an wreathed with hoary
clematis or necklaces of coral briony-berrics the brambles
burn with many-coloured flames the dog-wood is bronzed
to purple and here and there the spindle-wood puts forth
its fruit, like knots of rosy buds, on frail delicate twigs.

COMPOSITION.—Tell the story of "The Finding of
Moses," using the following outline:

—

TtVe. Introduction: The Israelites captive in Egypt— Pharaoh
orders all the baby boys to be killed— Moses born.

The Story: His mother weaves a little boat of rushes and daubs
It with pitch-^-She sets this afloat on the Nile, puts the baby in it.
and hides it among the reeds on the river bank -His sister watches
at a little distance -Pharaoh's dau-liter comes to bathe in the river
-Finds the baby and rescues hiin-'lhe sister, Miriam, comes up,
and the princess sends her for a nurse —.She fetches her mother—
1 hii-. Moses escapes death, to be brought up in Pharaoh's court in
all the learning of the Egyptians.

ConJiision: The marvellous results to Egypt and the Israelites
from the life thus preserved.
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LESSON XI.

Memorization.—Psalm i.

Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the
ungodly, nor standeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat
of the scornful. But his delight is in the law of the Lord ; and in
his law doth he meditate day and night. And he shall be like a
tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in
his season

;
his leaf also shall not wither; and whatsoever he doeth

shall prosper. The ungodly are not so : but are like the chaflf
which the wind driveth away. Therefore the ungodly shall not
stand in the judgment, nor sinners in the congregation of the
righteous. For the Lord knoweth the way of the righteous : but
the way of the ungodly shall perish.

Theme : Gideon's Victory.
The seventh chapter of Judges, aesifrned to the pupiU for private reading will

furnish the material and inodel of this study. The story may be reviewed in cla«i
and the outline mode.

Exercise I.— Gain brevity in the following by
usinfT one word in place of the itah'cized expression;
£.£-., Italy is a country bordering on the j<?rt= Italy is a
maritime country:—(i) The boy that is easily frightened
suffers much from those who are at school ivith hint.
(2) The boy given up to thought will prove the better
scholar than the boy given up to talk. (3) This cottage
covered with vines is situated quite near to the forest.

(4) In the distance you see a castle entirely surrounded
by the ocean. (5) That is the Duke's seat, and that of
hts ancestors. (6) The fimily have held it for ten genera-
tions, one foUoxving after another.

E.XKRCisE II.—Gain fullness of expression by adding
appropriate adjectives to each of the following; eg. The
sailor sank unknelled, uncoffined, and alone, (i)' The
weather is , , . (2) The road is ,

,—-. (3) The river flows ^ , __, (4) jj^g
valley lies ,

,
, beneath our eyes. (5) The

sky IS , , . (6) xhc sea spreads before us
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(7) The shore extends
• (8) The wind grows

fog descends , , _ (9) The
(lo) We return home

Punctuation- (C^«//««^^).

TAe Colon.—1. The colon (:) is usually a mark of a
greater division in the clauses of a sentence than that
denoted by the semicolon :

—

You see me, Lord Bassanio, where I stand,
huch as I am : though for myself alone
I would not be ambitious in my wish,
To wish myself much better

; yet, for you
I would be trebled twenty times myself

;

A thousand times more fair.

When the 8ubordinate cUu«>8 are «,bdivided bj- semicolons, the main clauses areusually separated by colons.

2. Note the punctuation in the following :—
Quoth the Raven :

" Nevermore."

The story is as follows :
" We were separated by a

storm in the latitude of 73°" ... .

u.„aTr;,o^VLrp::::;r"'*''"^ "' ''"'"'• - ^'''^ --^ '"' ''"°^'^"-

When the quoUtion depend, directly on a preceding word no stop is rc<,ulred :-

Note aI»o the pubbshen.' imprint.-New York : The Macmillan Co.

T/ie Dask—i. Note the punctuation of the following
where the writer suddenly breaks ofif his discourse :

-
'

he^noTse!!'?^
^°^ °^ *^' mountain, he could sce-what could

2 Note the effect produced by the pause that the
dash suggests here :—

Strike— for your altars ai .. your fires
;Strike— for the green graves of your sires.

3. Note how the parenthesis is marked in the fol-
lowing :—

-
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Farewell! for in that word — that fatal word — there breathes
despa'".

Her v..,-c was ever soft, gentle, and low,— an excellent thing
in woman.

The comma ia likewise used ; see Comma 4. Sometimes the two are combined.
Thp dash indicates also omitted wjnls or letters :— His Grace the D— of W—

.

It is gonietinies used with exemplifications :—The answer is in three words—health,
peace, competence.

E.XERCISE III.— Punctuate, assigning reasons:

—

(i) The question then is this Had Charles I. broken the
fundamental laws of England > (2) At last the Gryphon
said to the Mock Turtle drive on old fellow.

(3) Old (iriines is dead that good old man
We ne'er shall see him more.

(4) Sweet is revenge especially to women.
(5) In faith 'twas strange 'twas passing strange

'Twas pitiful 'twas wondrous pitiful

She wished she had not heard it yet she wished
That Heaven had made her such a man.

(Indicatu the hroken wor<Is of the s|>eaker.)

(6) The ancient time- piece says to all Forever never
never forever. (7) The illuminations began before we
arrived and I must confess that upon entering the
gardens I found every sense overpaid with more than
expected pleasure the lights everywhere glimmering
through the scarcely moving trees, the full-bodied
concert bursting on the stillness of the night the natural
concert of the birds in the more retired part of the
grove vying with that which was formed by art the com-
pany gaily (Ire-ssed looking satisfaction and the tables
spread with various delicacies all conspired to fill my
imagination with the visionary happiness of the Arabian
lawgiver and lifted me into an ecsta.sy of admiration.

Composition. Draw up a formal outline and tell the

story of "Gideon's Victory."

Ar)DIIIONAL THLMES.

CoMPOsrnoM i. Joseph sold into Kgypt ((".enesis x\ ). 2. The
story of Daniel (Daniel vi). 3. Ilic story of the Prodigal Son
(Luke xv). 4. The story of Ruth (Book of Ruth).
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I

CHAPTER IV.—CLASSICAL MYTHS.

LESSON XII.

Mkmorization.—Ariel's Song in "The Tempest."

Where the bee sucks, there suck I

:

In a cowsHp's bell I lie ;

There I couch when owls do cry,

On the bat's back I do fly

After summer merrily.

Merrily, merrily shall I live now
Under the blossom that hangs on the bough.

— William Shakspere.

Theme : Echo.

In olden days there was a nymph or spirit living in

the woods whose name was Echo. She had a gift for

telling charming stories. Whenever she told a story

her hearers wotild sit and listen with no notion how time

was passing. Even Jupiter, king of gods and men, was

among those who liked to hear the wonderful tales that

Echo told. But Jupiter had a wife, and Juno grew

angry because he left beautiful Olympus, the home of

the gods, to go to the woods where Echo lived and told

her stories. It was a dangerous matter to incur the wrath

of the Queen of Hea\eii, and Juno punished happy, merry

Echo by taking from her the power of speech. She could

tell no more pretty stories; she could only mimic and re-

peat the last words of others. This troubled her so that

she pined away, and at last she became only a voice. To
this day you may hear her calling among the hills, sending

back the last words of evci y cry.

Exercise I. A.—Make two connected sentences about
each of the following:

—

(i) a nymph, (2) living in the
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woods, (3) the ancient gods, (4) mimicking a person,
(5) the echo among the hills.

^-—Re-state the following sentences, but use other
words to express the meaning of the italicized words:

—

(i) Echo had a gift for telling charming stories. (2) It
was a dangerous matter to incur the wrath of Juno.
(3J Juno took from her the power of speech. (4) Echo
was '=' unhappy that she pined away.

C.—vO Tell how people listened to Echo's stories.

(2) Tell why Juno was angry at Echo. (3) Tell how
Juno punished Echo. (4) Describe an echo.

Gain variety of expression by noting many aspects of
an action ; e.g., the door creaks and bangs; the boys
laugh and sJiout.

Exercise II.—Add two or more verbs descriptive
of the sounds made by each of the following: (i) The
wind. (2) The trees. (3) The sea. (4) The fire. (5) The
clock. (6) The tea-kettle. (7) The bell. (8) The chain.

(9) The waggon. (10) The crowd.
Exercise III.—Add to each of the following the

verb that expresses its characteristic cry ; ^.^., The owl
hoots, (i) The dog . (2) The hound . (3) The
cat . (4) The hen . (5) The pig . (6) The

(7) The cow (8) The sheeppigeon .

(9) The horse—. (10) The colt . (11) The frog
(12) The cow . (13) The sparrow .

(14) The wolf ,

jackass . (17) The cricket

(15) The lion (16) The

Punctuation—((r£?«//«;/^rf').

The Exclamation Point.—Note the means to indicate

exclamation in sentence, phrase, and word :

—

O that I had wings like a dove !

Come, ho I and wake Diana with a hymn.

All llic- iicrfumcs of Arabia will not sweeten this little hand.
Oh, oh, oil I

Whispering with white lips— "The foe! They come!
They come !"
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The Interrogation Point.—The Interrogation is used
to mark a direct question. Note the punctuation of the
following :

—

"Oh say, what can it be ?"

"A barrowful ot what?" thought Alice.

Where be )our gibes now? your gambols? your songs?
your flashes of merriment, that were wont to set the table in a
roar?

Where the questions are slififht subdivisions of the continued discourse capital letters
are not required.

Where the question is indirect (cf. p. 6) the interrogation point is not needed :—
He asked what good came of it.

Exercise IV.—Re-write and punctuate the following;
assign reasons for each point you u.se:—(i) A horse a
horse My kingdom for a horse cried King Richard.
(2) He asked you if you went home. (3) He asked you
did you go home.

(4) Charge Chester charge on Stanley on
Were the last words of Marmion.

(5) Peace ho how now what news. (6) What a monstrous
tail our cat has got.

(7) What can ennoble sots, or slaves or cowards
Alas not all the blood of all the Howards.

(8) If a fish came to me said the Mock Turtle and told
me he was going a journey I should say With what
porpoise Don't you mean purpose said Alice. (9) O
mighty Caesar dost thou lie so low are all thy con-
quests glories triumphs spoils shrunk to this little

measure.

Reproduction.—Tell the story of "Echo" in your
own words, using the following outline :

—

Title.

Introduction : Time—The woods—Where Echo lived.
The stories Echo told.

The iiiory : Jupiter—Chief of her listeners.

Juno's wrath—The reason for it.

Echo's punishment—What became of her.

Conclusion: An echo now—Where you have heard one and what
it was like.

Ki'W^mm' V HIUWMl '-^EK /fc«i""fc^2ait ^SS3«^ ?«^nS^S ^P^^nS'^^STStjSSSRFKS'^^E
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LESSON XIII.

Memorization.—Stanzas from "Chilue Harold.'-

Adieu, adieu ! my native shore

Fades o'er the waters blue
;

The niyht-winds sigh, the breakers roar,

And shrieks the wild sea-mew.

Yon sun that sets upon the sea

We follow in his flight

;

Farewell awhile to him and thee,

My native land—Good Night.

With thee, my bark, I'll swiftly go

Athwart the foaming brine
;

Nor care what land thou bearst me to,

So not again to mine.

Welcome, welcome, ye dark blue waves !

And when you fail my sight,

Welcome, ye deserts and ye caves !

My native land—Good Night !

—Lord Byron.

THEME: Jason Ax\d the Golden Flekce.

Once two little children, in peril of their lives, were
rescued by a faithful ram, who carried them away on
his back across the sea towards a far country called

Colchis. One of the children fell into the sea and was
drowned, but the other was brought safe ashore. The
ram, however, was so exhausted by his long swim that

he lay down and died. In memory of this good deed
the fleece of the ram was changed by the gods into

pure gold, and hung on a tree in a sacred grove, where
it was guarded day and night by a fierce dragon.

A young prince named Jason, started out from Thes-

saly, with forty-nine heroic companions, to win this
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Golden Fleece. They sailed in a ship called the Arg-o,

and were in consequence known as the Argonauts.
After many and strange adventures they reached Col-
chis. Soon after their arrival, Jason bade the Argonauts
man their vessel and be all ready to get away again
quickly. He himself set off for the grove to kill the
dragon and carry off the Golden Fieere. So terrible was
the dragon that Jason had small chance of success.

But the princess of Colchis, named Medea (ine deah),
came to his aid by throwing a magic powder down the
dragon's throat. The monster fell into a heavy sleep,

and Jason, seizing the precious fleece, rushed back to
the Argo. The rowers were seated on their benches
with their oars in the air ready to fall into the water.

On came Jason, and making one bound he leaped on
board. The heroes raised a mighty shout, to the sound
of which "he galley seemed to leap over the waves.
Thus Jason achieved his quest.

Exercise I. A.—Make two connected sentences
about each of the following:—(i) a fleece, (2) the sea,

(3) animals swimming, (4) a grove, (5) a dragon, (6) the
Argo, (7) magic, (8) rowing a boat, (9) a galley.

B.—Re-state the following sentences, but use other
words to express the meaning of the italicized words :—
(i) The ram was so exhausted that he lay down and died
(2) In memory of this deed the fleece was changed to
gold. (3) The fleece hung on a tree in a sacred groxc.

(4) After many adventures they reached Colchis. (5) They
were /;/ consequence known as the Argonauts. (6) They
were ready to get azvay.^ (7) The princess came to his
aid. (8) ihns ]eiSon achieved /lis qjiest.

C-—O) Tell why the ram carried the children away.
(2) Tell why his fleece was changed to gold. (3) Tell
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what Medea did to help Jason. (4) Tell why he bade
the Argonauts be ready and waiting for his return.

Exercise II.—Gain brevity by reducing to one word
each of the following italicized expressions

; e.g:, The
play was prepared in a /lurry-The play was hurriedly
prepared, (i) The farmer returns towards his home.
(2) He sees his son shooting in a careless maimer at
squirrels. (3) He thinks he has neglected his woxV on
purpose. (4) The lad is clever beyond zvhat is common.
(5) Yet he creeps, like a snail, not at his own wish, to
school. (6) At school he sits in an uncomfortable state
till the bell rings. (7) Then he rushes out like a storm,
tn a northerly direction, to his favourite haunt by the
creek. (8) What will become of him in the time to come?
Exercise III.—Gain fullness of description by observ-

ing the various ways anything acts or happens
; e.g.,

The teacher spoke at once, quietly hvX firmly.
Exercise IV.—Add one or more suitable adverbs

descriptive of each of the following :— i. The wind blew
; ''^bout the old house. 2. The fire burned
m the stove. 3. We drew our chairs round the
hearth. 4. Then Jane began to speak. 5. She
to'd "s the story of the Halton ghost. 6. We
listened 7. Jack grew afraid. 8. Alice
^'^Pt to her mother. 9, Even the older ones
^^^J^ affected by the tale. 10. Outside the snow
drifted about the house.

Punctuation—(C^«//««^t/).
Exercise V.—Correct the following as to punctuation

and capital letters ; assign reasons for the changes you
make :—(

i ) Flow down cold rivulet to the sea. (2) Lord
Ronald gave his cousin lady Clare a lily-white doe.

(3) Break break break
At the foot of thy crags O sea

(4) On the top of each was a most dreadful bogy all
teeth horns and tail which was the crest Sir John's
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ancestors wore in the wars oi the roses. (5) The wind

blew a gale from the north the irees roared the corn and

the deep grass in the valleys flee! in whitening surges

the dust towered into the air along the road and dis-

persed like the smoke of battle.

(6)

(7)

And while he whistled long and loud

He heard a tierce mermaiden cry

o boy tho' thou art young and proud
I see the place where thou wilt lie.

whenever the moon and stars are set

whenever the wind is high

all night long in the dark and wet
a man goes riding by

(8) I thank you for the snip of cloth commonly called a

pattern at present I have two coats and but one back if

at any time hereafter I should find myself possessed of

fewer coats or more backs it will be of use to me.

Reproduction.—Tell the story of "Jason and the

Golden Fleece" in your own words, using the following

outline :

—

Ttt/e.

Introduction : The time—The children in peril.—The faithful ram.

The Golden Fleece—How the ram's fleece came to

be turned to gold.

The grove and the dragon—How the fleece was
guarded.

TAe Story : Prince Jason and his crew—Who went to get the

fleece. Medea and Jason—The magic powder ;

how the dragon was overcome.
The achievement of the quest—How Jason escaped

with the fleece.

Conclusion : A comment on Jason's heroism.
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LESSON XIV.

Memorization.—Voluntaries.

In an age of fops and toys,

Wanting wisdom, void of right,

Who shall move heroic boys
To hazard all in Freedom's fight,—

Break sharply off their jolly games,
Forsake their comrades gay.

And quit proud homes and youthful dames
For famine, toil, and fray.?

Yet on the nimble air benign
Speed nimbler messages.

That waft the breath of grace divine
To hearts in sloth and ease.

So nigh is grandeur to our dust.

So near is God to man,
When Duty whispers low, Thou must.
The youth replies, lean.

—Ralph VVa/do Emerson.

Theme : Perseus and Medusa.

On an island in the midst of the sea there h'ved three
terrible sisters called Gorgons. They were monsters-
half women and half dragons. Their faces were beauti-
ful, but they had brazen hands, a scaly skin, and instead
of hair, snakes. Worst of all was the terrible power of
their eyes, for whoever looked one of them in the face
was forthwith turned into stone. Of the three the most
formidable was named Medusa (me dcu'za).

Hearing of these fearful beings, Perseus (per' shoos a
young hero who thirsted for adventures, set out to cut
off Medusa's head with its snaky locks. The gods came
to his aid

: IMuto lent him a wonderful helmet that made
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him invisible
; Minerva a shield so bright that it could

be used as a mirror, and Mercury a sharp curved sword,
and his own winged sandals, which enabled their wearer
to fly like a bird.

Binding on the sandals, Perseus flew over sea and
land until he reached the island where the Gorgons
lived. He dared not look down at the land for fe^r he
should gaze on the Gorgon's face and be turned into
stone. Using the bright shield as a mirror, he saw
reflected in it the three Gorgons asleep on the sea-
shore. He took his sharp sword, and with his eyes fixed
or the image in the shield, flew down and cut off the
he. ..; of Medusa. The hissing of her snakes aroused her
sisters, but t' y could not follow Perseus, because, thanks
to Pluto's helmet, he was invisible. Perseus escaped with
Medusa's head and presented it to Minerva in token of
his gratitude to the gods, to whose help he owed his
success. Pleased with the gift, Minerva placed the horrid
head on her shining shield, so that her enemies when
they looked on her in battle might be turned into stone.

EXERCISF I.^. Make two connected sentences
about each of the followmg :—(1) the Gorgons. (2) the

PI 1 ?\ I'r
Gorgons, (3) J'cr.scus, (4) tlie helmet of

Pluto, (5) Mercury's sandals, (6) Medusa's head.

A—Re-state the following sentences, but use otherwords to express the meaning of the italicized words •—
(0 1 ncy had hvtntttg snakes instead of hair. (2) I'erseus
thirsted for adventures. (3) He used the bright shield
as a mirror (4) Thanks to Pluto's helmet he was in-
visible. (5) She placed the horrid he;ul on her .shield.

.11 how 1 erseus avoided being turned into stone.
11 what Perseus did with the head of Medusa.

(2)

(3)
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Exercise II.— Unite the short sentences in each
group into one sentence; e.g., I was dead tired. You
may fancy this = I was dead tired, as you may fancy,
(i) I awoke. It was broad day. (2) We had scarcely
passed the headland. The shore opened out. (3) I was
thinking of this chance. I was watching till the sailor
turned his back. I stood ready to drop into the sea.

(4) Everybody lent a hand. The work went on briskly.

(5) The soldier did not fire. He was afraid that he would
alarm the enemy. (6) The bridge was built. There were
great difficulties to overcome. (7) Supper was eaten.
We gathered round the camp fire. John told the story
of his adventure.

Exercise III.—Complete the statement in each of
the following :—(i) Judge not lest (2) The little
fish will grow big, provided (3) How small a
thing IS man, unless (4) They would have
escaped if (5) The Indians could not have
discovered them, had (6) They came to Canada
in order that (7) They returned to Scotland
although (8) I cannot meet them here, for

(9) Will it satisfy you, suppose (10) While-
^^'^ before the dc cr scented them and

escaped.

Reproduction.— Tell the story of "Perseus and
Medusa" in your own words, using the following out-
line:

—

Title.

Introduction: The Gorgons-Who they were, what they looked
I;'c, what they could do.

The island—Where the Gorgons lived.
The Story

: I'ei^eus-Who he was ; his adventurous spirit ; how
the gods aided him.

The adventure-How he found Medusa and sue-
cceded in his enterprise.

Perseus's gratitude^What he did with the Gorgon's
head. *

Conclusion ! Minerva's approval

••C^Sf^f!
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LESSON XV.
Memorization.—From "Edinburgh After Flodden."

News of battle !—news of battle

!

Hark ! 'tis ringing clown the street ;—
And the archways and the pavement
Hear the clang of hurrying feet

News of battle ! who hath brought it ?

News of triumph ? Who should biing
Tidings from our noble army,

Greetings from our gallant King?
All last night we watched the beacons

Blazing on the hills afar,

Each one bearing, as it kindled,

Message of the opened war.

All night long the northern streamers

Shot across the trembling sky :

Fearful lights that never beckon
Save when kings or heroes die.

— William E. Aytoun.

Theme : The Fall of Troy.
The city of Troy had for years resisted the attacks of

the Greeks. Valiant men had fallen on both sides-
even Hector, and Achilles {ak W cz\ and Paris. Then
a certain Epeius {ipi' us), by the counsel of the goddess
Athene {ath e m% devised the trick whereby Trov- was
at last taken. The Greeks made as th(^ugh they had
given up the siege ; they burned their camp and sailed
away. However, they did not go far, but lurked behind
an island a few miles from Troy. They left after them
on the Trojan shore a gigantic horse of wood, inside of
which the bravest of the chiefs had hidden themselves.

In the morning the Trojans gathenv! arov.nd the
horse, hesitating whether to convey it into the city or to
destroy it. At this point a cunning Greek, who had let
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himself be made prisoner, led the people to believe that
if the wooden horse were once brought inside the citadel
it would be the safeguard of Troy. The deluded
Trojans then :ook the horse in triumph through the city
up to the citadel. That night they feasted, for they
thought that the war was ended. But while they
rejoiced the Greek fleet silently returned. The chiefs
came out of the wooden horse and began to attack the
city. They set it on fire and threw open the gates for
the Greek army to enter. In the battle that ensued the
Trojans wtrc utterly defeated. So Troy fell.

Exercise I.—Compose sentences using the follow-
ing words :—(i) resist, (2) valiant, (3) devise, (4) depart
(5) c?mp, (6) lurk, (7) hesitate, (8) safeguard, (9) citadel
(10) delude, (11) defeat.

Exercise II.—Make a brief statement about each of
the following, so as to summarize the whole story—
(i) The siege of Troy. (2) The men who fell. (3) Epeius.
j4) The Greeks. (5) The wooden horse and the Trojans
(6) The attack of the Greeks. (7) The fall of Troy.

The Sentence.
Complex Sentence.—Th^ complex sentence enables us

to modify a simple assertion by a subordinate assertion.
Study the fo.lowing, underlining the main statement :—

Variety is the very spice of life, that gives it all its flavour.
Whither thou goest I will go.

The stream, which winds through the park, makes a bend at
the foot of a gentle bank that sweeps down from the house.
Exercise III.—Reduce to a complex sentence each

group :—(I) We .sat in the old farm-house. Its windows
loojccd over the bay. (2) The flame lit the battle wreck.
l=':c name f.hwne rouiKi him. (3) I have found the
sheep. 1 he sheep was lost. (4) I remember the village.
1 was born in the x-illage. I went to school-house of the
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village. (5) The mariner is gone. He has a bright eye.
He has a beard hoar with age. (6) These are the
"Waverley Novels." Scott wrote these novels in his
later life. They are the masterpieces of romantic fiction.
{7) Some boys make up a fishing party. They went to
the deep pool. The pool lies just below the bridge
They began to fish at the pool.

Do not overbalance the main statement by too many
subordinate clauses. Keep jour sentences' clear and
nimble. Subordinate clauses can often be better ex-
pressed by a word, or phrase, or simple sentence.

Especially avoid constructions with "and who," "and which," etc.. unlen vonhave already u«Kl "who," "which" in a like clause. Do not siy • 'i "rriTed T„Toronto, the c^.ef city of OnUrio, and which I lon^ de.,ire<l to visit," beclu/e " and"

rn„L°H!I^» ^
constructions Write

:
" I arrived in lo.onto. which is the chiefcLof Ontario, and which I lorg desired to visit." Or more simply: "I arrived ta thachief city of Ontario. Toronto, which I harl long desired to visit

•

EXERCLSE IV.—Improve the following sentences by
reducing the number of relative clauses- (i) I stoot
on the way to speak to the doctor whom I found attend-
ing a little girl who had been sliding on the ice and who
had broken her wrist (2) John came to his father who
told him that he must pay for the window that was
broken with the money which his uncle gave him when
he found the purse which he had lo.st. (3) The cliffs
which are steep and high at this point are covered insummer with heather which decks them in beautiful
colours which blend with the red sandstone and the
green foliage, which is something tf) be seen (4) Thegun was one given the boy on his birthday and whichhad never before been discharged, which made him a
itt.e afraid to fire it. (5) The valley, which extends for
twenty miles and which surpasses in fertility all other
districts, needs many da>s t.. examine, even if you take
the railway that traverses it on the west and tho .feam-
boais tnat ply upon the river which flows through it

REPRODUCTION.-Study the form of previous outlines
o" PP- 39. 43, 46 ;

draw up an outline of " The Fall of
Troy ; " reproduce the story.
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LESSON XVI.

Memorization—"Edinburgh After Flodden" {Continued),

News of battle ! Who hath brought it ?

All are thronging to the gate ;

" Warder—warder ! open quickly /

Man—is this a time to wait ? "

And the heavy gates are opened :

Then a murmur long and loud,

And a cry of fear and wonder

Bursts from out the bending crowd.

For they see in battered harness

Only one hard-stricken man
;

And his weary steed is wounded.

And his cheek is pale and wan :

Spearless hangs a bloody banner

In his weak and drooping hand— -

What 1 can that be Randolph Murray,

Captain of the city band ?

-Aytoun.

The Sentence.—(C^«//««^</).

The Compound Sentence.—The compound sentence
enables us to make two or more principal statements

in the same sentence. Such statements, to be thus

joined, must have a real connection in thought To
compound sentences we may use conjunctions like and,

but, etc., or we may put them side by side, marking the

division by comma or semicolon.

The umial coordinate conjimctions arf ; and, or, nor, cither or, neither....

nor, but, not only., but. The following havu likewise oo-ordlnatunf force: AUo,
likewUe, then, neverthelew, yet, else, etc.

I awoke one morning and found myself famous.

We had no power to anchor the ship, yet dared not beach her.

At last the breeze came ; the schooner sidled and drew nearer in
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the dark ; I felt the hawser slacken once more, and with a good,
tough effort, cut the last fibres through.

Exercise.—Compound those sentences in each group
that have a real connection in thought :—(i) We pulled
easily. We landed at the mouth of the river. Then,
bending to our left, we began the ascent of the slope
(2) The street was small. It was what is called quiet.
It drove a thriving trade on the week-days. (3) The
night grew darker. The stars seemed to sink deeper
in the sky. Driving clouds occasionally hid them from
his sight. He had never felt so lonely and dismal.

(4) I rose softly. I slipt on my clothes. I opened the
door suddenly. I beheld one of the most beautiful
groups a painter could imagine It consisted of a boy
and two girls lovely as seraphs.

Composition.—Ulysses and the Cyclops.

Tt//e. Introduction: Fall of Troy—Departure of the Greek
princes—Driven far and wide before they reach home, Ulysses
{yew lis ez) farthest.

The Story : He sets sail from Troy—Reaches the land of the

Cyclops (sl'klops)—':^t^s a great cave—Takes twelve cf his men
and enters it—Finds Iambs and kids, baskets of cheese and pails

of milk—The Cyclops is away—His companions wish to take

provisions and depart—Ulysses wants to see the Cyclops— His
wish is gratified -The Cyclops returns—a mighty giant, twenty
feet in height or m ire, has but one eye, which is in the middle of

his forehead—Makes a fire—Sees Ulysses and his companions-
Asks wlio they are— They say they are Greeks and beg hospi-

tality—He snatches up two of them, tears and eats them— Lies

down to sleep—Devours two more for breakfast—Goes forth again
— Ulysses finds a mighty pole, big as a ship's mast—From this he
cuts a fathom's length—He sharpens and hardens it in the fire—

The Cyclops comes home—Eats two more men—While he sleeps

Ulysses heats his pole and thrusts it into the Cyclops's eye.

Conclusion

:

—Ulysses and his surviving comrades escape to their

ship.

I
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LESSON XVII.

Memorization—"Edinburgh After Flodden" {Continued).

Right bitter was the agony
That wrung that soldier proud :

Thrice did he strive to answer,

And thrice he groaned aloud.

Then he gave the riven banner
To the old man's shaking hand,

Saying—" That is all I bring ye
From the bravest in the land I

Ay I ye may look upon it

—

It was guarded well and long,

By your brothers and your children,

By the valiant and the strong.

One by one they fell around it,

As the archers laid them low,

Grimly dying, still unconquered,

With their faces to the foe."

The SE'HT'E.liCY.—{Continued).

—Aytoun.

The Long Sentence.—The long sentence compared
with the short sentence may say more, may express
things in their relative importance, and may have the
charm of rhythm. Con.;,are this group of short
sentences with the corresponding long sentence:

-r.'^" J'?^^
passed through the ravine. They came to a hollow.

The hollow was like a small amphitheatre. The hollow was
surrounded by perpendicular precipices.

The main thought is their arrival at a peculiar hollow
-all else must be subordinated to that chief notion.
Hence :

5. Passing through a ravine, they came to a hollow, like a smaU
amphitheatre, surrounded by perpendicular precipices.

'^m^Q'^m^
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Study the three ways in which subordination is here
effected.

Exercise.—Reduce the following groups each to a
long sentence:—(i) The hunter walked through the
wood. The hunter saw a deer. The deer was drinking
at a pool. (2) He closed his eyes. He seemed to see
his native village. It was as if in a dream. The village
^^j*",^^"'^* ""^"^y- (3) We turned from the main
road. We went up a narrow lane. The lane was thickly
shaded by forest trees. We came in sight of the cottage.
(4) I found the old angler. He was seated on a bench.
The bench was before the door. He was smoking his
pipe. It was in the soft evening sunshine.

Composition.—Tell of "The Home-Coming of
Ulysses," following this outline:

—

7i//^. Introduction: After many years and much wandering
Ulysses returned to his own city.

*

The Story: Qom^s to his palace—The old dog, Arcus. whichhe had raised h.mself, knows his master, but no one dse does-He wags his tail and droops his ears-Ulysses wipes away a tear-Asks how so fine a dog could be left in the court-The swine-herd
says, He belongs to a master that died far away. The carelesswomen tend him not "-As he spoke the dog died-Twenty yearshe had waited and now at last he saw his master- Ulysses' wife
Penelope (pen efop e) had been besieged with suitors—At last in
despair, she promised to bring out the great bow of Ulysses, and
o marry him who could wield it-The next day was the day of

VVK ' T n"t'°PJ -^y"' """« '' ^h« ^o^ of the great Ulysses.Whoso shall bend It easiest in his hands, and shoot an arrow
most easily through these twelve rings, him will I follow"—Allthe suitors try and fail-Then Ulysses handles the great bow-
strings it without effort-Takes an arrow from the quiver- Laysthe notch upon the string and draws it-The arrow passes through

hlm^f""^ ^l"* u'''"^^ ID.*^^ ^*" beyond-Then Penelope knowshim for her husband-They weep over each other and kiss each

tw^^^"^'""/
5°"""*"* °" ^^^ J°y °*" *<= ••«*""» home aftertwenty years' absence.
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--. V.

Eft

If

LESSON XVIII.

Memorization.—Orpheus.

Orpheus with his lute made trees

And the mountain tops that freeze

Bow themselves when he did sing;

To his music plants and flowers

Ever spring ; as^ sun and showers

There had made a lasting spring.

Everything that heard him play,

Even the billows of the sea,

Hung their heads, and then -ay by;

—

In sweet music is such art*,

Killing care and grief of heart

Fall asleep, or hearing die.— William Shakspere.

> aa it. * that (understoodX

Exercise.—Gain brevity, subordination, and rhythm
by reducing each of the following groups of sentences to

one compact long sentence:

—

(i) I parted with the old

angler. I inquired after his place of abode. I happened
to be near the village. It was a few evenings later. I

had the curiosity to seek him out. (2) I found him.

He was living in a small cottage. The cottage contained

only one room. The cottage was a perfect curiosity in

its method. The cottage was a perfect curiosity in its

arrangement. (3) It was on the skirts of the village. It

was on a green bank. It was a little back from the road.

It had a small garden in front. The garden was stocked

with kitchen herbs. The garden was adorned with

flowers. (4) His schoolhouse was a low building. It

was composed of only one room. It was rudely con-

structed of logs. The windows were partly glazed. The
windows were partly patched with leaves of copy-books.

(5) The .school-house stood in a rather lonely situation.

It stood in a pleasant situation. It stood just at the foot

of a woody hill. It had a brook running close by. It

had a formidable birch tree growing at one end of it.
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Composition.— Tell the story of "Orpheus and

Eurydice."

ncme. Introduction: The sweet singer, Orpheus {or'fews)—

All living thing'^ charmed by his music : birds, trees, streams.

The Story: His beautiful young wife, Eurydice (yew rid'i se)

—A serpent stings her and she dies—Orpheus seeks her in the

Land of the Shades—His music wins a passage across the River

of Death, and makes the watch-dog of the pass let him enter

the land of the dead—Pluto, king of the Lower World, grants his

prayer and restores Eurydice to him—But there is one condition-

He must not look back at Eurydice till they are out of the Shades

—They near the Upper World- Orpheus cannot forbear giving

one backward glance—His wife must return to the Land of Shades.

Conclusion : The grief of Orpheus till his death.

LESSON XIX.

Memorization. -From "A Wish."

Happy the man whose wish and care

A few paternal acres bound.

Content to breathe his native air

In his own ground.

Sound sleep by night ; study and ease

Together mixt, sweet recreation,

And innocence, which most does please

With meditation.

Thus let me live, unseen, unknown ;

Thus unlamented let me die ;

Steal from the world, and not a 'one

Tell where ! lie.

—Alexander Pope. ( Written nt the ai^e of twelve).

Exercise.—Turn each clause in the following into a

simple sentence, whenever the clause is rer-lly an inde-

pendent principal statement :

—

The pupil must sedulouily avoid long coiMi'o\iii.i seiilc-nceg joined arbitfafi'o f;.

and's, /'«('(••, «o*,<, and then''i.

(i) T am not going to relate the voyage in detail, it

was fairly prosperous and the ship proved to be a good

i:
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%
if;

ship, the crew were capable seamen and the cap-
tain under-itood his business. (2) The crowd surged
about the entry and some made their way in but others
were crushed a^ inst the barriers but one poor woman
was overcome with fear so r,he cried out for help so a
passage was made for her and she escaped. (3) The
boat sank by the stern and so far there was iio harm
done and no lives were lost and we could wade ashore m
safety but there were all our stores at the bottom and
only two guns remained jfit for service. (4) The fair

breeze blew and the white foam flew and the furrow
followed free and we were the first that ever burst into

that silent sea. (Compound by punctuation only.) (5) It

was on an autumn day when the grapes were ripe and a
fox sneaked into a vineyard and there he saw a great
many bunches of grapes hanging on high, so he tried to
reach them and jumped and jumped but he could not
jump high enough, so he could not get them and he got
very tired at last, so he said to himself " Pshaw ! I don't
care, the grapes are sour ai.yway."

Composition.—Tell the story of " King Midas."

Title. Introduction : Silenus, the jovial Satyr, often drunk, once
lost his way—Brought to King Midas he was royally received —His
pupil, the young god Bacchus, offers the King as recompense any
gift he will choose.

7Vte Story: Midas's choice is the Golden Touch—that is, that
everything he touches shall turn to gold— Result as to flowers,
books, food, drink—The gift is a curse, not a blessing—Prayer to

Bacchus—The god in pity takes it away.

Conclusion: Midas bathes in river Pact'olus—Is free from the
fatal gift—The river sands are still golden to-day.

ADDITIONAL THEMES.^

Co\fPOSiTiON— I. Phaeton. 2. Niobe. 3. The Garden of the
'^wSperides. 4. Atalanta's Race. 5. King Admetus. 6. Hero and
Leander. 7. Pyramus and Tliishe. 8. Ulysses and the Sirens.

9. Ulysses and tht- latosFaters. lo. Sry!l;t and Tharybdi'^.

II. Nausicaa. 12. The Death of Hercules. 13. Theseus and
Ariadne. 14. Iphigenia 15. The Death of Hector. 16. Laocoon.

> Material for these coinpoflitions is found in Uayley'a "OlMsic Mytha in English
Literature." (Boaton : Qinn and Co.)

»:.*

^tmm^'^i
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CHAPTER v.—STORIES FROM ANCIENT HISTORY.

LESSON XX.

Memorization.—

F

The isles of .ic^

Where b's, ,in.

Where gre v uk
Wherr J'l- .:/ r

Eternal '.'. t r

But al', v e; t ^

"The Isles of Greece."

! the '' ~ '^f Greece !

'o^ii'-'-, .'> iid sung,

? ui u 1" ' eace,

\ :-. JI <-.!;'•-, sprung I

! i'cr" yet.

r a, • :et.

The mou \'.?,'nr '^rtol -tn . itho-i

—

And Marathoi: .ook. on t'l sea
;

And musing t.t . . : 'our alo .e,

I dreamed tha' . . .i > *' i^.i^jiit still be free
;

For standing on the Persians' grave,

I could not deem myself a slave. —Lord Byron.

Theme: The Battle of Marathon.

For a century and a half the cities of Greece struggled

against Persian invasions, until at last the Greeks

themselves under Alexai.ler invaded and conquered

Persia, Early in ^hi? struggle Darius {dar i' us), the

Persian King, sent heralds to Greece demanding earth

and water ac tokens of subjection to h n. Some of

the cities weakly yielded, but Athens c ,: Sparta, the

leading cities of Greece, »*efused.

Darius in wrath moved his forces against them, and

encamped on the plain of Mar'athon, supported by his

fleet, which lay in the bay of the same name. Athens

had great cause to ftar, for Marathon was but twenty-

two miles from the city
;
yet no Athenian dreamed of

submitting without a blow for freedom. The Athenians

sent for aid to Sparta. So swif of foot was the courier

!i
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Phidippides (ft dip' ides) that he made the journey of

one hundred and fifty miles in forty-eight hours. Sparta

promised her help, but by ancient custom the Spartan

troops might not set out until the moon was past its

full. This meant a delay of five days, during which

time Athens might fall and Greece be ruined.

The Athenians, by the advice of their chief general,

Miltiades {mil ti ah dcs), marched straight to Mara-

thon. Looking down from the hills they saw the great

Persian army, which must have out-numbered their little

band almost ten to one. The Greeks, descending to the

plain, spread out in a long thin line, and charged across

the open at a full run, sounding their war-cry as they

advanced. So furious was their onslaught that the

Persians could use neither cavalry nor bowmen. The
Persian line on both wings broke and fled to the ships.

In the centre the Greeks, breathless from their long

run, were driven back. But Miltiades brought up his

victorious wings, and attacking the Persian centre with

his entire force soon had the enemy in full flight. Ihc

marshes swallowed up many of the flying men, hundreds

fell by the suords of the victors, but a vast number

made good their escape to the ships. The Greek loss

was only one hundred and ninety men.

The Persian fleet would fain have attacked Athens in

the absence of the Greek forces, but Miltiades, divining

their purpose, marched back his weary troops and

reached Athens just soon enough to save it. Baffled at

all points, the Persians sailed awa}-, and Athens, for the

time, was ^ ife.

Kxi.K( isK I. A.—Moke two connected sentences about

(l) Persia, (2} X'csatKicr the Great, (3; an e'H-ampment,
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(4) Marathon, (5) the line of an army, (6) the wings of

an army.

B.—Use other words to express the meaning of the

italicized words:—(i) Darius demanded earth and water

as tokens of siihjection. (2) Some cities weakly yielded.

(3) They would not submit without a bhzu forfreedom.

(4) The moon was past the full. (5) Baffled at all points,

the Persians withdrew.

C—(0 Tell how "earth and water" could be tokens

of subjection. (2) Tell something about Phidippides.

(3) Tell why the Spartans did not come to the help of

Athens. (4) Tell what you think of the Athenians at

Marathon. (5) Tell what you think of Miltiadcs.

Exercise II.—(i) Point out three complex sentences

in the preceding story ; re-write the subordinate part.^ as

si.nple sentences. (2) Point out three compound sen-

tences ; re-write the parts as simp'e sentences. (3) Point

out thre2 sentences having subordinate parts with

participles; re-write the subordinate pr.iis .5 simple

sentences.

Exercise III.—State in a sentence or two what each

paragraph of the story is about.

Reproduction.—"The Battle of Marathon."

Title.

Introduction

:

T/ie Story :

Conclusion :

Greece and Persia—Then- relations.

Darius and Greece— His licraldb and demands ; how
the Greek cities treated them.

The invasion— Marathon : I'eiiian army and fleet.

;Sparta—-I'hidippides ; Atlunian n juest ; Sparta's

delay.

The Athenians—The march to Marathon.

The Greek formation— riuir charge across the open.

The onslaught— Impetuous attack ; surprise of iVr-

sians.

The battle—The uin^'^ ;
repul-^e of Greek centre ;

fresh attack on i'ersian centre ; defe.it of Persian^.

The Persian fleet- Dan-rr to Athens ; return of tlie

Athenian troops ; safety "f the rity.

The departure—The giory ui Ailtcus aiid Miiiiadcs.
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LESSON XXI.

Memorization.—From "The Siege of Corinth.*

They fell devoted, but undying ;

The very gale their names seemed sighing :

The waters murmured of their name ;

The woods were peopled with their fame

;

The silent pillar, lone and gray,

Claimed kindred with their sacred clay ; . . . .

Despite of every yoke she bears,

The land is glory's still and theirs I

'lis still a watchword to the earth :

When ni. n would do a deed of worth

He points to Greece, and turns to tread.

So sanctioned, on the tyrant's head.

—Lord Byron.

Theme: The Death of Leonidas.

The time came when the Spartans nobly redeemed

the credit they had lost by leaving Athens alone to fight

Darius. Darius was dead, but Xerxes {set^zcs), his sen,

came in his place to subdue Greece with an incalculable

host The cities of Greece held a congress, and deter-

mined, amonjj other measures, to defend the narrow

mountain defiles by which alone the invaders could

enter their country.

Leonidas. King of Sparta, was sent to keep one of

these, known as the Pass of Thermopyhc (titer mop' I U).

His force was very sni.ill, only three hundrcil Spartans

and a few men from other Grecian cities. When Xerxes

drew near the pass he laii-^lud this little hand to scorn,

and ordered his army to advance and seize them forth-

with. Forward went his troops, into the narrow defile,

where only a few could fight at once. The light arms,
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slight shields, and open formettion of the Persians were

no match for the close ranks of the Greeks, armed with

long spears and heavy shields. The Persians fell by

hundreds, while the Greeks lost but few. For two days

the fighting continued. Even the " Immortals," the

flower of the Persian army, were routed.

But the gallant Greeks were at last betrayed. A
recreant Greek guided the Persians over the mountains

by another pass. They attacked the defenders of

Thermopylae in the rear. Hemmed in, the Greeks had

to choose between flight and destruction. Leonidas

declared that the h(Miour of Sparta would not permit

her king to j'icld a pass h',' was sent lo defen<K His

gallaivi band were of one mind with him. They must

conquer or die at their post. They could not conquer,

but they could die, and sell their lives dearly. The Per-

sian host came on, but time and again they were driven

back. One by one the Spartans fell. As their spears

became broken they fought with their swords, and then

with their daggers. Leonidas was killed, and around

his body his men fought fiercely until the last man fell

dead.

This inscriptif)n was written for the monument that

marked their grave:— "Stranger, tell the Laccfl.c-

monians' that here we lie in obedience lo their order.
s"

Such glory as theirs i.s im|)erishable.

' Spiirtiin".

Km K<ISK I. ..-r -r.xj)ress in other words the mean-
ing of the italicized words:

—

(i) The Si)artans rtdrtnud

the credit tlie\- iiad lost. (2 Xer.ves br<ni<^ht into Greece

an iiicaUiilahlc host. (3) The cities lulfj a congress.

(4) Tlie ann\ lirew near the pass. (5) Xeixes lauyjuii

the iittie i)and to scorn. {(>) Tiie " iinmortais were the
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flower of the Persian army. (7) They chose between

flight and destruction. (8) Such glory is imperishable.

B.—(i) Tell why Xerxes invaded Greece. (2) What
measures did the Greeks take to defend their country ?

(3) What advantage had Leonidas and his companions

against the numbers of the Persians ? (4) Why did they

resolve to die at their post ?

Exercise II.

—

Summary.—Write a sentence about

each of the following, so that the six sentences make
a summary of the story of the death of Leonidas :

—

(i) Xerxes. (2) The Greeks. (3) Leonidas. (4) The
Persians. (5) Betrayal. (6) The monument

The Sentence—(Continued).

The Interrogation.—Compare the two forms of the

following sentences :

—

A. Thou wouldst not have a serpent sting thee twice.

B. Wouldst thou have a serpent sting thee twice ?

.^. I am not my brother's keeper.

B. Am I my brother's keeper ?

We notice, first, that sentence A is declarative, and

sentence B interrogative ; second, that sentence B, though

interrogative, does not call for any answer ; it is a de-

clarative sentence that has been put as an interrogation

to gain force. At times, therefore, the declarative sen-

tence, to gain force, can be put as a question.

The Exclamation.—Compare the two forms of the

following sentences :

—

A. The lit lake shines \ory brightly.

B. How the lit lake shims :

A. I woiiid ^ive my kinK^doin for a lioisc.

B. A ho! -e I a horse ! My kingdom for a horse 1

We SCO, fu'^t. that .scntt-'ncc B is an exclamatory

sentence or exclamation ; second, that the exclamatory
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form gives great force to the sentence. At times, there-

fore, the declarative sentence can be put with more force

as an exclamation.

Exercise III.—Turn the following declarative sen-
tences into effective interrogations or exclamations :

—

(i) Blessings brighten as they take their flight. (2 It

is growing very late. (3) The maple leaf is a very dear
emblem. (4) We had a very delightful visit. (5) \ou
can hear the tramp of the boys as they are marching.
(6) The brave who die blest by all their country's wishes
sleep very well. (7) Our cat has got a monstrous tail.

(8) Life is not so dear as to be purchased as the price of
slavery. (9) I am not hurt a scratch. (10) I wish I

were wise, (ii) It is a very great pity, lago. (12) This
is a Daniel come to judgment. Young man, I honour
thee highly.

Reproduction.—Draw up a formal outline of the

story of the death of Leonidas, following previous plans.

Tell the story of "Leonidas," following the outline you
have made.

LESSON XXII.

McMORizATioy.

—

Ode.

How sleep the brave who sink to rest,

By all their country's wishes blcsi !

When .Spring, with dewy fingers cold,

Returns to deck their hallowed mould,

She there shall dress a sweeter sod

Than Fancy's feet have ever trod.

By fairy hands their knell is rung
;

By forms unseen their dirge is sung
;

There Honour comes, a pilgrim gray,

To hlfss the turf that wraps their clay
;

And I' leedom shall a while repair,

To dwf»il ;i VVf»#»lli|-lir 1i(.riiiit th<-.rr» '

— / 1 'illidin Collins.
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,'\

Theme: Marcus Curtius.

For three years Rome was ravaged by the plague. In

the second year of the pestilence the Tiber, overflowing

its banks, flooded the great circus and put an end to the

public games. Then in the middle of the Forum, the

great open place for the courts of justice, the earth sud-

denly cracked and a great gulf yawned. At this last

misfortune the Romans thought that the anger of the

gods was kindled against them, and they hastened to

ask the oracles what they should do. The oracles

answered that the gulf would never close until the best

and strongest that the Roman commonwealth possessed

should be cast into it. This answer was puzzling. What
was the true strength of Rome ?

One man understood. A noble youth, Marcus Cur-

'ius, who had gained great fame by brave deeds, said

hat the true strength of Rome lay in the courage and

evotion of her citizens. Putting on his armour and

ounting his horse, he rode to the edge of the gulf

Hcfore the eyes of the frightened and astonished people

he devoted himself to death for the safety and glory

of Rome, plunging with his horse headlong into the

yawning and bottomless abyss. The people rushed up

and threw their treasures in after him. With a surge

the edges of the gap came together and the gulf closed.

Thenceforth the place was known as the Curtian Lake, in

honour of that young hero who did not hold his life too

dear to lie given up for his city.

EXKRCISK I.—Write brief sentences about each of the

ff)llowing, so as to make a summarj- of the story of

calamities that ensued, (3) the oracles, (4) Marcus Cur-
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tius, (5) his deed, (6) the people's actions, (7) the
Curtian Lake.

The Sentence—(Con/t'nued).

Loose Sentence: Periodic Sentence.— Compare the
sentences below with respect to the place held in the
sentence by the main statement :

—

A. The mist crept slowly up the valley as the sun went down.
B. As the sun went down, the mist crept slowly up the valley.

A. Feed thine enemy, if he hunger.

B. If thine enemy hunger, feed him.

A. Tact carries it against talent, for all the practical purposes
of life.

B. For all the practical purposes of life, tact carries it against
talent.

Sentence A, in which the subordinate part concludes,
is called loose. Sentence B, in which the main state-

ment ends with the sentence (period), is periodic.

The suspension of the main statement till the close of
the sentence is sometimes effected by certain words.
Compare :

—

A. He was a man of taste, as well as of judgment.
B. He was not only a man of taste, but also a man ofjudgment.

The main statement, which in A concludes in the
middle, is in B su-pended by means of the italicized

worris to the end of the sentence.

W.^rflg that (Hip the Hus}>en!<e of the ixriodir aentenpe are :—Either ... or
whether

. .
or, mithcr . . . nor, not only . . . hut, now . . . now, mich, etc.

A sentence :nay l)c a Compromise,—that is, periodic
in p.irt and ioose in part ; e.g..

Instead of the loiiinj; tui' . the arched bridge, .md the happv
;..! 1-. I - 1 > . .1 _ .. ..

'^' '
-:.•.::-:,,

: „.;-.-. ::::;:: ::i^; ;.;:i ;;i^_ iril^' iiOiii/vV v.tiic) oi iiagdaO, with
oxen, sheep, and camels j^ razing upon the sides of it.

i
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The loose structure is the easy, natural, graceful form

of discourse ; the periodic structure is effective for point,

emphasis, stateliness. Both forms are good, but neither

form may be carried to the extreme. Variety in the

structure of sentences is best.

Exercise II.—Re-write as good periodic sentences:

—

(i) Give thine enemy drink if he thirst. (2) Miss Bates

and Miss Fairfax walked into the room, escorted by two

gentlemen. (3) All is not gold that glitters. (4) I am
witty myself, and I am the cause that wit is in other

men. (5) You have rated me many a time and oft in

the Rialto. (6) It is not good and it cannot come to

good. (7) Do as the Romans do when you are in Rome.

(8) His strength was renewed in the cool air and silence

and among the sleeping houses. (9) The thing is true

according to the law of the Medes and Persians, which

altereth not. (10) Do not be a borrower and do not be

a lender. (11) I think monarchy and aristocracy valu-

able and useful, but they are valuable and useful as

means, not as end.s. (12) We passed that corner when

we made a party upon any Sunday.

Reproduction.—Draw up a formal outline of the

story of Marcus Curtius. Tell the story.

LB:SS0N XXIII.

Memorization.—From " Horatius."

For Romans in Rome's quarrel spared neither land nor ^old,

.Nor son nor wife, nor limb nor life, in the brave days of old.

Then none was for \ |,arty ; then all were for the state ;

Then the ^reM nu, iielped the poor, and the poor man loved the

^reat

:

Then lands were fairly [)ortioned ; then spoils were fairly sold.

The Romans were like brothers in the brave days ol old.

— Thomas Babington Macaulay.
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Exercise I.—Re-write as good loose sentences :

—

(i) When givers prove unkind rich gifts wax poor.

(2) Found in the way of righteousness the gray head is

a crown of glory. (3) Shining amidst the trees, at a
distance of a mile, the fire, at first glance, we could not
notice. (4) In woman an excellent thing,— ever soft,

gentle and low was her voice. (5) Not from chance, but
from art, comes true ease in writing. (6) Folded together
in deadly wrestle, each with a hand upon the other's
throat, I saw Hands and his companion. (7) It is old-
fashioned, but choicely good, poetry.

Exercise II.—Recast the following sentences that
are faultily loo.se:—(i) We came to our journey's end,
at last, with no small difficulty, after much fatigue,

through deep roads, and bad weather. (2) There are,

besides the above-mentioned, innumerable retainers to
physic, who, for want of other patients, amuse them-
selves with the stifling of cats in an air pump, cutting up
dogs alive, or impaling of insects upon the point of a
needle for microscopical observations

; besides those that
are employed in the gathering of weeds, and the chase
of butterflies

; not to mention the cockle-shell merchants
and spider-catchers. (3) Let me tell you, this kind of
fishing with a dead rod and laying night-lines are like

putting money to use ; for they both work for their
owners when they do nothing but sleep, or eat, or rejoice,

as you know we have done this last hour, and sat as
quietly, and as free from cares under this sycamore, as
Virgil's Tityrus and his Melibaeus under their broad
beech tree.

Composition.—The story of Decius.

The conflict between tlie Kotrans and the Latins - The pitched

battle near Mount \'esuvius—The oracle consulted The general

of one sicie and the army of the other must perish—The Romans
esoivc to save their army by \os\ng their general— Decius accepts
ids fate— Devotes himself to death- Arms himself at all points—
'|iiMigs on ins horse—Spurs into tiie ranks of the enemy— Falls

—

The Roman.-, tilled with hope charye and gain the victory.

1i
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!.

LESSON XXIV.

Memorization.—From "The Lav of the Last Minstrel."

Breathes there the man with soul so dead,

Who never to himself hath said,

This is my own, my native land !

Whose heart hath ne'er within him burned,

As home his footsteps he hath turned,

From wandering on a foreign strand !

If such there breathe, go, mark him well

;

For him no minstrel raptures swell

;

High though his titles, proud his name.

Boundless his wedth as wish can claim ;

Despite those titles, power, and pelf.

The wretch, concentred all in self,

Living, shall forfeit fair renown.

And, doubly dying, shall go down

To the vile dust, from whence he sprung,

Unwept, unhonoured, and unsung.

—Str Walter Scott.

11

The Sentence—(Ci7«/i««^^).

The Balanced Sentence.—Observe the form of the

following :

—

Love me little, love me long.

I could have better spared a better man.

The whole head is sick, and the whole heart faint.

The Puritan hated bear baiting, not because it gave pain to the

bear, but because it gave pleasure to the spectators.

In each of these sentences, it will be noticed, one part

is set off a<4ainst another. This constitutes the nature

of the balanced sentence. The pans thus set off may-

be single words, they may be whole clauses ;
they may

balance by sound or by structure, or by both.
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Exercise.—Make changes in the following that will

give a balanced structure:

—

(i) This will kill or make

him well. (2) The path of virtue is not a peaceful

path. (3) In the day of prosperity be joyful, but con-

sider when you are unfortunate. (4) Not that I loved

Cffisar less but that Rome was dearer to me. (5) It is

better to go into the house of mourning than where

people feast. (6) This may be play to you but we find

it mortally dangerous. (7) They think too little and they

are very loquacious. (8) When reason is against a man

he will not favour an appeal to reason. (9) We can easily

forgive those who weary us, but we cannot pardon those

who find us tiresome. (10) Heroes carry into effect

what poets imagine, and they are therefore of the same

race. (11) Nothing is more amiable than true modesty,

and there is nothing to be more despised than the con-

trary. The one guards virtue but false modesty leads

it astray.

Composition.—Tell the story of " Regulus."

The war of Rome and Carthage, the chief city in Northern

Africa—Romans invaded Africa under Regulus— Defeat of Roman
army and capture of Regulus—Held captive during five years

—

Was sent by the Carthaginians to Rome to sue for peace-

Promised to return to Carthage if peace were not made—He
addressed the Roman senate against making peace, which would

only help Carthage -Dissuaded them from making an exchange of

prisoners—Then went back to Carthage to be put to death

—

Comment on such austere patriotism.

I

ADDITIONAL THEMES.

CoMPOSTTiON.— I. The Battle of Salamis, 2. The Expedition of

the Ten Thousand. 3. Macedonian Conquest of Athens. 4. The

Expulsionnf the Kings from RoHK. S Cnnn;^. 6. Tht- Assassina-

tion of Julius Cicsar. 7. The Roman Conquest of Britain.
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ENGLISH COMPOSITION.

CHAPTER V. (SPECIAL) LETTER FORMS.

LESSON XXV.

Business Letters.

1. 7Vie Heading.—ThQ letter begins with the heading

which states (a) the place of writing, and (b) the time

of writing. The heading is put in the upper right hand

corner of the sheet.

2. The Direction.—In business letters the direction

includes (c) the person to whom the letter is written
;

(d) his full address. The direction is placed in the upper

left hand corner below the second line of the heading.

3. The Complimentary Opening.— Place the compli-

mentary opening (e) below the direction.

In commercial letters, the usual complimentary open-

ings are :—Dear Sir, My Dear Sir, and (rarely^ Sir
;

Dear Sirs, My Dear Sirs, Gentlemen; Madam, Dear

Madam, Ladies, Dear Mesdames.

4. Body of the Letter.—The letter proper ( f ) should

be brief, simple and clear. In form it follows the usual

paragraph laws. See pp. 8 85, 88 ff.

5. The Conclusion.—l\\c letter has a conclusion of two

parts, (g) the complimentary ending, (h) the signature of

the writer. The conclusion is put in the lower right hand

corner of the sheet. If the signature is made by a clerk,

his initials preceded hy per {by) are placed below.

The usual forms of complimentary endings to business

letters are :—Truly yours. Very trul>- yours, Yours

truly. Yours f.iiliifuHy, Yours respectfully, I rcin.iln,

Dear Sir, Very respectfully yours, Helievc me, Very truly

yours, etc.
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(a) 22 Smuh St., Smuiivili.k, Ont.,

(b) February ^c, /^^^p.

(c) Messrs. Poyntkr ISrothers & Company,

(d) ig Buy Stnit, Toronto, Out.

(e) I)i:ar Sirs :—

(0 'J'lco Tiw/'.f ii_i^o, on February 6, I mailed to you

/'. O. order Jor S2.00, one year's subseription to

" C)Ood Times.'''' As I hai^c sinee reeei-.'ed netther

ilte ma_i^a:ine nor any ae/ounoled^ment of the order,

I conclude that my letter must hai'e miscarried.

You loill oi'lij^e me very much by notifyint^ me, at

your earliest eoni'enienee, of the non-receipt of the

order, that I may niiike inquiries at this Tost Office.

1

is) I 'ery truly vours,

(h) JAMES C. SMITH.

t). Till' Superscription or Outer Direction. On the

cm•elope of the letter arc placed the name, titles, and
c.\;ict and full address of the person to whom the letter

•^ot;s. These are placed towards the lower n\i;ht of the

en\•elope. The stamp must be affixed in the upper right

hillid corner.
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f

Messrs. Poynter Brothers &^ Co.,

Publishets,

jg Bay Street.,

Toronto,

Ont.

7. Paper.—T\\Q usual form of business letter paper is

about eight inches by ten ; the paper itself is usually

white and unruled. The envelope to suit this size would

be about six inches by three and a-half ; it should match

the paper in colour.

Exercise I.—Study the form and position of each

part of the preceding letter, then make a careful copy of

it on a sheet of business letter paper. Study the address

of the envelope and copy it on a proper envelope.

Exercise I I._Re-write, having regard to form and

punctuation, this answer to the letter above
;
address the

envelope to contain it.

Office of " Good Times " 19 Hay Street Toronto, Ont. February

22 1899 Mr. James C. Smith 22 Smith St. Smithville Ont.

Dear Sir Your letter of February 20, is to hand and due note has

been made of the contents. Our books show that your order for

$2.cx), <^ne year's subscription to "Good Times," was received,

and your name placed on our mailing list for March, You will

doubtless receive the March number of "Good Times m due

season. The date on the mailinR tag is our usual receipt. If you

desire your subscription to be^in with the February number, and

will notify us to that effect, a copy of the February iissiic •.vilj be

sent to you. Thanking you for the subscription we remain Truly

yours Poynter Hrothers and Company per J. W.
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BUSINESS FORMS.

1. Cheque.

73

JVo. gS. Toronto, July J, igoo.

To the CANADIAN DANK OF COMMERCE.
NORTH-WKST TORONTO BRANCH.

Pay Messrs. Poynter Bros. Sr* Co or order

Twenty-five
''''••'''''^•^'^'•''^''•'^^^

-f^^ Dollars

infull of rentforJune, igoo.

$25.50. T. C. BLACK

H we desire the cheque payable to ourselves write " I'ay self," etc.

2. Receipt.

No. 554. Toronto, July 4th, igoo.

'RCCelVC^ from Mr. T. C. Black, cheque for Ti.'enty-five

Dollars and Fifty Cents, infull of rentforJune, igoo, for house

No. 32 Walton St.

$25.50. POYNTER BROS. &= CO.

3. Promissory Note.

$550. Due September 15, igoo. No. 64.

Toronto, July 15, igoo.

Three months after date I promise to pay to the order of

MESSRS. POYNTER BROTHERS &- CO.,

at the Canadian Bank of Comiiwrce, North--a>cst Toronto Branch.

Three Hundred and /.V/-/,,
^~>'--^>--'-~^-^- ' ^^(,Doll,\rs

with interest atfive per cent. I'alue received.

OLIVER T. NFIL.

If a Joint note rc.iil :
" We Jointly and wverally iironiise," etc.

()!.!VEH T N'R!

8ami Ri. Nml.

If payable on (Kniand read : "On demand, I promUie," etc.

m
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Composition i.— (i) Write a letter ordering various

seeds (specify) from a seed-merchant, or a book (specify)

from a bookseller. Address the envelope, (ii) Write on

behalf of the mercliant, the answer to the order, enclos-

ing the acc<junt. Address the envelope, (iii) Write out

a cheque in payment of the account. Write the letter

accompanying the cheque for payment.

Composition 2.—Write a letter asking for a place that

is vacant in an office, factory, or house. State reasons

for desiring employment—necessary details of yourself—

ii"e health, education, disposition to work, assurance

of fidelity and gratitude

Composition 3.—Write a letter as from a tenant to

his landlord, complaining of the bad state of the roof

and one wall, and asking for immediate repairs.

LESSON XXVI.

Letters ok Social Intercourse.

Lefhrs of Friendship.—The friendly letter is as it

were a little talk put on paper, in which case, frank

cordialit)', grace, animation, and a large personal element

blend.

Here is a letter of the poet Cowper to his cousin, Lady

Hesketh:—
The Lodge, Sept. 15, 1787-

My Dearest Cousin,—

On Monday last 1 was invited to meet your friend Miss J— at

the Hall, and liieie we Joiuul iier. Her ^ood nature, hei huinor-

oiis n\anner, and her good sense are tharniin^^ ; in to much that

even 1 who was never much addicted to speech-making, could not
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help saying at parting, I am glad that I have seen you, and sorry

that I have seen so little of you.

I am making a gravel walk for winter use, under a warm hetlge

in the orchard. It shall be furnished with a low seat tor your

accommodation, and if you do but like u I shall be satisfied, in

wet weather, or rather after wet weather, when the street is dirty, it

will suit you well, for lying on an easy declivity th- mgh its whole

length, it must of course be immediately dry.

You are very much wished for by our friends at the Hall—how

much by me 1 will not tell you until the secomi week in October.

Yours, my dearest Coz, most cordially,

^

\Vll.LI.\M COWPKR.

1 The ending is that of a letter of Jan. 1, 1783.

form.—The form of the friendly letter, it will be

noticed, differs from that of the business letter in the

following :—(i) The heading often omits the home

address when it is well known to the person addressed,

(ii) The direction is omitted or put below the body of

letter (see Lesson xxvii). (iii) The complimentary

opening is very varied :—My Dear Smith, Dearest Tom,

etc., as the occasion requires, (iv) The complimentary

ending reflects the personal relation of the writers :—Most

sincerely yours. Your affectionate Mother, Lovingly, etc.

In letters of the greatest intimacy the signature is often

the Christian name only.

Paper. Letters of social intercourse should be written

on the best plain paper the writer can afford. The

standard size of note paper is seven inches b\- four and

a-half (also six and one-half inches by four and three-

quarters) ; but smaller sizes are frequently used. The

paper should be unruled, white or slightly tinted, with

plain ed<Tes. The envelope should match the paper, and

enclo.se the letter when folded once. The standard size

of the envelope is four and three-quarter inches by three
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li

and three-quarters (also five inches by three and one-
half)

; but the size varies with the paper.

Exercise I.—Copy out, correctly placed and punc-
tuated, this letter :

—

To some American school children, who had gent Lord Tennyson an album of his
poems copied by themselves.

Fariingford March 1885 My Dear Young Friends Yoiir Christ-
mas greeting only reached me the day before yesterday, and it was
very welcome. I thank you heartily for having taken so much
trouble to show us that what I have written gives you pleasure.
Such kindly memorials as yours make me hope that, tho' the
national bond between England and America was broken the
natural one of blood and language may bind us closer and closer
from century to century Believe me your true old friend Tennyson.

Exercise II.—Copy out on note paper, correctly
placed and punctuated, the following letter:—

^xr\? Y^"^'*^'^
Crescent October loth 1865 My Dear Tennyson

When I came back last year from my holiday I found a gift from
you, a book

;
this time I find only the blue and gold thing which,

such as It IS, you are to take from me. I could not even put in
what I pleased, but I have said all about it in the word or two of
preface, as also that I beg leave tc stick the bunch in your button-
hole May I beg too that Mrs. Tennyson will kindly remember me ?
Ever affectionately yours Robert Browning.

Composition i.—Write a letter, on note paper,
addressed to a near relative, describing the little inci-

dents and experiences of the first day of school following
a vacation.

Composition 2.—Write an invitation to a boy or
girl friend asking him or her to spend a day with you
for some particular purpose, fisi ' - pic-nic, etc.

Composition 3._Write the reply to the foregoing
invitation.

Com|x>3itions on themes in later exercises should frequently be written in the form
of letters. Letterwritin(f is one of the best schools of trainintr in easv and graceful
English.
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LESSOxM XXVII.

Letters of Social Intercourse.—(r<7«//>/«^<r/).

Formal Letters.—Letters addressed to strangers on
matters of social intercourse differ little in form from
purely business letters. The parts of the direction,

giving (c) the person addressed and (d) his full address,

are omitted from the introduction and added at the

foot of the letter, beginning opposite the signature.

(a)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(d)

14 Wellington Crescent, Toronto,

January 4, igoo.

My Dear Sir,—

Very truly yours,

y. C. SMITH.

Walter Horrocks, Esg.^

Race Lodge,

Thombury,

P.O.

Formal Invitations.—Invitations to formal dinners, " at

homes," balls, etc., are written and answered in the

third person.

w
11
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if

(a)

(b)

Afr. and Mrs. Joseph Smith present their compliments to

Mr. Edson and request the honour of his company to dinner on

Friday evening, the eighth of January., at seven o'clock.

J4 IVcston Road,

Monday Morning.

Note the position on the pa^e of the place and liate of writintf. The expression

" present compliments " is often omittwi. " The honour of the company " .... is pre-

ferred to " the pleasure of" in puV)lic and very formal aSairs.

Mr. Edson accepts with pleasure Mr. and Mrs. .Smith's

kind invitation to dinner on Friday evening at seven o'clock.

(a) The Lodge,

(b) Monday Evening.

The answer of regrets would read :—
" Mr. Edson regrets that a previous engajjement (absence from town, circumstances;

will prevent him from accepting," etc.

Cards— '' At Honied—

(a)

Mrs. William IVelton

At Home

On Thursday, June twenty-fifth, at nine

Dancing.

o\lo :k p. M.

34 Morton Road. An a/is7i' •r is re'qui^sted.

In place of "An answer is requested ' we freiiuoiitly use the letters K.S.V.P

Ri'pondezn'il vvus plait, Answer if you please.

An evening " At Home " usually luars the word "Cards," or " Dancing," eta
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Composition i. Copy exactly, on note paper, the
form of the etter from Mr.

J. C. Smith to Mr. Horrocks,
as above. As the body of the letter, have Mr. Smith
enquire about the address of Mr. Horrocks's brother in
Australia, to whom Mr. Smith desires to write concern-
ing a relative.

Composition 2.-Wnte. on note paper, Mr. Horrocks's
reply.

Composition 3._(^) Write a formal invitation from
Dr^and Mrs. Black to Mrs. and Miss Neil, asking them
to dmner.

{b) Write Mrs. and Miss Neil's regrets.

Composition 4.-Write a friendly letter of thanks
for a book loaned, expressing the pleasure it gave, asking
for the loan of another.

Composition s-Write, while on a visit, a letter
home, telling of safe arrival and pleasant doings and
happenings.

Composition 6.-Write a letter while on a joun.
telling of the incidents of travel.

Composition 7.-Write a letter to a relative ax.

from home, telling the little incidents of home life tak
place in his absence.

Composition 8.—Prepare a formal card of invitation
to a concert at your school.

'.M
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CHAPTER VI.—MEDIEVAL STORIES.

if

Is

LESSON XXVIII.

Memorization.—" The E.\gle."

He clasps the crag with hooked hands ;

Close to the si;n in lonely lands,

Ring'd with the azure world, he stands.

The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls ;

He watches from his mountain walls,

And like a thunderbolt he falls.

—Alfred, Lord Tennyson.

THEME: Beowulf and Grendel.

Many hundred years ago there lived a king of the

Danes called Hrothgar. This king built a banqueting

hall greater than man had ever before heard tell of, and

the king and his warriors used to feast in it with great

rejoicing. But t revelry disturbed and angered a

monster, Grendel by name, who dwelt in the neighbour-

ing moors and fens. One night Grendel stole out to see

the lofty hall, and found the warrior troop sleeping in it

after their feast. He seized and killed thirty of them

and hurried back to his den. When morning broke the

warriors made great lamentation for their missing com-

rades. The next night the monster came again and

seized fresh prey. This he did for many winters, till

no one durst stay in the lofty hall that King Hrcthgar

had built.

Now in the land of the Goths there was a mighty hero,

named Beowulf {hay'd ivolf). When he heard of the

woe of the Danes he set sail with fc;urteen comrades tu

aid them. And the Danes received him with welcome

and bade him good speed in his undertaking.
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The Goths and Danes feasted together until such time

as Grendcl was wont to come. Then the Daties departed

and Beowulf lay down among his warriors. He kept

neither his helmet, sword, nor shield :
" For," said he,

" I reckon myself in no wise less powerful than this

Grendel ; and since he knows not how to give and take

sword cuts, I will meet him without weapon, and may
success go to whom it is meet

!

" Then came Grendel
from the moor through the mist, and when he saw so

many warriors in the hall his mood turned to laughter,

for he promised himself a full feast. But as he seized

and tore one of the sleeping warriors and devoured the

lifeless body, he felt himself grasped with the deadly
hand-grip of Beowulf. He felt afraid, but he could stir

never a step. The hall rang with the strife ; the noise

rose high. At last the foul monster got a deadly throw;
his shoulder cracked, its bones rent asunder, and Beowulf
had the victory. Grendel, wounded to the death, fled to

the fens, and the hero of battle set up the hand, arm, and
shoulder of Grendel under the gable roof Then, with
music and song, Goths and Danes rejoiced together.

Exercise I. ^.— Re-state the following, but use
other words to express the meaning of the italicized
words :—(i) He built a banquetiug-hall. (2) The revelry
was heard over the moors. (3) The warrior-troop slept
in the hall. (4) The fnorning broke before they missed
their comrades. (5) They bade Beowulf good speed.

(6) Grendel was wont to come. (7) May success go to
whom it is 7neet. (8) The hall rang with the strife.

(9) Grendel was wounded to death.

B.—{i) Tell who King Hrothgar was. (2) Tell of
his great hail. (3) Tell why Beowulf came to Denmark.
(4) Tell how he was received by the Danes. (5) Why
did he encounter Grendel unarmed?

6

m

HI
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The Paragraph.

T/ie Paragraph.—T\\Gi paragraph is a clearly arranged

group of sentences treating of one part of a subject.

1. Uniiy.—The paragraph treats of one part of the

subject ; it must have unity. When the sentences are

grouped on paper the reader is helped to group them in

thought. See p. 3, where mention is made also of

margin and indentation.

2. Topic Sentence.—The opening sentence introduces

the topic of the paragraph, so that the mind is prepared

for the discussion to follow. Such a sentence is called

the topic sentence. Notice the relation of the open-

ing sentence to the paragraph in the following :

—

Herein, I think, lies the chief attraction of railway travel The

speed is so easy, and the train disturbs so little the scenes through

which it takes us, that our heart becomes full of the placidity and

stillness of the country ; and while the body is borne forward in

the flying chain of carriages, the thoughts alight, as the humour

moves them, at unfrequented stations; they make haste up the

poplar alley that leads toward the town ; they are left behind with

the signalman, as, shading his eyes with his hand, he watches the

long train sweep away into the golden distance.

Sometimes the first sentence is only a link sentence

joining the paragraph just ended with that which is to

follow; or it may be clearly introductory, when the topic

sentence immediately follows. In narrative composition

the topic sentence is suppressed so as to excite curiosity

;

the opening sentence need only fitly introduce the group

of actions making up the incident treated in the

paragraph.

I<'XF.RCISF II. State in a sentence or phrase what

each par.igraph in the narrative above treats of Has

each paragraph unity?
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Exercise III.—Does the opening sentence of each

introduce the topic of the paragraph ?

Exercise IV.—In what respects is this paragraph

faulty ?

The crocodile does not attempt to swallow a large prey at once,

but gf nerally carries it away, and keeps it for a considerable time

in its jaws in some deep hole beneath a rock or the root of a tree,

where it eats it at leisure. The tongue of the crocodile is so unlike

that of any other creature that it can hardly be called by the same

name. No portion of it is detached from the flesh of the lower

jaw ; it is like a thickened membrane e.xtending from the gullet to

about half-way along the length of the jaw.

Reproduction.—Make a formal outline of the .story

of Beowulf and Grendel, and reproduce the story, attend-

ing closely to the structure of the paragraphs as regard^

unity and opening sentences.

LESSON XXIX.

Memouization.—From " Marmion."

The war that for a space did fail,

Now trebly thundering swelld the gale,

And— Stanley 1 was the cry ;—

A light on Marmion's visage spread

And fired his gla/ing eye :

With dying hand above his head.

He shook the fragments of iiis blade,

And shouted "Xictory !—

Charge, Chester, charge ! On, Stanley, on !

"

Were the last words of Marmion.
—Si/ IVaiier Scott.

i

ll

Theme: Beowulf .and the Dragon.

In Pjenwuir.s country on tlic sta-shorc tiicrc \v;m a

huge mound or barrow, in which were stored the shields

T»M**»iP(,r"»^»^A*. M Aj^
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and bracelets and drinking cups of a race of kings long

since dead. One day a dragon discovered this hoard, and

after the custom of dragons, stayed to guard the treasure.

Many years had passed when an outlaw came to the

sea-shore and saw the mound and its treasure. He

thought that if he carried away a rich gift from the

treasure he might buy forgiveness with it from his lord.

He seized a tankard bossed with gold, and fled. The

monster, asleep within the barrow, was aroused, and

rushing forth with fury, laid waste the country round

about.

Tidings came to Beowulf, now king, that the land was

devastated. He went forth with eleven chosen ones to

slay the destroyer. But when his men beheld the

monster breathing forth fire, ten of them slunk away into

the woods, leaving only Wiglaf, a Swede, to stand by

his king. The fiery breath of the dragon consumed

Wiglafs shield and forced him to take refuge behind his

lord. Beowulf smote the monster full on the head
;

but his weapon flew in pieces against the dragon's horny

hide. The foul creature fastened his teeth round the

king's neck ; his life-blood gushed forth. Young Wiglaf,

not heeding the fire, smote the monster underneath,

driving his sword deep where the skin was less hard.

Straightway the fire of his breath grew less. The king,

recovering himself, drew his war-knife and pierced the

dragon in the middle, killing him. So these two won the

victory.

But alas! Beowulf the king was poisoned by the

dra'^^on's bite. Hf> <'.i''d with the words, " Death has taken

all my kinsmen intohis keeping: I must after them." His

warriors burned his body, according to ancient custom,
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on a great funeral pyre. To cover his ashes they built

a cairn on a high sea-ness, where all ships going by could

see it and remember the heroic king. And they lamented

their lord's death, saying, " He was of all kings the mild-

est and most affable, though withal a lover of glory."

Exercise I. A.—Write sentences about each of the

following :—(i) The sea-shore, (2) bracelet, (3) a dragon,

(4) an outlaw, (5) a tankard, (6) a sword, (7) death,

(8) a cairn, (9) sea-ness (or promontory).

B.—Re-state the following sentences, using other

words to express the meaning of the italicized words :

—

(i) The treasure belonged to a race of kings /ofi^ since

dead. (2) The dragon, after the custom of dragons, stayed

to guard the treasure he had discovered. (3) He thought

to buy forgiveness from his lord. (4) The monster laid

zvaste the country, 5. hidings came to Beowulf. 6. The
iwonsiQY breathedforth fire. 7. \^'\^\ei( took refuge nnder

his lord's shield. 8. Death took Beowulf into his keeping.

The Paragraph.—((r^///;;/«^c/).

3. Continuity.—The sentences must not only be grouped,

they must be well grou{)ed. They must follow one another

methodically as "the consecutive steps in a progressing thought.'

A peculiar feeling it is that will rise in the Traveller, when turning

some hill ranj,'e in his tiesert road, he descries lyinj; far below,
embosomed amon^ its groves and green natural bulwarks, and all

diminished to a toy-box, the fair Town, where so many souls, as it

were seen and yet unseen, are driving their multifarious tr.itTic.

Its white steeple is then truly a star-ward pointing' linger ; the

canopy of blue smoke seems like a sort of Life-breath : for always
of its own unity, thr soul gives unity to whatso it looks on w ith love ;

thus does the I3welhng-place of men, in itself a congeries of houses
and huts, becoiiie for us an individual, almost a person. JUit what
thousand other thoughts unite thereto, if the place has to ourselves

been the arena of joyous or mournfid experiences ; if perhajjs the
cradle we were rocked in still stanils there, if our loving ones stil'

dwell there, if our buried ones there slumber.

.1*5

i
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Notice that the topic sentence speaks of the peculiar feeling

of a travell"" at the sight of a distant town. The paragraph

develops thi. t«. jic in a regular method : the suggestions from

the steeple, smoke, individuality of the town, the recollections

of childhood, the thought of the living, the sacred memories of

the departed. All these advance in regular, impressive order

;

the paragraph has continuity or method.

In narrative composition, continuity demands that we bring

forward details in the order of their occurrence.

Exercise II.—Show the continuity of the paragraphs

in the story above.

Exercise III.—Study the following paragraphs, and

-how if they have unity, good topic sentences, and a

methodic sequence of details :

—

In a long ramble of the kind on a fine autumnal day, Rip had

unconsciously scrambled to one of the highest parts of the Kaatskill

mountains. He was after his favourite sport of squirrel shooting,

and the still solitudes had echoed and re-echoed with the reports of

his gun. Panting and fatigued, he threw himself, late in the after-

noon, on a green knoll, covered with mountain herbage, that

crowned the brow of the precipice. !• rom an opening between the

trees he could overlook all the lower country for many a mile of

rich woodland. He saw at a distance the lordly Hudson, far, far

below him, moving on its silent but majestic course, with the

reflection of a purple cloud, or the sail of a lagging bark, here and

there sleeping on its glassy bosom, and at last losing itself in the

blue highlands.

On the other side he looked down into a deep mountain glen,

wild, lonely, and shagged, the bottom filled with fragments from

the impending cliffs, and scarcely lighted by the reflect, d rays of

the setting sun. For some tune Rip lay musing on this scene
;

evening was gradually advancing ; the mountains began to throw

their iong blue shadows i)ver the valleys ; he saw that it would l)c

dark long before he could reach the village, and he heaved a heavy

sigh when he thought of encountering the terrors of Dame \'an

Winkle.

Reiroduction.- -Tell the story of Beowulf and t!ie

Dragon, giving especial attention to the unity, topic

sentences, and continuity of the paragraphs.
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LESSON XXX.

Memorization.—From "Bonnie Dundee."

He waved his proud hand, and the trumpets were blown,

The kctlle-drums clashed and the horsemen rode on,

Till on Ravelston's cliffs and on Clermiston's lea,

Died away the wild war-notes of Bonnie Dundee.

Come fill up my cup, come fill up my can,

Come saddle the horses and call up the man,

Come open your gates and let me gae' free.

For it's up wi'* the bonnets of Bonnie Dundee.
—Sir Walter Scott.

' go. * with.

Theme; The Story of the Rhine-Gold.

Three gods of the Northland once came to earth in

disguise to hunt on the banks of the river Rhine : one

of them was Wotan, father of the gods, and another was

Loki, the god oi Fire. Loki speared an otter, and was

skinning it, when a giant, Rodmar, came up, and angrily

told them that they had slain, not a real otter, but his

son who had just taken an otter's shape. He demanded

the price of his blood—gold enough to fill the otter's

skin. T.oki went forth and captured a rich dwarf, and

took from him as ransom a golden hoard which the

dwarf had stolen from the fairies of the Rhine. Hut the

dwarf in his wrath laid a curse upon whoever should

possess the gold. Loki only laughed, and returning to

Rodmar, covered the otter's skin with gold. He added

to the gold the tarnhelm, a helmet that made its wearer

invisible, and a magic ring that gave wealth to its owner.

Rut the curse soon showed its magic power. Rodmar's

regaining sons, Fafnir and Regan, quarrelled w'th and

slew their father, and then fought w ith one another for
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the Rhine-gold. Fafnir won it, and turning himself into

a dragon, watched the hoard night and day.

The Paragraph—(Continued).

4. Explicit Reference.—The sentences of a paragraph

must not only follow one another in good order, they

must also definitely and explicitly indicate their relation

to one another. Study these sentences :

—

I have always preferred Cheerfulness to Mirth. The latter,

/consider as an Act, the former as a Habit of the Mind. Mirth

is short and transient, Cheerfulness fixed and permanent. Those

are often raised into the greatest transports of Mirth., who are sub-

ject to the greatest Depressions of Melancholy; On the contrary.

Cheerfulness, though it does not give the mind such an exquisite

Gladness, etc.

The topic is the superiority of cheerfulness over mirth.

The topic sentence expresses this notion. We see that

the second sentence refers to the first by demonstrative

pronouns: "the latter," "the former." The third sen-

tence expresses a clear connection by repetition of the

original words of the topic. The fourth sentence gives

further repetition. This sentence itself is a contrast ex-

pressly marked by adding the phrase "on the contrary."

This expression of the continuity and relation of sen-

tences is called explicit reference.

The means of explicit reference are of various kinds:

—

(i) Conjunctions and conjunctional phrases :

—

"
I understand," said he, wincin>,f. But you must see her. It

A-as a pitiful sight. For though she h.id . . .

(ii) Repetition- {a) of the literal words :

—

There never was suth a xoosi-'. Bob said he didn't believe there

ever was such a goose cooked, etc.
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(d) By substitution of pronouns :

—

At noon I stopt at the Captain's door. Ne was lying as we had

left ///;«.

(t) By periphrasis :

—

Of Silver we had heard no more. That formidable sta-farini^

man luith one leg has at last gone clean out of my life.

(iii) Demonstratives and similar words of relation :

—

We may divide the clergy into Generals, Field Officers, and

subalterns. Among the first we may reckon bishops, deacons, and

arch-deacons. Among the second -mq . . . The test ax^ \\\v: . . .

(iv) Adverbs and adverbial phrases :

—

The day wore on ; noon passed and nothing had been seen.

At length, toward three in the afternoon, etc.

The sportsmen began to beat. They had done so for some time,

when, etc.

Exercise.—Make a list of the words of reference in

the story above.

Reproduction.—Tell in your own words the story

of the Rhine-gold.

LESSON XXXI.

Memorization.—From 'Sir Galahad."

My good blade carves the casques of men,

My tough lance thrusteth sure.

My strength is as the strength often,

Because my heart is pure.

The shattering trumpet shrilleth high,

The hard brands shiver on the steel.

The splinter'd spear-shafts crack and fly,

The horse and rider reel :

Thoy reel, they roll in clanging lists,

And when the tide of combat stands,

Perfume and fUnscis f.iil ui showers,

That lightly rain from ladies' hands.

Alfred, Lord Tennyson.
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Theme: The Forging of Balmung.

A princess named Sieglind {ceglint) fled away from

her enemies and took refuge in the cave of a crooked

dwarf, Mime (me'ma), who was by trade a smith.

There she died, leaving her little son Siegfried

(zeg'fret) to the care of the dwarf. She also left for

the boy the pieces of a broken sword called Balmung,

which had belonged to his hero-father. Now Mime

wanted to get back for the dwarf people the Rhine-gold

that Loki had taken from them. He knew that the

sword Balmung was the only weapon that could kill the

dragon Fafnir, who guarded the treasure. But try as he

would he could not mend the blade. At last it was told

Mime that only one who had never known fear could

forge Balmung anew. By that time Siegfried was

grown tall and strong. He did not know what fear

meant, and he set about welding together the pieces

of the sword.

For seven days and nights the fires glowed, the

sparks never stopped flying, and the ringing of the anvil

and the hissing of hot metal sounded continually. On

the eighth day the sword was fashioned. To try its

edge they laid a thread of wool on water, and the keen

blade lightly parted the slender thread. Mime was

delighted, but Siegfried was not yet satisfied. He broke

it again, and welded it and tempered it still more.

Only when the sword had smoothly divided a great pack

of wool, the fleece of ten sheep, was he satisfied. Then

he swung the mighty blade over his head, saying, " See,

Mime, so serves Siegfried's sword !" and bringing it

down on the steel anvil he cleft it in twain.
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The Paragraph—{Continued).

5. Parallel Construction.—Successive sentences having

a common bearing are best when constructed alike

—

parallel construction. (Compare balance in the sentence,

p. 68).

Suppose it should not be done enough ! Suppose it should

break in turning out ! Suppose somebody should have got over

the wall of the back-yard and stolen it

!

Exercise.—Examine the following paragraph :—(
i

)

What is the theme of the paragraph? Has the para-

graph unity? (2) Is the opening sentence a good topic

sentence? (3) Point out the order of the development

of the topic (continuity). (4) Point out any words that

express connection (explicit reference). (5) Point out

any signs of parallel construction in the sentences.

It is in the country that the Englishman gives scope to his

natural feelings. He breaks loose gladly from the cold fonnalities

and negative civilities of town ; throws off his hal)it of shy reserve,

and l)ecomcs joyous and free-hearted. He manages to collect

round him all the conveniences and elegancies of polite life, and to

banish its restraints. His country-seat abounds with every re-

quisite, either for studious retirement, tasteful gra^fication, or rural

exercise. Books, paintings, music, horses, dogs, and sporting im-

plements of all kinds, are at hand. He puts no constraint upon

his guests or himself, but in the true spirit of hospitality provides

the means of enjoyment, and leaves everyone to partake according

to his inclination.

Reproduction.—Tell of the Forging of Balmung.

Composition.—Tell of Siegfried and the Dragon.

Siegfried, bearing the wonderful sword Balmun-, went out to the

Glittering Heath to find the dragon and, if possible, to learn what

fear was ; for he had a longing to know wh?t this terrible fear was

of which men spoke. When he came to the mouth of the dragon's

cave he stood and blew a blast on his horn, and out rushed the

creature. Hut still Siegfried knew not fear, and raising lialnuing

he began the fight. The struggle was fierce, but the young hero

was strong and Hahv.ung was sharp, and ere long the dragon fell,

breathing his last fiery breath. Thus Siegfried was master of the

golden hoard. But he wanted none of it except the Tarnhelm, or

helmet of darkness, and the wonderful ring. With these he set off

in search of more adventures.

%
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LESSON XXXII.

Memorization.—From "The Lady of Shalott."

A bow-shot from her bower-eaves,

He rode between the barley-sheaves,

The sun came dazzhng thro' the leaves,

And flamed upon the brazen greaves

Of bold Sir Lancelot.

A red-cross knight forever kneel'd

To a lady in his shield,

That sparkled on the yellow field,

Beside remote Shalott.

The gemmy bridle glitter'd free,

Like to some branch of stars we see

Hung in the golden Galaxy ;

The bridle-bells rang merrily

As he rode down to Camelot.

And from his blazon'd baldric slung

A mighty silver bogle hung.

And as he rode his armour rung,

Beside remote Shalott.

—Alfred, Lord Tennyson.

TiiEMK: The Cominc; ok Arthur.

Arthur, son of Kins Uther of Britain, ^vas taken at

his birth bv Merlin the Enchanter, and entrusted to Sir

Ector to be brought up. When Uther died, many

men desired to be king. But the people pra>cd Heaven

for a sign, and, behold, before the church door they found

a crrcat^tone and on it an anvil of steel, and stuck theic-

in'^was a fair sword, with letters of gokl, "Whoso pulleth

out this sword from this steel and anvil, is rightwise born

king of Britain." This sword each of the lords tried to

pull out, but it would not stir.

Now Arthur, with Sir Ector and his foster-brother. Sir

Kav, ro(.le to ihe New Year's tournament. Arthur, going

1!

Ill
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into the churchyard, took the sword and hghtly pulled

it out. Sir Kay would fain have said that he himself

had drawn out the sword. But when he replaced it in

the anvil, he could not pull it out again, and as before it

yielded only to the hand of Arthur. Thus men knew

that Arthur was to be their king, and by general consent

he was so proclaimed. As king he heard many com-

plaints of wrongs done and these he righted for the

bettering of his people. He founded, at the feast of

Pentecost, his order of the Round Table, and all his

Knights swore to refrain from evil and to do good.

ThE ParAGRAPH.—( Continued).

6. Trans-' •'.—Much of the ease of good writing is

due to the jdulation of the sentences ; one sentence

glides into the other without jolt i '"^ort. This is

effected by carrying the thought of i oncluding

sentence into the beginning of the sentence to follow.

(i) Sometimes easy transition is attained by taking

up the last word or thought of the preceding sentence :

—

He walked slowly along, through the laurel path which led

straight to the little church. The church stood all alone there

undtr the great limes.

(ii) The repetition may occur in a suborc nate clause:

—

" Arthur son of Uther" etc. " When Uther Ud "

(iii) Sometimes inversion brings forward some explicit

reference to blend the sentences together :

—

I have always preferred cheerfulness to mirth. The latter I
consider as an act, the former as a habit of the mind.

The normal order would be " I consider the latter."

Exercise.—Point out any means of transition you

notice in the preceding story.

Reproduction.—Tell of the Coming of Arthur.

ss\ss£ss;jjKei^amBX3^sutfEL^gz]stsnfi?Ai \
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1 lake.

LESSON XXXIll.

Memorization.—From "Morte d'Arthur."

And slowly answered Arthur from the barge :

"The old order changeth, yielding place to new,

And God fulfils Himself in many ways,

Lest one good custom should corrupt the world.

Comfort thyself : what comfort is in me ?

I have lived my life, and that which I have done

May He within Himself make pure ! .
."

So said he, and the barge with oar and sail

Moved from the brink, like some full-breasted swan

That, fluting a wild carol ere her death,

Ruffles her pure cold plume, and takes the flood

With swarthy webs. Long stood Sir Bedivere

Revolving many memories, till the hull

Looked one black dot against the verge of dawn,

And on the mere^ the wailing died away.

- -Alfred, Lord Tennyson.

Theme: The Passing of Arthur.

H

In Arthur's last terrible battle the kin- was wounded

unto death. He called his knight Sir Bedi re and bade

him take his sword, Excalibur, throw it into a nearby

lake, and then come back and tell what he saw. Bedi-

vere took the sword, went to the lake, and was about to

throw it when the jewels in its hilt caught his eye. His

heart failed him, and he hid the sword, and went back.

1 le king asked what he had seen, and Bedivere answered,

" Nothing but the ripple washing in the reeds and the

water lapping on the crags." " Then you did not throw

the sword," said the king, and he sent him again.

Again Sir Bedivere started forth to throw the sword,

but again the jewels gleamed, and he hid the sword once

more and returned.
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" And what did you see or hear?" said Arthur.

" f saw nothing but the water," said Bedivere, " and I

heard nothing but the wind and the waves."

" Ah, Bedivere," said the king, " you are the last of my
knights, and you will not obey me! " And he sent him
forth again.

This time Bedivere took the sword and went fast up
the hill. Swinging it overhead, he flung it far from him
into the waters of the lake. An arm clothed in white
samite^ came out from the lake and took the sword.
Bedivere went back and told the king, and he knew it

was time for him to depart from this life. Then Bedivere
carried Arthur to the lake, and a barge came up, in

which were three queens. Arthur bade Bedivere put
him in the boat, and the queens received him grieving
over his wounds. Then as the boat moved off, he bade
Bedivere not grieve, saying that as king he had done his

work, and when his wound healed he might come again.
' velvet.

The FAR..GRAvn.—(Co»ti»ued).

7. Pro/>or/un.—The paragraph varies in length from
one sentence to many. Its length should have propor-
tion in keeping with the importance of its particular
topic in the development of the whole composition.

8. /?/>;'///;«.—Musical flow 5 essential to good com-
position

;
the paragraph, whe.. re?.d aloud, should have a

noticeable rhythm that unconsciously suggests to the
mi-id the unity and completeness of the thought treated
in it. Read aioud, as examples of rhythm, the para-
graphs from Hawthorne

138, 154, etc.

pp. 150, and Irving, pp.
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EXERCISE—Sturty to improve the following passage

:

(O Should it be in two paragraphs? (2) Try to re-

Irrange the subordinate clauses of each sentence so as to

le easier transition and better rhythm. (3) See .f

parallel construction can be had in the second and th.rd

sentence. ^4) Add a word of expl.ct reference m the

sentence thtt introduces a contrast, Re-wnte your

result.

The storm still follow^ me. when I -t.ed
^^^^^^ ^In^^

whistlin,^ of the w nd through "^ ^'^^ ^^^/^eT, the creaking
waiiings. As the ship laboured

"J ^ ^'^ ^'^"^heacs were fright-

of the nmsts, ^^l^^^^^t^'^^Zl^ floating prison,

ful It seemed as f Death NX ere n^k
^^ ^^,^„^, ,]^^

seekmg for his prey, as l nearu u
startmg

sides of the ship, and roarmg '"^«
"J.^^i^/hTn; e Urance. A fine

of a nail, the yawning of a seam, '"
f /^^ J

^"
^^^^n put all these

day, with a tranquil sea and a .f-^-^J^^ ^resfst the'gladdening

SlS^^^e t^^S^Z. t^;:^ cLS every sail swelled,

and carcerin; gayly over the curling waves.

RKPFODUCTION.-Tcll the story of the Passing of

Arthur.

Not., and copy ,.ie paragraph structure o, the conversations ,.twecn Arthur

Th» t;.Mrv of Fnid ^ 2. Lancelot and Elaine.
COMPOsrr,oN.-i. ^^heStory of E" 1. 2

^^^^ ^^^^^^^

3. The Story of taust. 4. h orlunatus. >

6. Rohm Hood. 7- Sir Patrick hpcns.

1 Sec Tennyson, "IdylUof the Kintf.-

\y''
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CHAPTER VII.—STORIES FROM MODERN HISTORY.

LESSON XXXIV.

Memorization.—" Rule, Britannia."

When Britain first, nt Heaven's command,

Arose from out tlie azure main,

This was the charter of the land.

And guardian angels sang this strain :

" Rule, Britanni.'i, Britannia rules the waves

—

Britons never shall be slaves !"

The nations not so bless'd as thee

Must in their turn to tyrants fall,

While thou shalt flourish great and free,

The dread and envy of them all.

Still more majestic shalt thou rise.

More dreadful froni each foreign stroke.

As the loud blast that tears the skies

Serves but to root thy native oak.

—James Thomson.

Theme : The Black Prince at Crecy.

During the battle of Crecy, Kin<:j Edward III., posted

on an eminence by a windmill, was watching the progress

of the battle into which he had sent his son, lulward,

the Black I'rincc, to win iiis spurs. A messenger came

in haste to the king, saying that the prince was

hard pressed and entreating him to come to his aid.

The king replied, " Is my son dead, unhorsed, or so

b.idiy wounded that he camiot su[)p()rt himself.^"

" Nothing of the sort, thank (j(jd," rejoined the knight

;

"hut he is in so hot an engagement that lie has great

need of your help." The king answered, " Now, Sir

Thomas, return to those that sent you, and tell them

from me not to send again for me this day, (^r exjxjct

I

J

-ti
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that I shall come, let what will happen, as long as my
son has life : and say that I command them to let the

boy win his spurs; for I am determined, if it please God,

that all the glory and honour of this day shall be given

to him and to those into whose care I have entrusted

him." The knight returned to his lords, and related the

king's answer, which mightily encouraged theni, and

made them repent that they had ever ent such a message.

When the battle was over and ..le English had won

the day, King Edward came down from his post,

advanced to the Prince of Wales, embraced and kissed

him, saying, " Sweet son, God give you good perseverance.

You are my son, for most loyally have you acquitted

yourself this day. You are worthy to be a sovereign."
—Adaptedfrom Froissart.

Exercise I.—Substitute equivalent expressions for

the italicized words:

—

(i) Edward III. was posted on an
eminence. (2) He watched i/ic progress of the battle.

(3) The prince was hard pressed. 4) They entreated

the king to come to his aid. (5) Let the boy zvin his

spurs. (6) The English zvon the day. (7) You have
acquitted yourself loyall}'.

Exercise II.—(i) If the first paragraph of the preced-

ing were divided, where should the division be made ? (2)

Is the first sentence a good topic sentence.' (3) Point

oot the steps in the development (continuity) of the story.

Exercise III.— Rc-write the sentence " Now, Sir

Thomas entrusted him," making of it three or four

short sentences.

Tim; V\\<\v,K.\vn—{Coiitiftued).

9. Climax.— <\ subject can, at times, be so treated that

the .strps in its iicvclopmcnt rise higlicr and lii^licr,

increasing i:i intensity of force till the end. The

panigraph has then the structure called climax.

J
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EXEPCISE IV.—Study the steps of the development in

this paragraph
; show that its structure is ch'mactcric :—

" When I look upon the tombs of the great, every emotion of
envy dies in me

; wlien I read the epitaphs of the beautiful, every
inordmate desire goes out ; when I meet with the grief of parents
upon a tombstone, my heart melts with compassion ; when I see
the tomb of tlie parents themselves, I consider the vanity of
grievmg for those whom we must quickly follow: when 1 see the
kmgs lying by those who depo? \ them, when I consider rival wits
side by side, or the holy me.^ chat divided the world with their
contests and disputes, I reflect with sorrow and astonishment on
the little competitions, factions and debates of mankind. When I

read the several dates of the tombs, of some that died yesterday,
and some si.: hundred years ago, I consider that great day when we
shall all of us be contemporaries, and make our appearance
together."

Rei-rodU' TION.—Tell the story of the lilack Prince
at Crecy.

Put each direct narration ni a paragraph.

LESSON XXXV.
Memorization.— From "Concord Monumknt."

By the rude 1; ridge that arched the flood,

Their flag to April's breeze unfurled,

Here oiue the embattled farmers stood,

And fired the shot heard round the world.

The foL long since in silence slept
;

Alike the con(|ueror silent sleeps
;

And Time the ruined bridge has swcjjt

Down the dark stream which seaward cr* t-ps.

On this green bank, by this soft stream,

We set t()-(ia) a votive stone,

That nunioi y may their deed redeem
Wiicn, like t>ur sires, our sons are gone.

.Spirit, that made those heroes dare

To die, or leave tlieir children free,

id II5id lime and X.ituie gently '-pare

The shaft ue rai-^e to them aiul Th ee.

1

lit

— Rdlph 1 1 'iihio F.turf son.
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Theme: The Fight of the "Revenge."

In the days of good Queen Bess, when every English

boy was taught to read, to work, to tell the truth, and to

fight the Spaniard, a small English fleet lay near the

Azores A Spanish fleet, outnumbering them many to

one, hove in sight, and the English ships had barely time

to slip the cables and set sail. But Sir Richard Gren-

ville the vice-admiral, who commanded the Revenge

steadily refused to f-n from the enemy, alleging that he

would rather choose to die than to dishonour himself, his

country, and her Majesty's ship.

At three o'clock in the afternoon some of the Spanish

ships attempted to board the " Revenge." They were

beate- off", but always others came in their place. There

were never less than two mighty galleons by her sides,

and aboard her, so that ere the r.orning fifteen separate

ships had assailed her. And all so ill approved of their

reception that by break of day they were more willing to

offer the "Revenge" terms for surrender than to make

any more assaults.

At last all the powder of the " Revenge " to the last

barrel was spent, all her pikes were broken, forty of her

best men slain, and the most oart of the rest hurt. There

remained no comfort at all, no hope, no supply of e.ther

sliips. men, or .veapons ; the masts all beaten overboard,

nothing being left overhead either for flight or defence.

Sir Richard, finding himself wounded, and unable any

lon-cr to make resistance, commanded the master

guimer to .pht and sink Uu ship, that hereby notlwig

might remain of glory or victory to the Spaniards. The

master gunner readily consented, and divers others
;
but
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the captain and the mate said that there were many

valiant men yet Hving, who might do their country

service hereafter. Then, as the Spaniards offered good

terms the men drew back from Sir Richard and tiie

master gunner, and surrendered. Sir Richard was carried

to the Spanish ship, the "General," where he was

treated with great humanity; but on the third day he

died, greatly bewailed by the Spaniards, who highly

commended his valour and his worthiness.

-Abridiredfrom the account by Sir Walter Raleigh.

FXERCISE I.—Express in other words the sense of

the^italicized words :-(i) The fleet lay "car the is and.

(^) Sir Richard Grcnville steadily refused. (3) Others

came in t/uir place. (4) By break of day they agreed to

a capitulation. (5) The master gunner readtly con-

sented (6) The men drexv bacn from Sir Richaid.

(7) The captain treated him xvith great humanity.

Exercise II.—Re-write the indirect nnrrations in the

story in what you think might have been the exact

words of the speakers.

FXFRCISE III.—(i) State briefly the topic of each

paracrraph. (2) Point out the steps in the development

of the story (continuity). (3) I'oint out six instances of

words of reference, joining sentences that are connected

in thought.

RkI'RODUc TION.—Draw up a formal outline of the

story of the " Revenge "— r///.', Introduction, Story.

Conclusion. Write an account of the fight of the

" Revenge," following the outline made.

Composition.-Write a letter to a near relation

telling of the games and amusements and pieasuix

your school life.

f

'Ai
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LESSON XXXVI.

MtMORlZATION.-FROM " SCOTS, WhA Hae"

Scots, wbai hae^ wi" Wallace bled,

Scots, wham* Hruce has often led ;

Welcome to your gory bed,

Or to victorie.

Wha^ for Scotland's king and law

Freedom's sword will strongly draw,

Freeman stand, or freeman fa'^?

Let him follow me !

Lay the proud usurpers low !

Tyrants fall in every foe !

Liberty's in every blow !

Let us do, or die !

_^^^^^^ ^.^^^^^^.

>u,ho. -havi- '«•'"'• •«''""'*• °•^''"•

Theme; Bruce and Comyn.

Early in the fourteenth century, when Scotland was in

great turmoil, there were two prominent claimants for

L throne. Robert Bruce, Earl of Carrtck, and John

Comyn. known on account of his fair skm as the Red

Comyn After the defeat of Falkirk they both sub-

;;itte'd to Edward I. of England, and even bore an.s

against such of their countrymen as ---
^^f Jf

^
^^^

for freedom. But at last Bruce repented of this at d

vowed that in future he would do all m h.s power o

deliver Scotland from the foreign yoke. Accordingly

he left the English army, and went to Dumfries to seek

.n mterview with his rival, the Red Com>n. He wished

'to induce him to join in the effort to expel the foreign

enemy. They met in a church bc{^.-c the h^i altar,

but what passed between them is unknown. However,

they came to high words, and Bruce, always passionate,
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forgot the sacred character of the place, and struck

Comyn with his dagger. Running out, he told his fol-

lowers that he was afraid he had slain the Red Comyn.

"
I will .nake it surer," said one of them, and they went

in and dispatched the wounded man. To the end of his

Hfe Bruce was haunted by remorse for this cruel, pas-

sionate deed, and he longed to go on a pilgrunage to

Jerusalem, thinking, after the fashion of his day, that so

he might make amends for it.

-Abrich^edfrom Scott's " Talcs of a Grandfather.

Exercise I.—Express in other words the meaning

of the italicized words :-<i) Scotland ^.vas in great

turmoil. (2) Bruce vowed to do all in Ins pozver.

(3) He delivered Scotland from the foreign yoke.

(4) Comvn would not join in the effort. (5) The

warriors 'came /. high words. (6) To the end of his life

Bruce lamented his deed. (7) The king ivas haunted by

remorse (8) The knight went on a pilgrimage, after

the fashion of his day (9) He sought to make amends.

The Sentence—(Cc^w^/w"^^)-

Correctness.—^xxox-, in the agreement and government

of words in the use of auxiliaries and participles, in the

form of adverbs-in short all errors in grammatical

construction must be avoided.

Exercise II.— Re-write the following, correcting the

solecisms :-(i) Who are you speaking to.' (2) V)U are

not the man V •>om I thought you were. (3 Kach of 1.

boys have learnt their lesson well. (4) ^ ou are older

han me. (5) Having mucn myself, I could not deny

Jc^m mv help, and he' my only son. (6) Nolxxly knows

t but > uu and I. (7) Everybody ,s sure of themselves.

(8) You go with your s ister, and leave Laura and Ma\-

and I to do the dishes. (9) You will get your share after

•:al

•^1

m
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Mav and I. (lo) Neither example or precept are able

He'train him. (n) A pair^ter and a
^-^^^J ^^

occupation. (12) Either you or I is to blame. ( .3) rhe

army are commanded by Lord Roberts^
^'-^V^JZ,,

ber of the people were immense, (i 5) A number of mu

u^is seen "oins away. (16) Those sort of apples do not

keep so oood as these sort. (17) Them as says nothmg

tell no tales.

REPRODUCTION.-Tell the story of Bruce and Comy .

COMPOSITION.-Write a letter to a near relative tell-

ing of your school work.

LESSON XXXVII.

Memorization.-The Knioht's 'Iomi'-

Where is the grave of Sir A.thi r O'Kellyn ?

Where may the grave of that Rood kniyht lie?

By the side of a spring on the breast of Helvellyn,

Under the twigs of a young birch tree.

The oak that in summer was sweet to hear,

And rustled its leaves in the fall of the year.

Is gone,-and the birch in its stead is grown.—

The knight's bones are dust,

And his good sword rust ;

—

His soul is with the saints, I trust.
,;,w/,.^

THEME: The Fall of Khartoum.

In the month of March, 1884, General Gordon, who

had been sent to effect the evacuation of the British

from the Soudan, ound himself hemmed in, in the city

of Khartoum, by the followers of the Mahdi, or false

prophet, and without any immediate chaiue of assist-

ance from without. From the first attack, March .2,

until the Ull of Khartoum ten nvmths later, Gordon

carried on the defence of the city with consum.nate

skill His resources were small, his troops few, and his

in
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European assistai.ts could be counted on the fingers of

one hand. Yet he managed to convert his r.ver steamers

into ironclads, to build new ones, to make and lay down

mines, to place wire entanglements, and to execute fre-

quent sorties, while he kept up the spirits and courage

of his followers and baffled a fanatic and determined foe

for over ten months.

\ relief expedition was plainly necessary, but so

diktory were the proceedings of tire government that ,t

was September before Lord Wolseley was able to leave

England. Then everything was dor.e that con d be

do,r". but the dela>- was fatal. Gordon hnnself had a

Ton- presentin-ent of the end, for in h,s journal tl>ere

s tWs in the entry of October ,3, .884: "We are a

wonderful people ; it was never our government winch

made us a great nation ; onr govern.nent has been

"ver the drag on our wheels. It is, of course, on the

;"ds that Khartoum is taken under the nose of the

expeditionary force, which will be^/«/ l«> h,te.

By the middle of January the state of the garnson

was desperate. Gordon continually vis.ted the posts by

:i^t
^'

well as day, and encou.aged the fam.shed .nen^

The Mahdi determined to storm the cty before the rehe

conld arrive. The attack was made n, the -"ly dawn of

the twenty-sixth of January. The defence wa, 1
n 1. 1,-

hearted, treachery may have been at work
;
-'''-"'';

the garrison was too exhausted by pr,vat,on to m.rkc a

proper resistance, and Gordon was killed on h,s w.ay .0

L stone nnssion chapel winch contained Ins ammn-

nUion and where possibly he uK-.^nt to make a last

stand, just two days later the rehef armed.

The news of his death was received with a burst oi

grief and indignation which knew no national Inmls :
a

4,

" * ]
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hero had been thrown away. When in the summer of

1898, Kitchener's victory of Omdurman put an end

forever to the sway of the Mahdi, there were few that

did not feel that a long outstanding debt had been paid.

-liased uipart on the artide in the " Dictionary oj National Biography."

EXKKCISE I.—Express in other words the meaning

of the italicized words:—(i) Gordon was sent to effect

the evacuation of the Soudan. (2) Gordon car: led on

the defence of the city. (3) The proceedings of the

government were dilatory. (4) Everythmg was done

that could be done. (5) The government has been a

dras: on our wheels. (6) It is on the cards that Kliar-

toum will be taken. (7) Treachery may have been at

work. (8) At all events the garrison was exhausted.

(9) The news was received zvith a burst ofgrief.

EXFKCISE II.—Re-write the following, making neces-

sary corrections :—(i) He don't improve his case by

talking. (2) The river has overflown its banks. (3) \ ou

have mistook your man. (4) '"'^e child has tore the

music I had began to play. (5) Lav down and rest.

(6) Raise up and look about you. (7) We laid down

when we see him safe in camp. (8) Toronto is lain out

with great regularity. (9) The sun had arose while we

laid in bed. (10) Was you willing to walk such a

distance when you saw \.hat the weather was like ?

(11) The easiest thing of the two is to tell your father.

(i^) "Waverley" is one of the novels that never tires

one in re-reading. (13) The heat of passion as well as

the indolence of indifference are to be avoided. (14) WiH

I be able to meet vou at John's? (15)! will not be able

to go. (\6) If vou would be able to go, I would easily

find you. (I7rile injured instead of helped his cause

(18) Vou Inok pleasantly to-day. (19 Flowers smell

sweetly. 20) This book is as good if not better than that.

Reproduction.—Draw up a formal outKne of the

death of Gordon— Tith; Introduction, Stor- Conclusion.

Tell the story in >'our own words, following >-our outline.
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LESSON XXXVIII.

Memorization.-From "The Lady of the Lake."

Soldier, rest ! thy warfare o'er,

Sleep the sleep that knows not breakinj;

;

Dream of battled fields no more,

Days of danger, nights of waking.

In our isle's enchanted hall,

Hands unseen thy couch are strewmg,

Fairy strains of music fall,

Every sense in slumber dewing.

Soldier, rest ! thy warfare o'er,

Dream of fighting fields no more ;

Sleep the sleep that knows not breakmg,

Morn of toil, nor night of wakin|.^
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^

Theme: The True Story of Casabianca.

In August. 1798. a French fleet of thirteci. vessels lay

off one of the many mouths of the Nile The admt a

believed his position impregnable, but he had to do with

Nelson. The English admiral steered his squadron so

as to attack the French from both the seaward and the

landward side. Caught between two fires, the Hench

fought valiantly, but ship after ship was overpowered

until only two were left.

In the hottest of the fight rode the French flag-ship

Orient Her captain, Louis dc Casabianca.had on board

as seaman his son, Giacomo de Casabianca, a brave and

ambitious young fellow of nineteen ;
both of them were

natives of the island of Corsica. The English fire proved

too much for the French ship. The captan. gave Ins

firal order: "You have done nobly, my lads, lor the

honour of the Republic and the valour ot the Kench

name. All is lost. Save yourselves."

''1

1
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The sailors threw themselves through the port-holes

into the sea, and the English boats rescued as many as

possible. But when Giacomo would have urged his

father to trust to the mercy of the enemy, he declined,

saying :
" N*" ny son, do you drop over at once ;

but I

go not. My post is here."

"Then, I, too, remain," the sailor son replied. "If it

is your duty, it is mine also."

Standing upon the towering quarter-deck of the

Orient, the only spot as yet untouched by the rising

flames, the wounded father and the faithful son pleaded

with one another for the right to die. But the father

would not quit his post; he would die with honour: and

the son, in whose veins ran the blood of heme;;, would

not leave him. The entreaties of the French sailors

and the w. Mings of the English rescuers were alike

unheeded.

Then came a tremendous explosion ; a volcano of

flame burst out ; and side by side father and son went

5own, as the charred and smoking One/it was swallowed

by the hungr\' sea.

Tlie full stiirii tiian he read In "Heroic Happcnin'jg," by Elbridge S. Brooks.

Mrs. Iletiiaii-ss " Casablanca" is uell known.

ExERflSK I. A.—Use phrases in place of the itali-

cized w(jr(ls, and express the meaning of the following:—

(i) The admiral believed his position impregnable.

(2) Nelson attacked the French fleet both from the sea-

zvard and the landivard side. (3) The French fought

valiantly. (4) You have done nobly. (5) The warnings

li'cre unheeded.

Jl Use words in the place of the italicized phrases,

and express the meaning of the following :—(i) Father
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and son were imikrs of the Island of Corsica. (2) The

English fire zvas too much for the French ship. (3) The

soirurged his father to trust to the mercy of the enemy.

(4) He resolved to die iviih honour.

The Sentence—((:^«»/>/«^^).

Orderfor Clearness.—The order of words in an English

sentence is of the greatest importance, for the relation

and emphasis of words are largely determined by their

position in the sentence. When wc mean to qualify

particular words we must place the modifiers near.

Note the differences in the effect of the following :—

Success can only be achieved by industry.

Success can be achieved only by industry.

The officer saw many of the slain, riding through the

valley.

Riding through the valley, the officer saw many of the

slain.

Exercise II.—Improve the following by properly

placing the modifying words :-(i) People cease to

wondcT bv degrees. (2) I scarcely ever remember hear-

ing of such a case. (3) He is to have the house and

wJod for fuel. (4) The enemy were unwilling even o

errant the indulgence. (5) He was merely able to walk

to the "ate (6) I am neither acquainted with the

author nor his books. (7) Virtue can render >outh

honourable as well as old age. (8) He not only gave

me advice but help. (9) Let us consider how little vvc

deserve and how much we enjoy, in order to correct the

spirit of discontent. (10) Few people learn anything

that is worth learning easily, (il) They followed the

advance of the c ploring party, step by step, through

telescopes (I. He replied that he was prepared tor

the oosition, aiid left to take it.

Reproduction.—Draw

the story of Casabianca

Draw up a formal outline and tell

!-t.
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LESSON XXXIX.

Memorization.—From " Lur,.\No, thk Lake."

" He, too, of battle-martyrs chief !

Who, to recu.'l his daunted peers,

For victory shaped an open space,

By gathering' with a wide embrace,

Into his single breast, a sheaf

Of fatal Austrian spears."

— lVi7/iam lVt..-iisworth.

From " Horatius."

Then out spake brave Horatius, the captain of the gate :

" To every man upon this earth death cometh soon or laf

And how can man die better than fa'Sng fearful odds,

For the ashes of his fathers, aiid the temples of his gods."

— Thomas Babins^ton Macaulay.

Theme : The Battle of Sempach.

The wonderful little republic of Switzerland had a

hard struggle for existence. Powerful neighbours cov-

eted the mountain stron. Jiold, and rnore than once the

hardy mountaineers fought a battle of life and death.

In 1397 the brave peasants 01" the F'orcst Caiiton.s

came to the support of Lucerne against the Duke of

Austria. Thirteen hundred of them took up a position

in the woods around the litt'e lake of Sempach. The
Austrian forces opposing them were in large numbers,

drawn uj) in a solid, compact body, with an unliroken

line of spears piojecting bex'ond the wall of shields and

impcnetr '-Ic armour. The Swiss, few in number, had

no r.rm' to speak of. Some had boards b\' way of

>liii id>, ui< d ijcillxTls, ulliLTs Iwt handed swords or

battle-axes. 1 hey drew themselves up in the lorm of a

wedge and rushed upon the serried spea'-s, but in vain.
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The flanks of the Austrian host began t- advance, so

as to encloije the small peasant force.

|. Then Arnold von Winkelried y/ofi vin kel red), of

I Unterwalden, cried, "I will open a passage," and rushing

forward he gathered into his own breast all the spears

he could gr.isp. He fell, but over his body the Swiss

wedge rushed through the opening he had made. At

close quarters the heavy armour and long spears of the

Austrians were only an encumbrance. They gave way.

Rather than fly, Duke Leopold grasped his standard

when its bearer fell, and, rallying his men, perished in

the thickest of the fight. The Swiss lost hardly a tenth

of the number who fell on the Austrian side.

On the ninth day of July it was long a custom for the

Swiss to assemble on the site of the battle to hear a

sermon of thank, living for the victory that gave them

their freedom, and the roll of names of those who fell.

After this there was a service in the little chapel, on the

walls of which were painted the deeds of Arnold von

Winkelried and his gallant comrades on that eventful

day.

P2XERCISE I.— E.xpress the sense of the italicizer'

phrases in a word or two:— (i) Switzerland /lad a liara

struggle for existence. (2) The Forest Cantons came to

the support of \ ucerne. (3) The Swiss troops took up a

position in the woods. 4) The Austrian forces were ///

large numbers. (5j The Swiss had no armour to speak

of. (6) Some had boards by xvay y/ shields. (7) They
drew tliemsclves up /// the form of a ivedge.

ExKKCisK II.— Divide the preceding account of

Sempach into tfirce parts, |>;iiriting out, nrst, the ?en=

tences that make the introduction t<^ the story ; second,

the sentences that tell the story ; and tliird, the sentences

ill

• la
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that make the conclusion of the story. Give in a brief

sentence or phrase ti j sum of each paragraph.

The Se-STET^CE.—(Continued).

Sentence Stress—A sentence has normally two em-

phatic places—the beginning and the end. Words that

stand in either position acquire emphasis; words that

stand in the middle hold an unemphatic place.

(i) Opening stress :—

T/ie novel of character has this difference from all others—

that it requires no coherency of plot.

(ii) Middle unstressed :

—

" Trade, without e"larging the British Territories, has

given us a kind of additional Empire."

(iii) End stress :

—

Hib life was gentle ; and the elements

So mix'd in him, that nature might stand up

And say to all the world. This was a man .'

Of the opening and the final stress the latter is the

more important, but as the emphasis of the former may

be increased by inversion (see p. 115) the two frequently

attain equality.

It follows from these peculiarities of stress that only

emphatic parts should be found in emphatic positions,

and that only unimportant parts should hold the un-

stressed position. " As in an army on the march, the

fighting columns are placed front and rear, and the

baggage in the centre, so the emphatic parts of a

sentence should be foimd either at the beginning or at

the end, subordinate and matter-of-fact expressions in

the middle." (Bain.)

Where there are two modifying expressions the longer

usually takes the more emphatic position.
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Exercise III.—Re-arrange i\ i parts of the following

sentences to improve the emphasis:— (i) Cassius, there

is no terror in thy threats. (2; Quoth the Consul, Let

it be as thou sayest, Horatius. (3) You have quickly

gone out, when I thought you slowly went out. (4) I

see the Gladiator lie before me. (5) He said that the

Spaniards looked on these barbarous pastimes with

pleasure. (6) Our troops were forced to evacuate their

positic 1, after a loss of a hundred men, in spite of the

utmost efforts of heroic courage. (7) I would never lay

down my arms, never ! never ! never ! if I were an

American as I am an Englishman.

Reproduction.—Tell the story of the Battle of

Sempach, after making an outline,— Titlr, Introduction,

Narrative, Conclusion.

LESSON XL.

Memorization.

They never fail who die

In ;i gic It cause ! Tlie block may soak their gore ;

Their iijads may sodden 1 the sun ; their limbs

He strung to city gates anti castle walls
;

But still their spirit walks abroad. Though years

Elapse, anil others share as daik a doom,

They but augment tlie deep and sweeping thoughts

Which overpower ail others, and conduct

The world at last to freedom. —Lord Byron.

TiiKMK: riiK Heroism ok D.\ul.\c*.

The settlement of Canada was the work of strong

men, even of heroes, and countless daring deeds fill the

annals of both the I'Vcnch and English settlements.

One of the most heroic of the I'Vcnch pioneers was

Adam Daulac {doli iak' \, the young commandant' of the

garrison of Montreal. He had stained his name in

'Sec rarkiDiurs "old Ui'tfiint'" (or a fvillor aicoiint.
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France, it was said, and had come to the New World to

seek by some noble deed to wipe out the reproach.

Word came that the fierce Iroquois were gathering on

the Ottawa on their way to attack Montreal. Daulac

proposed to the young men of the city that they should

band together and waylay and harass tiie Indians m

their descent of the river. Sixteen young men caught

his spirit, and, striking hands with him, took an oath

to fight to the death. Having gained the governor's

consent, they took the sacrament together, and went

forth on their heroic mission.

Joined by a few Huron and Algonquin allies, they

ascended the Ottawa and entrenched themselves in the

ruins of an old palisade fort at the foot of the Long

Sault (so) rapids. The yelling Iroquois were soon upon

them, but were beaten back again and again. For five

da\s the defenders were harassed day and night with

fire and attack from two hundred braves. Pent in their

narrow fort, they fought and prayed by turns. They

were without water, and therefore could not swallow the

crushed Indian corn, or "hominy." which was their only

food. One by one the Indian allies crept over the

palisades and joined the enemy ; one Algonquin chief

and a few Hurons alone remained faithful to the last.

Then the Iroquois, recruited by a larger party, once

more attacked the fort. The French were at their posts,

and every loophole darted fire. The bodies of the fallen

Iroquois were piled so deep that the palisades ceased

to be a shelter. N.^t till all but five of the garrison

were (lead, and these were t.rribly wounded, did the little

band of heroes yield. The enemy made their way in

with a burst of triumphant yells. Four of the survivors
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were quickly dispatched, the last, having life enough to

make it worth while, was tortured.

But the brave blood was not shed in vain. Canada

coii d breathe freely, for the Iroquois had had fighting

enough. If a mere handful behind a palisade could defy

so many braves, what might they not expect of greater

forces behind stone walls ? So they slunk back to their

lodges, leaving the settlements to enjoy for a time the

hard-won peace.

Exercise I. A.—(i) What is the theme of the fore-

going story? (ii) What sentences serve as an Intro-

duction to this theme.' (iii) What sentences [from...

to . . .] give the Narration ? What sentences serve as

Conclusion ?

B.—{i) Notice the five paragraphs in which the story

is printed, (ii) Write a sentence for each paragraph,

telling what it is about, (iii) Show the bearing of each

sentence of the third paragraph upon its topic.

C (i) Pick out three sentences that have good open-

ing stress, (ii) Three that have unimportant words in

the middle position. (iii) Three that have good final

stress.

The Senten-CE—{Continued).

Inversion for Einp/iasis.—\\<^ have previously noticed

inversion for the sake of easy transition from sentence

to .sentence (sec p. 93.) Inversion for emphasis also

occurs. Compare these sentences :

—

A. Diana of tlie Kphesians is great.

/)'. C.ieat is Diana of the Lphcsians.

A. Con(|uer liko Douglas, or die like Douglas.

1} I :i.,. M,A..,.l-.c r<->niiiif^r Mr like Dniit'las die.

The usual grammatical order of subject and preilicate,

verb and modifier, is seen in A ; but in B the order is
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inverted. This unusual order attracts attention and

gives emphasis to the part taking an unusual place.

Exercise II.—Re-write the following sentences,

improving the emphasis of emphatic parts by inversion :

(i) The help of man is vain. (2) The work went on

day after day. (3) The matter with which this class of

novel deals is dangerous. (4) Eliza cried, "What a

pretty box ! Did you bring it for me all this distance?

You are too good to me." (5) They did not cease to be

friends, though they became rivals. (6) He that hath

his quarrel just is thrice armed. (7) " It might, have

been," are the saddc-t of all words of pen or tongue.

(8) The house was adorned without with beautiful creep-

ing vine^, and had fine paintings and statues within.

(9) I trust that when you come next, I shall .see you.

(10) I do not love thee, Doctor Fell ; I cannot tell the

reason why ; but I know full well this alone, I do not

love thee. Doctor Fell.

Reproduction.—Draw up a formal outline of the

story of Daulac ; tell the story in your own words.

Composition i.—The Heroine of "Castle Dangerous."

Outline.— "Castle Daiii^crous," its blockhouse—Madeleine

VerchJ:res {ver s/utf'), aged fouitcen, left in riiarge Walks by the

river to meet expixted visitors— Sees some Iroquois coming— Cains

the fort, shouting, " Aux ,u»ics f {r, ~,i)»i } Aitv <xy»i,s .' '—Inmates

stupefit.'. with fear—She takes command, looks to the defences,

inspires her two little brothers with her own biave si)irit— Her

visitors are seen approaching- She goes out herself to warn them

—The Indians, fearing a trap, do not molest her -She brings her

friends safely into the fort I'osts her guard— Holds the fort for a

week— Sleeps little, her iiead resting on her arms fouled uvei her

gun—WorJ of her need taken to Montieal l)> labourers who had

escaped the Imhaps-Splashing of paddles hoard—Voices speaking

French—The rescue uarLv—The Indians depart.
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Composition 2.—Tell the story of Napoleon and the

Sentry.

Use the details in the picture above. The sentry is forgiven

because of the recent hardships and great victories of the army,

but . . .

Composition 3.—The Capture of Quebec.

ADDITIONAL THEMES.

Composition.- I. The Battle of Hastings. 2. The Uatile of

Crccy. 3. The Defeat of the Armada. 4. The Charge of the

Light Brigade. $• William Wallace. 6. Ihuce and tiie Spider.

7. The Heart of the Bruce. 8. William Tell. 9. Joan of Arc.

10. Thr Fall of the Bastille. 11. The Death of tlie .Swiss Guards.

12. The Discovery of America. 13. The Con<HKst of Mcxiccj by

Cortcz. 14. J.icques Cartier. IS- The Massacre of the Priests of

the Huron Mission. 16. The Landing of the Pilgrim Fathers.

ly. Tb.fi ni-.!overy i)f the Mississiripi. l8. Th.e Outbreak of th.e

American Revolution. 19. Barbara Friot( hie. 20. Laura Secord.

21. The Battle of Queenston Heights. 22. The Relief of Ladysmith.

23. The Defence of Mafeking.
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CHAPTER VIII.—INCIDENT.

Mi
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f

LESSON XLI.

Memorization.—From " Marmion."

The train from out the castle drew,

But Marmion stopp'd to bid adieu :

—

"Though something I might plain\" he said,

" Of cold respect to stranger guest,

Sent hither by your King's behest.

While in Tantallon's towers I stay'd ;

Part we in friendship from your land.

And, noble Earl, receive my hand."

—

But Douglas round him drew his cloak,

Folded his arms, and thus he spoke :

—

" My manors, halls, and bowers, shall still

Be open, at my Sovereign's will.

To each one whom he lists', howe'er

Unmeet to be the owner's peer.

My castles are my King's alone,

From turret to foundation-stone

—

The hand of Douglas is his own ;

And never shall in friendly grasp

The hand of such as Marmion clasp." {Continued, p. 122)

—Sir Walter Scott.

• complain. « please.

Theme: The Rescue of Waverley.

Edward Waverley, j. j>risoner in the hand of the King's soldiers, is rescued by the

followers u( his friend, Ker^Uit Maclvor, un ardent Jacoliite.

The rays of the sun were Ungering on the very verge

of the horizon, as the party ascended a hollow and

somewhat steep path, which led to the summit of a

rising ground. The foremost of the b. i.d, being the

stoutest and most active, had pushed on, and having

surmounted the ascent, were out of ken for the present.

Gilfillan, with the pedlar, and the small party who were
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Waverley's more immediate guard, were near the top of

the ascent, and the remainder straggled after them at a

considerable interval.

Such was the situation of matters, when the pedlar,

missing, as he said, a little doggie which belonged to

him, began to halt and whistle for the animal. This

signal, repeated more than once, gave offence to the

rigour of his companion, who signified gruffly that he

could not waste his time in waiting for a useless cur.

"Very likely," answered the pedlar, with great com-

posure ;
" but, ne'ertheless, I shall take leave to whistle

again."

This last signal was answered in an unexpected

manner ; for five or six stout Highlanders, who lurked

among the copse and brushwood, sprung into the hollow

way, and began to lay about them with their claymores.

Gilfillan, unappalled at this undesirable apparition, cried

out manfully, " The sword of the Lord and of Gideon !"

and, drawing his broadsword, would probably have done

as much credit to the good old cause as any of its

doughty champions at Drumclog, when, behold! the

pedlar snatching a musket from the person who was

next him, bestowed the butt of it with such emphasis on

the head of his late instructor in the Cameronian creed,

that he was forthwith levelled to the ground. In the

confusion that ensued the horse which bore our hero was

shot by one of Gilfillan's party, as he discharged his fire-

lock at random. VVaverley fell with, and indeed under,

the animal, and sustained some severe contusions. But

he was almost instantly extricated from the fallen steed

by two Highlanders, who, each seizing him by the arm,

hurried him away from the scuffle and from the high-
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road. They ran with great speed, half supporting and

half dragging our hero, who could, however, distinguish

a few dropping shots fired about the spot which he had

left. —Str Walter Scott. Abridged om " Waverleyr

Narration,

Note first, the sentences that serve as introduction to

the incident ; then observe the details of the incident,

and the order (order of time) of their occurrence; notice

the few details selected to tell the story, and the many

details omitted or merely suggested by general terms,

" in the confusion," "a few dropping shots," etc.; observe,

further, that the details chosen have a distinct bearing

on the result—they are sufficient reasons for the outcome

of the action.

Introduction: "The rays of the sun .... a considerable

interval." These sentences give the twilight, the broken

and difficult path, the straggling order of the march,

which all made the rescue possible. Here we liave the

scene and situation out of which the action grows.

Details of the Narration: "The pedlar, missing," etc, to end.

The pedlar whistling as a signal ; appearance of the

Highlanders ; attack and Gilfillan's defence
;

pedlar's

attack on his companion ; confusion in ranks ;
Waver-

ley's horse shot; Waverley's fall in the scuffle; High-

landers hurry him off.

Coiulusion: "But he was almost instantly seized, . . . he had

left." The rescue effected.

In this examination we see certain principles of

effective narration :

—

1. The Introduction.—The first sentences bring before us

the scene and time of the action.

2. Sequence of Details.—Details in narration are presented,

point by point, in the order of occurrence,—in order of time.

Hi
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3. Correlation of Details.-'lhe details of the na-ration are

interdependent, each contributing its part to the main ctfcct of

the story. Each incident springs from the incidents that

precede, or from the character of the persons of the story.

4. Economy of Detaih.-X\^Q story is told with few details

;

many actions are altogether omitted; stress is laid on the

significant actions.

5. Sufficiency of Details.—T\\Q details presented suthce to

make probable the result of the action.

Reproduction i.—Tell the story of the rescue of

Waverley, following the outline above.

Exp:rcise.—Study the episode concernin-,^ the rescue

of Richard (Scott's "Talisman," ch. xxi., "Fourth

Reader," p. 259). Note how far it illustrates the fore-

going princijiles of narration.

REPRODUCTION 2.—Make a plan and tell the story of

the rescue of Richard.

Composition.—Tell a story of a rescue, suc^gested by

the picture above.
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LESSON XLII.

Memorization.—From " Marmion."—{Continued).

Buin'd Marmion's swarthy cheek like fire,

And shook his very frame for ire,

And—"This for me !" he said,—

"An, 'twere not for thy hoary beard,

Such hand as Marmion's had not spared

To cleave the Douglas' head !

And Douglas, more I tell thee here,

Even in thy pitch of pride.

Here in thy hold, thy vassals near,

(Nay, never look upon your lord,

And lay your hands upon your sword,)

I tell thee thou'rt defied !

And if thou said'st, I am not peer

To any lord in Scotland here.

Lowland or Highland, far or near.

Lord Angus, thou hast lied '

—

On the Earl's cheek the flush of rage

O'ercame the ashen hue of age

Fierce he broke forth,—'' And aarest thuu then

To beard the Hon in his den.

The Douglas n his hall?

And hopest thou nence unscatii^-c - ;''i?

—

No, by Saint Bnde of Bothw?^. -^j.

Up drawbridge, .:,'rn( ns,—w12.ii. v\ irctj- ^«<

.

Let the portcuii- tail —

Lord Marmion iv.z-'iC:—vfull -c^m ,::^- issc..

And dash'd the r^v^-eif :n n;f Teei..

Like arrow throuLn ust arcr^^ay -j' uiig,

The pO iUCiOUS }:'• -l£ 3Sfi';rr-:Z lilT- ~Tm_ :

To pass there \v;i sues -rair-- nscHU.

The bars, descen-ing, raze ns r:: uir.c.

i'r i'ailer ::,.ott.

V'.
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Theme: The Traitor's Detection.

During the crusade of Richard Coeur de Lion the royal standard of EnKland, while

under the charge of Sir Kenneth and his stag houii.l, Uoswal, is stolen. Sir Kenneth

is condemned to death, but his life is granted as a l)o<)n to a Saraoon jih> sirian who has

cured the King of fever. The physician, really Saladin, the Moslem king, sends Sir

Kenneth back to King Richard, disguised as an Ethiopian slave, ami accompanied by

the hound. The slave offers to detect the criminal if all the crusaders are passed in

review before him and his dog.

CtEur de Lion stood on Saint George's Mount with

the banner of England by his side. Meanwhile, the

powers of the various Crusading princes, arrayed under

their royal and princely leaders, swept in long order

around the base of the little mound, and as those of each

different country passed by, their commanders made a

step or two up the hill, and made a signal of courtesy to

Richard and to the Standard of England, "in sign of

regard and amity," as the protocol of the ceremony

heedfully expressed it, "not of subjection and vas-

salage."

The good King was seated on horseback about half

way up the Mount, a morion on his head, .surmounted

by a crown, which left his manly features exposed to

public view, as, with cool and considerate eye, he perused

each rank as it passed him and returned the salutation

of the leaders. By his side stood the seeming Ethiopian

slave, holding the noble dog in a leash. Over the King's

head streamed the large folds of the banner, and as he

looked at it from time to time, he seemed to regard a

ceremony, indifferent to himself personally, as important,

when considered as atoning an indignity offered to the

kingdom which he ruled. Ever and anon his eyes were

turned on the Nubian and the dog, and only xvhen such

leaders approached, as, from circumstances of previous

ill-will, he suspected of being accessary to the theft of
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the standard, or whom he judged capable of a crime so

mean.

At last the troops of the Marquis of Montserrat passed

in order before the King of England. Before his goodly

band came Conrad, garbed in such rich stuff that he

seemed to blaze with gold and silver, and the milk-white

plume, fastened in his cap by a clasp of diamonds,

seemed tall enough to sweep the clouds. By cultivating

Richard's humour he had attained a certain degree of

favour with him, and no sooner was he coine within his

ken than the King of England descended a step or two

to meet him.

Conrad was commencing his reply with a smile, when

Roswal, the noble hound, uttering a furious and savage

yell, sprang forward. The Nubian at the same time

slipped the leash, and the hountl, rushing on, leapt upon

Conrad's noble charger, and seizing the Marquis by the

throat, pulled him down from the saddle. The plumed

rider lay rolling on the sand, and the frightened horse

fled in wild career through the camp.

"Thy hound hath pulled down the right quarry, I

warrant him," said the King to the Nubian, "and I vow

to Saint George he is a stag of ten tynes!'— I'luck the

dog off, lest he throttle him."

Cries arose of
—

" Cut the slave and his hound to

pieces

!

But the voice < f Richard, loutl and sonorous, was

heard clear above all other exclamatiotis—" lie dies the

death who injures the hound I He hath but done his

duty, after the sagacity with which God and nature have

endowed the brave animal.—Stand forth for a false

bmichaa of horns.

mm V
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traitor, thou Conrad, Marquis of Montserrat! I im-

peach thee of treason !

"

—Sir Walter Scott. From " The Talisman."

Narration—{Continued).

Study the foregoing narrative. Note first the sentences

that serve as Introduction to the incident, giving the

scene and situation ; then observe the details of tlie

incident, and the order of their occurrence ; notice the

many details omitted or merely suggested ; show that

the details adduced are sufficient to account for the out-

come ; thereby judge i. the Principles of Narration i, 2,

3, 4, 5 are illustrated in the extract.

Further notice the increasing interest of the details

—

from the general march of the Crusaders to the indi-

vidual troops of Montserrat, to the Marquis himself, the

attack of Roswal, the attempt on the dog's life, Richard's

splendid impeachment of the traitor. This interest is

deepened by various devices : first, the author iLses strik-

ing situations (point them out) and dramatic language,

direct narration in the crisis of the story (point to

instances), and dramatic action (illustrate); and, secondly,

all the while that the details carry us on to the out-

come, we get no certain hint of the issue. Our curiosity

is piqued l jd our imagination aroused as the chain of

circumstances is built up ; the plot th-' kens till the con-

clusion, when at once the issue finally su. prises us, and at

the same time satisfies all the demands of the plot. From

this wc may note additional principles of narration :—

6. C/imnx of Interest-. —The details of the narration are

arranged in tlic order of their incrcasinj^ importance, so that

the interest becomes definite and deep as the conclusion is

ill
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reached. As means to increase the plot-interest, striking situa-

tion, dramatic language, direct narration, etc., are employed.

7. TAe Denouement.—The issue of the incident must be to

some extent a surprise to the reader. The turn the story takes

to set right all that has grown tangled must be sharp and effec-

tive, else the story falls flat.

8. The Conclusion.—T\i^ Conclusion to be effective must

issue from the forces brought into play in the details of the

story ; it must satisfy the demands of the plot and the curiosity

and interest of the reader.

Exercise I.—.Study the narrative "The Rescue of

Waverley," and judge if the Principles of Narration 6, 7,

8

are illustrated in that extract.

Rki'KODUCTION.—Tell the story of the "Traitor's

Detection," following the plan and method of Scott.

Exercise 1 1.—Examine Scott's " Lochinvar " (" Fourth

Reader," p. 69), in illustration of the principles of

narration.

Composition i.—Select the details of Introduction,

Narration, Conclusion in " Lochinvar "
; make an outline

of it as a narration ; tell the story, having regard in com-

posing to the principles of narration.

Composition 2.—Select the details for Introduction,

Narration, Conclusion from the story told in the follow-

ing poem ; make a plan for your narrative similar to that

on p. 120 ; tell the story of "The Cavalier's Escape."

The Cavalier's Escape.

Trample ! trample ! went the roan.

Trap ! trap ! went the gray ;

Hut pid ! pad! PAD ! like a thing that was mad.

My chestnut broke away.

It was just five miles from Salisbury town,

And but one hour to day.

hi
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Thud ! THUD ! came on the heavy roan,

Rap ! RAP ! the mettled gray
;

But my chestnut mare was of blood so rare

That she showed them all the way.

Spur on ! spur on I— I doffed my hat,

And wished them all good-day.

127

They splashed through miry rut and pool,

Splintered through fence and rail
;

Hut chestnut Kate switched over the gate

—

I saw them droop and tail.

To Salisbury town—but a mile of down,

Once over this brook and rail.

Trap ! Trap ! I heard their echoing hoofs

Past the walls of mossy stone ;

The roan Hew on at a staggering pace,

But blood is better than bone.

I patted old Kate and gave her the spur

For I knew it was all my own.

But trample ! trample ! came their steeds,

And I saw their wolfs eyes burn
;

I felt like a royal hart at bay,

And made me readv to turn.

I looked where highest grew the May,

And deepest arched the fern.

I flew at the first knave's sallow throat ;

One blow, and he was down.

The secontl rogue (ired twice, and missed ;

I sliced the villain's crown :

CInve through the ust and flogged brave Kale,

Fast, fast to Salisbury town.

Pad ! pad ! they came on the level sward,

Thud ! thud I upon the sand
;

With a gleam of swords and a Innning match

And a shaking ol il.ig and hand :

But one long houmi antl I passetl the gale.

Safe from the canting band.
— Wiifttr Thornbut).
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LESSON XLIII.

Memorization.—The Statue of Justice, from
" Evangeline."

Ouce in an ancient city whose name I no longer remember,

Raised aloft on a column, a brazen statue of Justice

Stood in the public square, upholding the scales in its left hand,

And in its right a sword, as an emblem that justice presided

Over the laws of the land, and the hearts and homes of the people.

Even the birds had built their nests in the scales of the balance.

Having no fear of the sword that flashed in the sunshine above them.

But in the course of time the laws of the Ian > were corrupted ;

Might took the place of right, and the weak were oppressed, and
the mighty

Ruled with an iron rod. Then it chanced in a nobleman's palace

That a necklace of pearls was lost, and ere long a suspicion

Fell on an orphan girl who lived as maid in the household.

She, after form of trial condemned to die on the scaffold,

Patiently met her doom at the foot of the statue of Justice.

As to her Father in heaven he.- innocent spirit ascended,

Lo ! o'er the city a tempest rose ; and the bolts of the thunder

Smote the statue of bronze, and hurled in wrath from its left hand
Down on the pavement below the clattering scales of the balance,

And in the hollow thereof was found the nest of a magpie.

Into whose clay-built w.iUs the necklace of pearls was inwoven.

—Henry Wadsxvorih Longfellow.

Exercise.—Select the details of Introduction, Narra-

tion, Conclusion in the foregoing ; make an outline like

that on p. 120.

Composition i.—Tell the story of the Statue of

Justice, having regard in composing to the principles of

narration.

Composition 2.—Tell the story illustrated by the

picture, "The Huguenot," by John Everett Millais.

" It is a scene supposed to take place on the eve of the massacre

of St. Bartholomew's IJay. Two lovers m the act of partmg, the

woman a Papist and the man a Protestant. The baage worn to

distinguish the former from the latter was a white scarf on the left

arm. Many were base enough to escape murder l)y wearing it.
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The girl will be endeavouring to tie the handkerchief round the

man's arm so as to save him ; but he, holding his faith above his

greatest worldly love, will be softly preventing her."—/oAn Everett

Millais.

ADDITIONAL THKMES.'

CoMPOSrriON i.-The Trial by Combat (Scott's "Talisman,"

ch. xxviii., "U.S. Reader," p. 179)- *• Fitz-.'ames and Roderick

Dhu (Scott's " Lady of the Lake," V., xii-xvi). 3- The Competi-

tion of the Archers (Scott's "Ivanboe," ch. xiii., "Fourth Reader,"

164). Shvlotk and Antonio (Shaksperc's " Merchant of Venice,"

r'ourth Reader," pp. 311, 321, ""d "H.S. Reader," p. 40).

4. "Lu.d Uiiin's Daughter," Campbell ("Third Reader," p. 157).

'In proparalloti (or thene oomjvwltlon^, the \^o<.xn^ or exfracU may he rea/I aloud to

thp cla.s!., then .Ii«uiii«l. »lttr which the outline .houltl be iMde on the Uackbowd

•fid in the exercise booki.

9
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5. "Lucy Gray," William Wordsworth ("Third Reader," p. 27).

6. "The Three Fishers," Kingsley ("Fourth Reader," p. 220).

7. "How They Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix,"

Browning (" Fourth Reader," p. 285). 8. "The Wreck of the

Hesperus," Longfellow ("Third Reader," p. 74). 9. "The Sands

o' Dee," Kingsley {ui
, p. 38;. 10. " Incident of the French Camp,"

Browning {u/., p. 141). n. " The Pied Piper of Hamelin," Brown-

ing. 12. "The Diver," Schiller ("H.S. Reader," p. 294). i3- "The

Bell of Atri," Longfellow ("Fourth Reader," p. in). 14- The

Battle of the Round House, Stevenson, "Kidnapped," ch. x.

Composition 15^—An Adventure with Wolves. 16. An Es-

cape from Indians. 17. The Wreck of the — . 18. An Adven-

ture on the River. 19. A Dog's Heroic Deed. 20. The Mystery

of the House at — . 21. The Diary of . 22. Shooting the

Rapids. 23. An Accident at Niagara Falls.

« The pupil is required to gather the material tor these compositions for himself or

to Imagine the details.

if

f it-
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PART II.—DESCRIPTION.

CHAPTER I.— PLANTS, SHRUBS, TREES.

\ ,' i

LESSON XLIV.

Memorization.—Forbearance.

Hast thou named all the birds without a gun ?

Loved the wood-rose, and left it on its stalk ?

At rich men's tables eaten bread and pulse ?

Unarmed, faced danger with a heart of trust ?

And loved so well a high behaviour,

In man or maid, that thou from speech refrained,

Nobility more nobly to repay ?

O, be my friend, and teach me to be thine !

—Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Description portrays in words individual objects,

scenes and persons. Observation is the chief source

of the material for descriptive writing ; the mind alert

to note the appearances of things and persons will

store an infinite number of details, a treasury of memories,

from which the writer can draw at will. " I kept always

two books in my pocket," says Stevenson of his boy-

hood, "one to read and one to write in. As I walked,

my mind was busy fitting what I saw with appropriate

words ; when I sat by the roadside, I would either read,

or a pencil and penny version book would be in my
hand, to note down the scenes or commemorate some

halting stanzas^."

The simplest form of description is to bring together

all the details—an inventory, as it were, of all the parts

of the object, for purposes of identification. Works of

a scientific nature abound in such descriptions.

"MemoriMWid Portraits," by Robert Louis Stevenson.

1.S2
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Theme : The Trailing Arbutus.

The Trailing Arbutus, Mayflower, or Ground Laurel,

as it is variously called, belongs to the heath family of

plants, and is found in the woods or upland pastures

during the month of April. Its slender stalk is tough

and woody-fibred, and trails close to the ground under

dry leaves and dead grass. The oval leaf is an evergreen,

also tough of fibre and rough to the touch, but usually

worm-eaten and rust-spotted. The flower spreads into

five rounded points and varies in hue from an exquisite

white to a deeply tinted rose. These blossoms are

gathered in close clusters along the ends of the stalk

and branches, and exhale a sweet and spicy fragrance.

The entire plant, with its green and rusty leaves, hugs

the earth so closely that often only the tips of the flowery

clusters show here and there among the dried leaves.

Nature, too, keeps fast the secret of its growth, and the

Arbutus refuses to live in man's care for more than one

or two seasons.
Description.

Analyzing the description above we see that it brings

forward the details of the object described in an orderly

fashion, with regard only to truth and completeness.

Frequently a drawing accompanies such a description

to ensure exactness, for the clear presentation of truth

of fact is here all important. This kind of description

is nothing more than a simple inventory of the qualities

of the object, arranged in a methodical manner. This

methodical presentation involves the statement of the

theme and the orderly sequence of details.

Introduction.—k general definition of the Trailing Arbutus;

its family relationship ; its habitat.
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Description.— Stalk.

Leaf.

Individual flower.

Clusters.

Mode of growth.

Character.

1. TAe Statement of the Theme. —To write clearly and effec-

tively, a w^riter must know very definitely the theme of his

discourse. Especially in abstract themes it is of advantage at

once to state the theme, and define its nature. The reader,

on the other hand, finds such a statement of theme almost

indispensable, because without it he cannot easily understand

the general drift of the writer's thought, nor can he grasp his

subsequent statements in their proper relation. In Narration,

where curiosity must be aroused, we keep the reader in

suspense as to the real drift of the story by withholding a

definite statement of the theme.

2. Definition.—Where the description is scientific in nature,

the statement of the theme is usually accompanied by an exact

definition of the object in the broad general relations. In

literary description a general outline is preferred (see p. 140).

3. Sequence of Defails.—'Wit details are brought forward in

a rational order : first, the body of the plant ; then its leaves,

then its individual flowers ; then the clusters of flowers ; then

how the plant grows ; finally, its essentially wild habit. This

orderly plan helps to ensure on the writer's part attention to all

necessary details (economy and sufticicncy of details), while it

guides the reader to a clear and faithful mental image of the

object.

Reproduction.— Describe the Trailing Arbutus,

following the outline above.

Hi]
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LESSON XLV.

Memorization.—From "To the Daisy."

With little here to do or see

Of things that in the great world be,

Sweet daisy ! oft I talk to thee,

For thou art worthy,

Thou unassuming commonplace

Of nature, with that homely face,

And yet with something of a grace,

Which love makes for thee !

— Willtam Wordsworth.

Style.

Cardinal Qualities.—The first necessity of discourse

is to be intelligible. Confusion and ambiguity in the

meaning of words, disorderly arrangement of sentences,

would render intercourse by means of words difficult, and

make literature impossible. The first essential quality

of writing, then, is Clearness.

Yet a writer may be clear and not be effective. It is

necessary not only to have what we write understood,

but to have it tell upon the reader. Every writer seeks

not merely to express himself, but also to impress his

words with some degree of strength or force. A second

essential quality of style, then, is Force.

Yet one may write so that one's meaning is clear and

one's expression forcible, and because of faulty grammar

or vulgar language, still be ineffective as a writer. Things

offensive to good taste, vulgarisms, harshness of expres-

sion, coarseness, must be absent from good writing, while

on the other hand, some elevation and beauty in the

treatment of a subject and in the flow of the language,

are necessary to good writing. One third essential

quality, then, is Taste or Beauty.
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Other qualities are at times present in good vvriting

:

simplicity, abstruseness, brevity ;
pathos ;

wit, hu-

mour, satire; harmony, elegance ; but Clearness, Force,

and Taste are cardinal qualities.

Style: Clearness.

I. Choice of Words.—Our language is full of syno-

nyms, yet few are so exact that they may be used for

one another without discrimination. Clearness requires

that where several words have a common element

of meaning, we must use the word that suggests the

shade of meaning we require.

Though I am always serious, I do not know what it is to be

melancho/y.

One may be in haste, one should not be in a hurry.

Exercise I.— Write sentences bringing out the differ-

ences in meaning of the following—(i) Glance: glimpse.

(2) Assault: attack. (3) Malice : spite. (4) Robbery:

theft. (5) Illusion: delusion. (6) Observance: obser-

vation. (7) Occupation: occupancy. (8) Character:

reputation. (9) Resolution: decision. (10) Difficulty:

obstacle: hindrance.

Exercise II.—Distinguish :—(i) Vacant: empty.

(2) Lonely: solitary. (3) Nocturnal: nightly. (4) Con-

tinuous: continual. (5) Farther: further. (6) Eternal:

everlasting. (7) Beneficent: benevolent: philanthropic.

(8) Sorry: grieved: hurt. (9) Marine: maritime: naval.

(10) Resolute: stubborn: obstinate: self-willed.

Exercise III.—Distinguish:—(i) Remember: recol-

lect. (2) Answer: reply. (3) Persuade: convince.

(4) Deceive: impose on. (5) Give: donate. (6) Peruse:

read. (7) Propose: purpose. (8) Surrender: capitulate.

(9) Excuse: forgive: pardon. (loj Ask: request: beg:

beseech : supplicate : implore.

Composition i.—Write an outline of a description of

the Daisy, following that of the Trailing Arbutus ;
then

write a composition, following vour outline.
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Composition 2.—After making an outline as before,

describe the Dandelion.

Dear common flower, that grow'st beside the way,

Fringing the dusty road with harmless gold,

First pledge of blithesome May,

Which children pluck, and, full of pride, uphold,

High-hearted buccaneers, o'erjoyed that they

An Eldorado in the grass have found.

Which not the rich earth's ample round

May match in wealth—thou art more dear to me

Than all the prouder summer blooms may be.

—James /Mussel/ Lowell.

Composition 3.—Describe the Daffodil.

"
I wander'd lonely as a cloud

That floats on high o'er vales and hills,

When all at once I saw a crowd,

A host of golden daffodils.

Beside the lake beneath the trees,

Fluttering and dancing in the breeze."

— William Wordstvorth.

Composition 4.—Describe the Apple-tree.

Place of growth—Relation to the crab-ai)ple— Trunk,— Leaves

ovate, woolly beneath, acute, crenate— Flowers,- shape, colours,

fra<;rance, cluster—Fruit,—shape, colour, fragrance, taste—Import-

ance to mankind.

Composition 5.—Draw up an outline of a descrip-

tion of the Maple-tree, and then describe it.

The tree I love, all the greenwood above.

Is the maple of sunny branches.

The maple, it glows with the tint of the rose,

When pale are the spring-time regions,

And its towers of flame from afar proclaim

The advance of winter's legions.

—Charles G. D. Roberts.
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ADDITIONAL THEMES.

COMPOSIT.ON.-I. The Briar Rose 2 Water-Lilies. 3. The

Sunflower. 4- Hollyhocks. 5- The V.olet 6. LOa s. 7. The

Wheat Plant. 8. The Buckwheat Plant. 9. Indian Corn. 10. 1 he

Ivy Plant, n. Seaweed. X2. The Beech Tree. 13. Ihe Elm

Tree 14. The Chestnut Tree. iS- The Willow Tree. 16. The

Grapevine. 17. A Vineyard. 18. A Pine Forest.

CHAPTER H.-IHRDS AND INSECTS.

LESSON XLVI.

Memorization.-From "THE Green Lin -r.»

Upon yon tuft of hazel trees,

That twinkle to the gusty breeze,

Behold him perched in ecstasies,

Yet seeming still to hover ;

There ! where the flutter of his wings

Upon his back and body flings

Shadows and sunny glimmerings,

That cover him all over.

My sight he dazzles, half deceives,

A bird so like the dancing leaves ;

Then flits, and from the cottage eaves

Pours forth his song in gushes ;

As if by that exulting strain

He mocked and treated with disdain

The voiceless form he chose to feign,

While fluttering in the bushes.

— Witli'itn Wordsworth.

Theme: The Bobolink.

The happiest bird of our spnn^r. and one that rivals

the European lark in our estimation, i^ the bob-o-hncoln.

or boboHnk as he is commonly called. He arrives when

Nature is in all her freshness and fragrance-" the rams

miwn!n.*^vm.^^9iff^Tiivm^:^¥^'%^^if»Qr''wr^wm^^
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are over and gone, the flowers appear on the earth the

time of the singing of birds is come, and the voice of the

turtle is heard in the land."

This is the chosen season of revelry of the bobolink.

He comes amidst the pomp and fragrance of the season

;

his life seems all sensibility and enjoyment, all song and

sunshine. He perches on the topmost twig of a tree or

on some long flaunting weed, and as he rises and sinks

with the breeze, pours forth a succession of rich tinkling

notes, crowding one upon another like the outpouring

melody of the skylark, and possessing the same rapturous

character.

As the year advances, as the clover blossoms dis-

appear, and the spring fades away into summer he

gradually gives up his elegant tastes and habits, doffs

his poetical suit of black, assumes a russet, dusty garb,

and sinks to the gross enjoyments of common vulgar

birds His notes no longer vibrate on the ear
;
he is

stuffing himself with the seeds of the tall weeds ou

which he lately swung and chanted so melodiously.

He has become a gormand.

In a little while he grows tired of plain, homely

fare, and is off on a gastronomical tour in quest of

foreign luxuries. We next hear of him with myriads

of his kind, banqueting among the reeds of the Dela-

ware, and grown corpulent with good feedmg He

has changed his name in travelling. Bob-o-lincoln no

more, he is the reed-dirci now. the much-sought titbit of

Pennsylvania epicures. Wherever he goes, pop! popl

pop! every rusty firelock in the country is blazing away.

Does he take warning and reform ? Alas, not he I

Incorrigible epicure! again he wings his flight, ihc

:i

F^ . «i-rrr^S\'«3«:^ 'iif^ ^Zi"^^-
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rice-swamps of the South invite him. He gorges him-

self among them almost to bursting ; he can scarcely

fly for corpulency. He has once more changed his

name ; and is now the famous rice-dird of the Carolinas.

Last stage of his career,—behold him spitted with

dozens of his corpulent companions, and served up, a

vaunted dish, on the table of some Southern epicure!

Such is the story of the bobolink, once spiritual,

musical, admired, the joy of the meadows, and the

favourite bird of spring; finally, a gross little sensualist

who expiates his sensuality in the kitchen.

— Washington Irving. Abridged.

Outline.

The bobolink, the happiest of spring birds,

coming with the spring's freshness and

fragrance.

Life of the bobolink in spring—song.

Life of the bobolink in summer—change

in plumage, loss of song, merely an eater.

Autumn life—the reed bird of the Delaware

River. , , _ ,.

Winter- the rice-bird of the Carolinas—

ultimate fate.

General summary of the preceding, with

an under-lying moral.

Description—<(7((7«/«««^<0-

The plan of the foregoing description does not differ

greatly from that of " The Trailing Arbutus." Notice

first how this description illustrates the principles of

description, i, 2, 3. Observe now the opening of this

description.

4. General OuHine.-k general statement gives the whole

impression of the c' ject-its happy character, its importance

Title.

Theme ;

General Introduction :

Details :

Conclusion

.
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as a song-bird. When the theme involves many and compli-

cated details, one or more opening sentences, general in

character, may greatly aid the clearness and force of the whole.

We can add, then, a fourth principle of description :—The

description may open with a statement or two outlining the

whole subject or giving a general impression of the whole.

5. Economy 0/ Z>efai/s.—Apply here the principle of Narra-

tion, p. 121.

6. Siifficievcy of Details.—k^ for Narration, p. 121.

7. Conc/usion.—The advantage of a General Introduction

we saw above. Similarly a sentence or two summarizing and

fixing the whole desciiption, will enable the reader to get the

full significance of the object or scene. The writer may take

advantage of these final sentences, as Irving has done here, to

rise upon the details enumerated and secure a climacteric

effect, "to point a moral or adorn a tale," thus ending the

description in a finished, effective way. There should be, then,

in conclusion, a sentence or two, general in nature, to sum-

marize the details of the desc-iption \nd give the composition

elevation of tone and a satisfying finish.

Style in Dkscription.—The foregoing description

difTers fronn that of "The Trailing Arbutus" in the style

of description. The writer here aims, not at simple truth

of detail, but at lively impressions; he would reproduce

by his writing the joyousness of nature, the sunshiny

.song, the changes and chances of the bird's life. Notice

the elements in this description that are not exactly

matter-of-fact—the literary references, the comparisons,

the figurative expressions and picturesque phrases. It is

by reason of these additions to matter-of-fact that the

description glows with life. It is artistic description.

m
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In artistic description, the writer aims to suggest. The

bobolink comes, not in springtime, but when " Nature is

in all her freshness and fragrance"; he ceases to smg.

not in summer, but "as the clover blossoms disappear.'

The bird does not change his plumage, but " doffs his

poetical suit of black," etc.

COMPOSITION I.—Following the style of description

in
" The Trailing Arbutus," write a plain description

of the bobolink, using only matter-of-fact details.

REPRODUCTION.—Following the method in Irving's

account, write an artistic description of the bobolink,

enriching the description with suitable picturesque ex-

pressions.

Composition 2.—Write a plain description of any

barn-yard fowl.

Composition 3.—Write a plain, accurate account of

any Canadian song-bird-the robin, the cat-bird, the

Baltimore oriole, the wood thrush, the pee-wee.

1'1
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LESSON XLVII.

Memorization.—"To a Skylark."

Ethereal minstrel ! pilgrim of the sky !

Dost thou despise the earth where cares abound?

Or, while the wings aspire, are heart and eye

Both with thy nest upon the dewy ground ?—

Thy nest which thou canst drop into at will,

Those quivering wings composed, that music still.

Leave to the nightingale her shady wood :

A privacy of glorious light is thine ;

Whence thou dost pour upon the world a flood

Of harmony, with instinct more divine ;

Type of the wise who soar, but never roam,

True to the kindred points of heaven and home !

— William Wordsworth.

STYLE: Clearness—{Continued).

2. Ambiguous Words and References. — Words that

have double meanings must be used only where they

convey but the one meaning intended. Pronouns must

stand near and clearly refer to the nouns they represent.

Exercise.— Remove the ambiguity of the follow-

ing:—(i) He wished for nothing more than a dictionary.

(2) I cannot find one of my books. (3) We have dis-

covered certain indications of the presence of Indians.

(4) Common-sense, Mr. Chairman, is what I want.

(5) Brethren, we are met here for no earthly purpose.

(6) The lad cannot leave his father, for if he leave him

he will die. (7) Out of knowledge comes wisdom ; we
should therefore pursue it diligently. (8) There was an

inn in the neighbouring village, which they reached at

ten o'clock. (9) He promised his father never to sell his

estate. (10) Old En|,dish poetry was very diflferent from

what it now is. (11) The officer told the soldier that it

^^^3ti:^WS,.&y^&*M^Mmii!(^^mT:J^'^
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would be worse for him if he did not keep his post, no

matter what happened to him. (12) Any dog, found

without his master, who. on being asked his name, refuses

to give it, will be shot.

Composition i.—Write a plain, accurate description

of any wild bird—a crow, or chicken-hawk, or heron, or

American eagle, or sea-gull.

Composition 2.—Write a plain, accurate description

of some insect—the mosquito, common house-fly, darn-

ing-needle, moth, fire-fly.

Composition 3.-Describe, after Keats, the grass-

hopper and the cricket.

The poetry of earth is never dead ;

When all the birds are faint with the hot sun

And hide in cooling trees, a voice will run

From hedge to hedge about the new-mown mead.

That is the grasshopper's,—he takes the lead

In summer luxury,—he has never done

With his delights ; for, when tired out with fun,

He rests at ease beneath some pleasant weed.

The poetry of earth is ( easing never.

On a lone winter evening, when the frost

Has wrought a silence, from the stove there shrills

The cricket's song, in warmth increasing ever,

And seems, to one in drowsiness half lost,

The grasshopper's among some grassy hills.

—yo/tti Keats.

Composition—Write an artistic description—mak-

ing full use of suggestion-on ^.-^. The Humming-bird.

5. The Bumble-bee. 6. Mosquitoes. 7- English Spar-

rows, a The Ugly Duckling. 9- An Owl's View of

Herself. 10. A Village of Sand-martins.

l»i\!^.- f '^'M^tm
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CHAPTER III.-ANIMALS.

146

LESSON XLVIII.

Memorization.—From " The Lady of the Lake."

The stag at eve had drunk his fill

Where danced the moon on Monan's rill ; . .

.

But when the sun his beacon red

Had kindled on Benvoirlich's head,

The deep-mouthed bloodhounds' heavy bay

Resounded up the rocky way . .

.

The antlered monarch of the waste

Sprang from his heathery couch in haste ; . .

.

Like crested leader proud and high,

Tossed his beamed frontlet to the sky ;

A moment gazed adown the dale,

A moment snuffed the tainted gale,

A moment listened to the cry,

That thickened as the chase drew nigh ;

Then, as the headmost foes appeared,

With one brave bound the cop c he cleared.

And, stretching forward free and far.

Sought the wild heaths of Uam-Var.
—Sir Walter Scott.

Theme : Rab.

There are no such dog.s now. He belonjjed to a lost

tribe. As I have said, he was brindled, and gray like

Rubislaw granite ; his hair .short, hard, and close, like

a lion's ; his body thick set, like a little bull—a sort

of compressed Hercules of a dog. He must have been

ninety pounds' weight, at the least ; he had a large

blunt head ; his muzzle black as night, his mouth

blacker than any night; a tooth or two—being all he

had—gleaming out of his jaws of darkness. His head

was scarred with the records of old wounds, a sort of

series of fields of battle all over it ; one eye out, one ear

10
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cropped as close as was Archbishop Leighton's father's ;

Te remaining eye had the power of Iw^
;

-<» -^ove

^
and in constant communication w.th jt,

«^J "^^/^
r=«r of an ear, which was forever unfurlmg .tself, hke an

old flag and then that bud of a tail, about one mch

W if it could in any sense be said to be long.bemg

'r br ad as long-the mobility, the -"--"-
of that bud were very funny and surpnsmg. and .ts

t^We twinklings and winkings, '^ '"'--"7-;

cations between the eye. the ear. and it. were of the

oddest and swiftest

Rab had the dignity and simplicity of S';»';"^
j^^J

*-'- -t :i::Ughtrin^^"oriirei''"rs

CaCr^hTout :fW^Uington.-d had the gravity

of all great fighters.

You must have often observed the likeness of certam

men to certain animals, and of certam dogs to mem

Now I never looked at Rab without thmkmg of the

^elt Baptist preacher. Andrew Fuller. The same

farge he»y, menacing, combative, sombre, honest cm.n-

tt^nce the same deep inevitable eye, the same look,-

Is ""hinder asleep, but ready.- neither a dog or a

man to be trifled with.

-Dr. John Brown. From « Rab and hs Frtends.

DESCRIPTION.—(Cf'«/»««^^)-

We have in the foregoing a description of a particular

obWt It is not a general description, true of a whole

dif of obects like that of " The Trailing Arbutus

and •• The Bobolink "
; the details brought forward be cM.g

only to one special object. It is Particular Descr.pt.oa

EVjf"^v?y?*i^.^' '.^wsiisrjB?^-
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Study those expressions that help to make this

description artistic.

The writer aims, not to teach us the facts of Rah's

appearance and disposition, but to stir our interest in

the dog, rousing us to admiration. In what way is this

done? The writer seeks here, as Irving does in "The

BoboUnk," to enhance the object described by sugges-

tion : he makes lofty comparisons (" Rubislaw granite,"

etc.), historical allusions (" Leighton," etc.), and employs

picturesque diction ("fields of battle," "tattered rag," etc.).

The plan of this description is like that of the general

descriptions.

Theme: The dog " Rab." ( litle and opening

sentence serve as statement of theme.)

Generallntroduclion : " No such dogs now . . . tribe."

Descriptive Details : Hair.

Body.
Weight.

,

Head, muzzle, mouth, teeth, scars, wounds

of eye and ear.

Tail.

Disposition and character.

Conclusion: Comparison of dog and man, " Rab," and

Andrew Fuller.

Notice the statement of the theme ; the general intro-

duction of the theme, the orderly arrangement of the

details, and their character; the final effective conclusion.

Composition i.—Supposing the dog "Rab" were

lost, write a plain, accurate description as an advertise-

ment for his identification.

Composition 2.—Supposing "Rab" were dead, write,

as it were, his eulogy.

Composition 3.—Describe any dog well known to

you.

3?aE. MC^B-^-T^r
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LESSON XLIX.

MEMORIZA riON.-FROM " THE TlGER."

Tiger, tiger, burning bright

In the for.;sts of the night,

What immortal hand or eye

Could brave thy fearful symmetry ?

When the stars threw down their spears,

And watered heaven with their tears.

Did He smile this work to see?

Did He who made the lamb, make thee ?

— WilliaM Blake.

Style : Clearness—(CV7«/»/«^</).

3. Sentence Structure.—"^ewx^^ sentence structure-

unity, order of words, pp. 49. 109-as means to clearness.

Composition 1.—Write a plain, scientific description

of some wild animal-the beaver, or grey squirrel, or

ground-hog, or muskrat, or moose, or wolf, or wild-cat.

Composition 2.—Write a plain, scientific descnp-

tion of some breed of dog-the Collie, or Newfoundland,

or St. Bernard, or Greyhound, or Bull-dog.

Composition 3.—Describe a blood-horse.

Gamarra is a dainiy steed.

Strong, black, and of a noble breed.

Full of fire, and full of bone.

With all his line of fathers known ;

Fine was his nose, his nostrils thin,

But blown abroad by pride within !

His mane is like a river flowing,

And his eyes like embers glowing

In the darkness of the night,

And his pace is swift as light.—^^r^y Cornwall.

Composition 4—Write an artistic description of

some particular domestic animal -.—i. My First Pony.

2. My First Dog. 3- A St. Bernard Pup. 4- A Kitten.

5. Our Cows.

• r.:'*-
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Composition 5.—Describe the scene in the frontis-

piece.

ADDITIONAL THEMES IN ARTISTIC DESCRIPTION.

Composition.— I. A Horse Trade (cf. Wescott's "David

Harum," ch. i.). 2. Our Neighbour's Goat. 3. The Last

Buffalo. 4. Animal Life in a Pond. 5. A Visit to a Zoological

Garden or a Menagerie. 6. A Barn Yard. 7. A Cattle Show.

CHAPTER IV.—BUILDINGS.

LESSON L.

Memorization.—From "The Homes of England."

The stately Homes of England,

How beautiful they stand,

Amidst their tall ancestral trees,

O'er all he pleasant land.

The deer across their greensward bound,

Through shade and sunny gleam ;

And the swan glides past them with the sound

Of some rejoicing stream.

The cottage Homes of England !

By thousands on her plains,

They are smiling o'er the silvery brooks,

And round the hamlet-fanes.

Through glowing orchards forth they peep.

Each from its nook of leaves ;

And fearless there the lowly sleep,

As the bird beneath their eaves.

The free fair Homes of England !

Long, long, in hut and hall.

May hearts of native proof be reared

To guard each hallowed wall I

And green fur ever be the groves.

And bright the flowery sod.

Where first the child's jlad spirit loves

Its country and its God !

— .1/rj. Hemans.

i
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Theme: The House of Seven Gables.

There it rose, a little withdrawn from the line of

the street, but in pride, not modesty. Its whole visible

exterior was ornamented with quaint figures, conceived

in the grotesquenes? of a Gothic fancy, and drawn or

stamped in the glittering plaster, composed of mie

pebbles and bits of glr..s. with which the wood-work of

the walls was overspread. On every side, the seven

gables pointed sh.-.rply towards the sky. and presented

the aspect of a whole sisterhood of edifices, breathing

through the spiracles of one great chimney. The many

lattices, with their small, diamond-shaped panes, admitted

the sunlight into hall and chamber, while, nevertheless

the second storey, projecting far over th. base and itse f

retirin- beneath the third, threw a shadowy and thought-

ful gloom into the lower rooms. Carved globes of wood

were affixed under the jutting .tories. Little spiral rods

of iron beautified each of the seven peaks. On the

triangular portion of the gable, that fronted next t.ie

street, was a dial. The principal entrance, wnich had

almost the breadth of a church-door, was in the angle

between the two front gables, and was covered by an

open porch, with benches beneath its shelter.

The deep projection of the second storey gave the

house such a meditative look, that you could not

pass it without the idea that it had secrets to keep, and

an eventful history to moralize upon. In front, just

on the edge of the unpaved sidewalk, ..

rcw the Pyncheon

Elm which, in reference to such trees as one usually

meets with, might well be termed gigantic. It had been

planted by a great-grandson of the first Pyncheon. and.

tliough now fourscore years of age, or perhaps nearer a

iil^
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•traduction ,

'.ve Details

:

Co/1' Hsiun

hundred, was still in its strong and broad maturity,

throwing its shadow from side to side of the street, over-

topping the seven gables, and sweeping the whole black

roof with its pendant foliage. It gave Deautj- to the

old edifice, and seemed to trake it a part of nature.

—Nathaniel Hawthorne.

Outline.

ry. . ,,
• The House of Seven Gables.

Situation, general aspect.

Exterior walls. Roof and chimney. Win-

dows. Construction of stories and effect.

Spiral ornaments. Entrance. Su^^ges-

tions of general mystery. Surrcandings

—elm tree.

Unity of the house with the landscape.

Exercise I.—Examine the passage for principles

of description: (i) the statement of the theme, (2) the

general introduction, (3) the methodical succession of

th? details, (4) the selection of characteristic details, (5)

the conclusion.

Exercise II.—Point out the phrase; or sentences in

this description that appeal to the imagination.

Reproduction.—Describe, following Hawthorne, the

House of Seven Gables.

COMPO TION.—Draw to a set scale a. plan of the

house in ' "ch you dwell; add a plain, accurate descrip-

tion of che house, following this outline :—

Introduce while stating the situation of the

house.

General character of the whole—likeness or

unhkeness to dwellings in general ;
your

interest in '»

Exterior— walls, roof, entrance.

Interior—rooms, furniture, decorations.

General comment on its comfort, ugliness or

beauty, etc.

Theme :

General Introduction

.

Conclusion :
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LESSON LI.

Memorization.—From "In School-Days.*

Still sits the school-house by the road,

A ragged beggar sunning ;

Around it still the sumachs grow,

And blackberry vines are running.

Within, the master's desk is seen,

Deep-scarred by raps official

;

The warping floor, the battered seats,

The jack-knife's carved initial.

The charcoal frescoes on its wall

;

The door's worn sill betraying

The feet that, creeping slow to school,

Went storming out to playing.

—/o/in Creenleaf Wkittier.

Style: Force.

I. Simp/icitj'.—The second cardinal quality of style

is Force. Force is gained in many ways. Clearness

itself is a means of force, for confusion and ambiguity

distract the attention froii. the thought, and weaken its

impression. So, too, sim})licity of words and sentence

structure aids force, for if wc must pause to solve the

meaning of difficult words and intricate constructions

we forget the thought itself.

Simplicity is gained (i) by the use of short terms

rather than long ones; by definite, concrete terms rather

than vag'c, abstract ones. Compare :

—

Our days arc few. Human life is transitory.

(ii) By short sentences rather than complex long

ones. See p. 49.

(iii) "y familiar illustratirMi:-; and comparisonH.
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Exercise.—Secure simplicity in the following:

—

(1) His health will, I hope, ameliorate. (2) We extend

you an invitation to be present. (3) The trustee goes

to Toronto in connection with school matters. (4) He

will return at the earliest practicable period. (5) She

performs on the piano beautifully. (6) Many men arc

tn poverty who might have xvon htgh positions in the

community. (Use concrete terms.) (7) Am I so de-

graded that I should ask for chanty.? (8) In that

country we see the greatest extremes between riches

and poverty, the military and the mercantile call'"?-'^

(9) Maternal affection is more necessary to the child

than scholastic discipline. (10) Does your Majesty

imagine that Job's good conduct is the effect of mere

pe^-^onal attachment and affection ? (Cf Job, I., 9).

Composition i.—Draw to a set scale apian of the

school that you attend ; write a plain description of it.

CoMPOSl'^^ON «—Describe the situation and con-

struction of any wild creature's building—a Kingfisher's

Nest, an Oriole's Nest, a Honey-bee's Hive, a Spider's

Web, a Beaver Dam.

Composition 3.—Describe, adding what suggestions

you can of natural beauty and human associations, the

Mill-stream, Mill-dam and Flour-mill at — ;
or, The

Mill-pond and Saw-mill at — ; or. The Church and

Churchyard at —

.

AI">'TI()NAL THEMES IN ARTISTIC nES( RIPTION.

Composition.— 1. Visit, note particulars of, aiu! dose iil)c nny

place of industry: Railway shops; a knitting factoiy; a cotton

factory ; a caninnK factory; a cheese factory ;
a planin« factory;

a shinKlc mill ; a brewery ; a ct.al mine ; a foundry ;
a ship yard;

a laundry ; a photographer's studio ; a p.inti.)^' ofiur
;
a ncwspai.er

office ; a telegraph office ; a departmental stu.e. 2. A <- ity H.-y's

ImpreMiona of a Fi*rm House; or, a Country Boys Iu»pre:>bion»
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CHAPTER V.-NATURK-LANI)SCAPE, ETC.

iSPt

feill-

- '
I :

LESSON LII.

MEMOR.ZATION.-FROM "THE M.LLKR'S DAUGHTER."

Or from the bridge I lean'd to hear

The mill-dam rushing down with noise,

And see the minnows everywhere

In crystal eddies glance and poise,

The tall flag-flowers when they spr.ing

Helow the range of stepping-stones,

Or those three chestnuts near, that luing

In masses thick with milky cones

I loved the brimming wave that swam

Thro' quiet meadows round the mill,

The sleepy pool above the dam,

The pool beneath it never still.

The meal-sacks on the whitend floor.

The dark round of the dripping wheel,

The verv air about the door

Made misty with the floating meal.

— Alfred, lord Tennyson.

TllKMK: A HKOOK.

Ot,r first essay [in fishin,] w.s alor^ff a mountain

brook, among the Highlands of the lUulson. It was

one of those wild streams that lav.sh, an.ong ou

,. ^..,.^^.. .,„h-vMlrd lx:autic>^. enough to till

the sketch-book of a hunter of the picturesque. Some-

times it would leap down rocky shelves, makmg
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small cascades, over wliich the trees threw the.r broad

balancing sprays ; and long nameless weeds hung in

fringes from the impending banks, drippmg w.tn

diamond drops. Sometimes -'t would brawl and fret

alon- a ravine in the matted shade ot a forest. fiUmg t

with murmurs, and after this termagant career, would

steal forth into open day with the most demure face

imaginable ; as I have seen some pestile-.t shrew of a

housewife, after filling her home with uproar and ill-

humour, come dimpling out of doors, swimmmg and

curtsying, and smiling upon all the world How

smoothlv would this vagrant brook glide, at such times,

through' some bosom of green meadow-land among the

mountains ;
where the quiet was only interrupted by the

occasional tinkling of a bell from the lazy cattle among

the clover, or the sound of a woodcutter's axe from the

neighbouring forest^^^^^
/..>,.,. Fro. " 77. S^e.-i.-HooL"

EXERCISK I.—Drawupanoutlint of this description—

Theme General Introduction, Details.

EXKRCISK Il.-The description of a brook involves

(i^ noise (ii) variable movement, (inj beaut\'. Write

down in thesi classes the expressions that indicate these

features of the scene.

COMPOSITION I. Draw a map of the course of

any small stream you know, from its source down,

marking farms, townships, villages on its banks, and its

end in lake or river.

State brictly and accurately the particulars of its

course-source, direction, length, volume, nature of the

country it traverses.

CoMlosnioN 2.— Describe, after irvn.^, a

brook.

;i i i4i*n

f-.-r
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LESSON LIII.

Memorization.—Loch Katrine, from "The Lady of the

Lake."

The broom's tough roots his ladder made,

The hazel saplings lent their aid
;

And thus an airy point he won,

Where, gleaming with the setting sun.

One bumish'd sheet of living gold,

Loch Katrine lay beneath him roU'd,

In all her length far winding lay.

With promontory, creek, and bay.

And islands that, empurpled bright.

Floated amid the livelier light,

And mountains, that like giants stand.

To sentinel enchanted land.—5/r Walter Scott.

Style : YoKCV.—{Contintied).

2. Order of Words.—Seep. 115.

3. Brevity.—An important source of force lies in the

number of words employed. The great virtue of writ-

ing, in this respect, is brevity; use just words enough

for the full expression of the idea. If we are diffuse and

. prolix, we weaken the impression of the thought.

4. Amplification.— h\. times, the idea calls for ampli-

fication, by repetition of words and periphrasis.

Alone, all, all alone !

Thmi noteless blot upon a n-mombered name !

5. CoHiroxt.— I*'orce is gained b>' the use of contrast :

'riiis may be play to yru, 'tis ti<atfi to us.

Many are called, but ff-.o aie chosen.

I'AKRriSK.— Use one or other of these means of force

to strcn^tlun the following :
— ( l) I would never lay

down mv unns. {2) Tlie hour of departuri' has arrived,

•md we go our ways— I t^ die and .... !
'1 his is the

sum and substance, the .... of the gospel. (4) Courage
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graces a man but him. (5) The miser hoards

money, the it. (6) Idleness brings poverty, but

iarings (7) She looked pale and weak-look-

ing. (8) The Deopie I come in contact with are net

blessed with die world's goods. (9) The Prince of

Wales will be the future king of England. (10) Ihe

poet is born, the poet is not made.

Composition i.—By the Creek.

Th^me and General Jntroduciion.—CAso. the theme, time of

day, and point of view from where you see the scene.

Details—K quiet stream, bordered by rushes and trees.

Mossy stones. Birds. Boy fishing. Cattle standing ui tlio

water drinking, or winding their way down to the stream.

Conclusion.—h tliought on the beauty of the scene.

Composition. 2.—Describe the scene in this picture.

COMPOSITION 3.—Choose a point of view on any

lake or bay, or sea^^hore that you know, and describe the

scene visible at that point
M%
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LESSON LIV.

MEMORIZATION.-FROM " MICHAEL."

If from the public way you turn your steps

Up the tumultuous brook of Green-head Ghyll,

You will suppose that with an upright path

Your feet must struggle ; in such bold ascent

The pastoral mountains front you, face to face

But, courage ! for around that boisterous brook

The mountains have all opened out themselves,

And made a hidden valley of their own.

No habitation can be seen ;
but they

Who journey thither find themselves alone

With a few sheep, with rocks and stones, and kites

That overhead are sailing in the sky.

It is in truth an utter solitude. _ ^^^.^^^.^^ iv„nls7Vorih.

» narrow mounUin gully.

Theme : The Catskii.ls.

Whoever has made a voyage up '^e Hudson must

remember the Kaatskill mountams. They are a d.s

r^rXred branch of the great Appalach.an am.ly, and

Tre seen away to the wes, of the river, swelhng up to

TnoWe height, and lording it over the su^undrng

country Every change of season, every change of

leath^ indeed every hour of the day, produces some

Th^ee in the magical hues and shapes of these moun-

"and they a^ regarded by all the go,-l wives, far

and .'lear.as perfect barometers. When the weather .s

to and cttled, they are clothed with blue and purple

and print their bold outlines in the cle.y evening sky

tat rometimes, when the rest of the
'-''-'P*Jj'^tr

. ,H„.. .,.:» „o.h-r » hood of gray vapours about their

:;JSwhiXin"the last ray. Of the setting sun, wUl

rlow and light up like a crown of glory.
^>

•y^
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At the foot of these fairy mountains, the voyager may

have descried the light smoke curling up from a village,

whose shingle roofs f leam among the trees, just where

the blue tints of the upland melt away into the fresh

green of the nearer landscape.

— IVashingfon Irving. From " The Sketch Book."

Description—{Continued).

Exercise I.—(i) Draw up an outline of this descrip-

tion, (ii) State the mere matters of fact of this descrip-

tion, (iii) Write out the expressions that suggest human

associations, (iv) Write out the expressions that indicate

colour and form.

8. Poivi of View.—In the description of the " House

of Seven Gables," p. 150, Hawthorne chose his point of

view outside the house, and described his scene from

one fixed point of view. He introduced no detail that

was not visible to him from that one point. In this

description we have a touch of a favourite device of

writers in describing various parts of a scene. A build-

ing cannot be thoroughly described without seeing it

from several points of view—at a distance, near at hand,

inside from hall to room, etc. A river can be thoroughly

presented only by noting its characteristic features at

various points (see Irving's description, p. 155). A road

is an ever changing panorama of scenes. A village

yields abundant variety from home to home and street

to street. How can all the details of a scene, not fully

visible at one point of view, be presented } Irving here

shows us the favourite dcvicf. He imagines himself a

traveller—he sees the mountains at a distance, then

drawing nctir he di.stin!;ui:^liC:-i tlie dctiins of tiic little

vJllai^e—smoke, shingle roofs, etc. This shifting point
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of view—the traveUer's view—is a great aid to clearness,

for the details of the description are by means of it well

grouped and easily grasped. It adds to a certain narra-

tive interest to the description. It is indispensable when

we wish, as in the case of a road or river, etc., to give a

panoramic view.

Reproduction.—Describe the Catskills.

COMPOSITION I.—(I) Draw a map showing the

situation of any range of hills or mountains with which

you are familiar. (2) State plainly and accurately the

facts concerning your subject-situation, height, extent,

character of trees, minerals, farms, importance as water-

shed, etc. (3) Describe some aspect of natural beauty of

the range, in the spirit of living's description.

COMPOSITION 2.-Describe the valley pictured here:—

There lies a vale in Ida, lovelier

Than all the valleys of Ionian hills.

The swimming vapour slopes athwart the glen,

Puts forth an arm and creeps from pine to pine.

And loiters, slowly drawn. On either hand

The lawns and meadow-led^'es midway down

Hang rich in flowers, and fiir below them roars

The long brook falling through the cloven ravme

In cataract after cataiac. to the sea.

COMPOSITION 3.-Choosc some fixed point of view

as here, and describe a View from a Barn Door :--

Through the ample open door of the peaceful country barn,

A sunlit pasture field with tttle and horses feeding,

And haze and vista, and the far hori/on fadmg away.

Or A View from mv Window, View from a Tower or

Church Steeple, View on the rrairie. View from Uuttcrin

Terrace, Quebec.
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LESSON LV.

Memorization.—THE Primeval Forest, from

"Evangeline."

This is the forest primeval. The murmuring pines and the hem-

locks, , .

Bearded with moss, and in garments green, indistmct m the

twilight,

Stand like the Druids of old, with voices sad and prophetic,

Stand like harpers hoar, with beards that rest on their bosoms.

Loud from its rocky caverns, the deep-voiced neighbouring ocean

Speaks, and in accents disconsolate answers the wail of the forest.
'^

' —Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

Theme: The Maine Woods.

The beauty of the road itself was remarkable. The

various evergreens, delicate and beautiful specimens of

the larch, arborvitae, ball-spruce, and fir-balsam, from a

few inches to many feet in height, lined its sides. In

some places it was like a long front yard, the tree^

springing up from the smooth grass plots which unjrt-

terruptedly border it, and are made fertile by its w^sh ;

while it was but a step on either hand to the/grim,

untrodden wilderness, whose tangled labyrinth of^ living,

fallen, and decaying trees only the deer and nioose, the

bear and wolf, can easily penetrate . . . Lo&ping over

a fence, we began to follow an obscure tr^l up-^t5^1ie .

northern bank of the Penobscot. T\\Qx^jfi^ now no )

road further, the river bein;,' the only hU^way, and but /

half a dozen log-huts, confined to its/^nks, to be met

with for thirty miles.
^

On either hand, and beyond, was a \\(liolly uninhabited

wilderness stretching to Canada. . .' ^ The evergreen^

woods had a sweet and bracing fragrance ; the air jjais

a sort of diet-drink, and we walked on buo^jaflfly in

11

A
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Indian file, stretching our legs. Occasionally there was

a small opening on the bank, made for the purpose of

loglling whefe we got a sight of the Hver.-always a

rocky and rippling stream. The roar of the ^^P^^\^^^

note of a whistler-duck on the river, of the jay and

chickadee around us. and of the pigeon-woodpecker m

the openings, were the sounds that we heard.
the open

gj^^^^ y,^^^^^^ j^rom ^' In i/:e Maine JVoods."

ExERCisE.-(i) Draw up an outline of this description,

(ii) Point out the various scenes of this description,

(iii) Point out the passages uniting these by means of

the traveller's point of view.

COMPOSITION l.-Describe. as if
yo",>-^''«J^";;"f^

towards and through, any wood or natural park fa-ha^

to you. I. The Woods on the Farm. 2. A Walk

Through the Avenue. 3. A Cedar Swamp. 4- A Timber

Lim°t 5. An Orchard. 6. A Ride Through the Forest

7. A Forest Clearing.

COMPOSITION 2.—Describe this scene :—

A land of streams 1 some, like a downward smoke,

Slow-dropping veils of thinnest lawn did go ;

And some thro' wavering lights and shadows broke.

Rolling a slumbrous sheet of foam below.

They saw the gleaming river seaward flow

From the inner land : far off, three mountain-tops,

Three silent pinnacles of aged snow,

Stood sunsct-flush'd : and, dew'd with showery drops.

Up-clomb the shadowy pine above the woven copse.

COMPOSITION 3.-Describe, using the traveller's point

of view, any great river-^ A TroUey-rule or Dnve by

the Niagara River. 2. The St. Law.ence frur.i uu k. and

O. Steamer. 3- A Canoe Voyage from to
.
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LESSON LVI.

Memorization.—From "The Lady of Shalott."

On either side the river lie

Long fields of barley and of rye,

That clothe the wold' and meet the sky

;

And through the field the road runs by

To many-towered Camelot.

And up and down the people go,

Gazing where the lilies blow

Round an island there below,

The island of Shalott.

Willows whiten, aspens quiver,

Little breezes dusk and shiver

Through the wave that runs for ever

By the island in ihe river

Flowing down to Camelot.

Four gray walls, and four gray towers,

Overlook a space of flowers,

And the silent isle embowers

The Lady of Shalott.—Alfred, Lord Tennyson.
> upland.

Style : Yo\<ce—{Continued).

6.

—

Figures of Speech.—Deviations from the ordinary

forms of expression are very effective means of force.

Unusual sentence structure

—

interrogation and excla-

mation, p. 62, climax, p. 98, and contrast, p. 1 56, have

already been noted. Figurative comparison is a frequent

means to convey and impress ideas.

The comparison may be expressed by like, as, as it

were, seem, etc.

—

the simile :

—

His soul was like a star and dwelt apart.

Or the comparison may be implied in the assertion

—

the metaphor :—
All flesh is grass.
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Again, we wish to present, not the whole object of

which we speak, but a particular part prominent to our

minds :

—

All hands {i.e., :ill men) to the pumps ;

When we put a part for the whole, »n individual for the species, the fl^'ure is

synecdocbe (nin ek' dok e).

Or we may use something associated with the object—

a concrete adjunct :

—

Can gray hairs {i.e., old age) make folly venerable?

When we use an eflect for the cause, the Instrument for the ag.nt, the concrete

adjunct for the thinff itself, the figure is metonymy {me ton' eh me).

Exercise.—Express forcibly by means of a figure of

speech :-(i) He slept like a ... (2) She seemed as

happy as a ... . (3) The snow lay like upon the

landscape. (4) But now we see as through darkl>.

C5) A contented mind is like . . . . ; a discontented mind

like (6) There was about him an tnjimte number

of upturned faces. (7) A short period of time may

destroy an empire. (8) His heart was ... to receive

and .... to retain. (9) A sharp tongue is the only thing

that grows keener in ... . with constant use. (10) 1 hey

oppress the poor. (11) Like .... thou art gone, and

forever. (12) In the noontide heat every floiver^a<,

motionless. (13) The instruments of peace are mightier

than the instruments of war. (14) The reason ts as

plain as .... (15) Perhaps in this neglected grave

may lie unknown to fame some poet or some .'statesman.

COMI'OSITION I.—Describe the scene of the fishing

village briefly presented in these lines: -

Long lines of ciiffbreaking have left a chasm ;

And in the cIuimu are foam and yellow sands ;

Ileyond, red roofs rd>out a n;trr=-w •^..nr.

In cluster ; then a inouldcrd church ; and higher

A loii^ street climbs to one tall-towcr'd mill ;

And high in heaven beliind it a gray down
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With Danish barrows' ; and a hazelwood,

By autumn-nutters haunted, flourishes

Green in a cuplike hollow of the down.
• Ancient grave monnds.

Com POSITION 2.—Describe the scene presented in

the lines from " The Lady of Shalott," above.

ADDITIONAL THEMES.

-1. A Cruise alnntr the Shores of 2.

4-

A
A

Composition. -

River in Flood. 3. The Breaking of the Dam at

River Ford. 5. A Trout .Stream. 6. Running the Rapids.

7. The Welland (or other) Canal. 8. Life on a Canal Boat.

9. The Bay of Fundy. 10. The (^reat Lakes. 11. The Harbour

at Vancouver, or Ks(|uimault, etc.

Composition.— 12. A Day in the Country. 13- The Pictured

Rocks of Lake Superior. 14. The Plains of.Abraham. 15. Muskoka.

16. The Islands of the Georgian Bay. i?' The Thousand Islands.

18. A Canyon in the Rockies. 19- The View from Banff.

Composition.—20. The Marsh. 21. The Comer of a Snake

Fence. 22. The Woods on Fire. 23. Burnt Lands. 24. A

Potato Field. 25. .V Visit to a Vineyard. 26. An Apple Harvest.

27. A general view of some important Canadian city you know.

CIIAPT1:R VI. -NA I UKK ANl) NAIUKAL I'HKNOMKNA.

LESSON LVn.

Memorization.—Sea Song.

A wet sheet and a flowing sea,

A wind that follows fast,

And tills the white and rustling sail,

And l)cnds the gallant mast.

And liinds the gallant mast, my boys,

While like the eagle free.

Away the good ship (liis, and leaves

Old Kngiand on the lee.
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There's tempest in yon horned moon,

And lightning in yon cloud ;

And hark, the music, mariners !

The wind is piping loud ;

The wind is piping loud, my boys,

The lightning flashes free ;

The hollow oak our palace is,

Our heritage the sea.
*^ —Allan Cunningham.

Theme: A Storm.

When the day broke, i; blew harder and harder. As we

struggled on, nearer and nearer to the sea, from which

this mighty wind was blowing dead on shore, its force

became more and more terrific. Long before we saw

the sea, its spray was on our lips, and showered salt rain

upon us The water was out, over miles and miles of

the flat country adjacent to Yarmouth ;
and every sheet

and puddle lashed its banks, and had its stress of httle

breakers setting heavily towards us. When we came

within sight of the sea, the waves on the horizon, caught

at intervals above the rolling abyss, were like glimpses

of another shore with towers and buildings.

The tremendous sea itself, when I could find sufficient

pause to look at it, in the agitation of the blinding wind,

the flying stones and sand, and the awful noise, con-

founticd me. As the high watery walls came rolling in,

and, at their highest, tumbled into surf, they looked as

if the least would engulf the town. As the receding

wave swept back with a hoarse roar, it seemed to scoop

out deep caves in the beach, as if its purpose were to

undermine the earth. When some white-headed billows-

thundered on, and dashed themselves to pieces before

they reached the land, every fragment of the late whole
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seemed possessed by the full might of its wrath, rushing

to be gathered to the composition of another monster.

Undulating hills were changed to valleys, undulating

valleys (with a solitary storm-bird sometimes skimming

through them) were lifted up to hills ; masses of water

shivered and shook the beach with a booming sound ;

every shape tumultuously rolled on, as soon as made, to

change its shape and place, and beat another shape and

place away ; the ideal shore on the horizon, with its

towers and buildings, rose and fell ; the clouds flew fast

and thick ; I seemed to see a rending and upheaval of

all nature.

—Charles Dickens. Adapted from " David Copperfiehtr

Exercise, (i)—Show that this description is written

from the traveller's point of view, (ii)—Ou^'ine the des-

cription • Theme, General Introduction, Details presented.

General Conclusion, (iii)—The storm involves {a) force ;

(b) motion ;
(<r) distance. Class under these heads, the

most striking descriptive terms of the extract, (iv)—The

storm is described in part by stating its effect on the

observer; point out the chief descriptive touches that

involve human experience.

COMrosiTlON.—Following Dickens's plan and mode

of treatment, describe a storm on the sea-shore or lake-

shore.

^^ie:k-^^:^,^^v>^:r^^'^
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LESSON LVIII.

Memorization.—" My Heart Leaps Up."

My heart leaps up when I behold

A r^anbow in the sky ;

So was it when my life began,

So is it now I am a man,

So be it when I shall grow old

Or let me die 1

The Child is father of the Man :

And I could wish my days to be

Bound each to each by natural piety.

— William Wordsworth.

Style: Taste and Beauty.

Writing not only must be clear and forcible, it must

conform to good taste and have even some elements of

beauty. Inflated language, a parade of learned or

foreign words, constructions that are not English, the

misuse of good words, are all contrary to good taste. On

the other hand, the melody of good writing, its happy

phrases, the nobility and serenity of its thought, win us

by the charm of beauty.

Choice of Words.—We must use good English. The

standard of English is the present usage of all cultivated

En^riish-speaking people. A good style eschews bom-

bast that struts beyond the thought ; it does not admit

barbarisms—slang, whether of the street or college,

foreign words not naturalized, which a little knowledge

tempts the young writer to employ in place of good

Etigli^h terms; it admits no words in unauthorized

meanings (improprieties) ; it avoids wrong or foreign

constructions (solecisms).
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Exercise. Barbarisms.—Awdxd the use of the words

:

Ad, gent, pants, pard, spec, photo, exam, co-ed, gym, a

steal, to suicide, to suspicion, to burglarize, to enthuse.

Improprieties.—h\o\d the use of :—Party for man or

person ; individual for man ; citizen for man ;
avocation

for vocation ; negligence for neglect ; balance for rest or

remainder (except in accounts) ; section for district

;

gentleman for man ; lady for woman ;
female for woman ;

enormity for enormousness ; haply for happily ;
healthy

for wholesome ; less for fewer
;
quite a number of for a

great number ; likely for liable
;
posted for informed

;

allude for refer ; demean for debase ;
mutual for common ;

transpire for happen; aggravate for provoke; calculate or

reckon or guess for think or suppose ;
expect for sup-

pose ; endorse an opinion for approve ; learn for teach
;

lay for lie; raise for rise ; like for as if.

Composition i.—Describe plainly and accurately

some natural phenomenon:— i. Snowflakes. 2. The

Northern Lights. 3. Sun-dogs. 4. A Rainbow. 5. An

Eclipse. 6. A Will-o'-the-Wisp. 7. A Mirage. 8. Dew.

9. Fog. 10. Kinds of Clouds. 11. A Cloud-burst, etc

Composition 2.—Describe the following scene :—

There was a roaring in the wind all night ;

The rain came heavily and fell in floods ;

But now the sun is rising calm and bright ;

The birds are singing in the distant woods :

Over his own sweet voice the stock-dove broods ;

The jay makes answer as the magpie chatters ;

And all the air is filled with pleasant noise of waters.

All things that love the sun are out of doors :

The sky rejoices in the morning's birth :

The grass is bright with rain-drops ;—on the moors
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The hare is running races in her mirth
;

And with her feet she from the plashy earth

Raises a mist ; that glittering in the sun,

Runs with her all the way, wherever she doth run.

Composition 3.—A Rainy Day in Town.
(This outline is from the girl's point of view). Two sides—dis-

comfort and pleasure—Detailed effects of discomfort, behaviour of

umbrella, ourselves, skirts ; state of streets and street-cars, and
shops and passing waggons ; temper. Details of pleasure-
Freshness of air, trees and grass

;
glistening of the wet pavements

in the evening lamps ; amusing incidents ; sympathy with the
spirit of the storm ; the return home to warmth, dry clothes,

firelight, and the afterglow of healthful exercise.

Composition 4.—A Rainy Day in the Country.

Importance of rain to vegetation ; long drought affecting roads,

crops, springs, creeks ; anxious wishes for rain ; signs of rain
;

advent of the rain ; nature of the storm, continuance ; effect on
roads, gutters, streams, crops; effect on persons, aspects of danger
—lightning—or beauty—rainbow—in the storm

; general aspects
after the storm.

Composition 5.—Describe the following scene:—
The sky is changed ! and such a change ! oh night,

And storm and darkness, ye are wondrous strong,

Yet lovely in your strength, as is the light

Of a dark eye in woman ! Far along,

From peak to peak, the rattling crags among
Leaps the live thunder ! Not from one lone cloud,

But every mountain now hath found a tongue,
And Jura answers, through her misty shroud.

Back to the joyous Alps, who call to her aloud.

Composition 6.—Describe a storm in which the
element of destruction abounds. Use the personal
element of fear to express the character of the storm :—
I. A Hail-storm among Orchards. 2. A Cyclone on
the Western Prairie. 3. Storm at Sea.
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LESSON LIX.

MEMORIZATION.-FROM "THE TASK : THE WiNTKR EVENING."

Now stir the fire and close the shutters fast

—

Let fall the curtains, wheel the sofa round,

And while the bubbling and loud hissing urn

Throws up a steamy column, and the cups

That cheer but not inebriate, wait on each,

So let us welcome peaceful evening in.

— II 'illiam Cowper.

Seasons—Theme : Winter Landscape.

The wind has gently murmured through the blinds, or

puffed with feathery softness against the windows, and

occasionally sighed like a summer zephyr lifting the

leaves along, the livelong night. . . • But while the

earth has slumbered all the air has been alive with

feathery flakes descending, as if some northern Ceres

reigned, showering her silver grain over all the fields.

We sleep, and at length awake to the still reality of a

winter morning. The snow lies warm as cotton or down

upon the window-sill ; the broadened sash and frosted

panes admit a dim and private light, which enhances the

snug cheer within. The stillness of the morning is im-

pressive. The floor creaks under our feet as we move

toward the window to look abroad through some clear

space over the fields. We see the roofs stand under

their snow burden. From the eaves and fences hang

stalactites of snow, and in the yard stand stalagmites

cove. . g some concealed core. The trees and shrubs

,^.^j. ,vhito arms to the sky on every side ;
and where

were walls and fences, we see fantastic forms stretching

in frolic gambols across the dusky landscape, as if nature
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had strewn her fresh designs over the fields by night as

models for man's art.

—Henry Thoreau. From " A Winters Walk.'''

Exercise (i).—Draw up a formal outline of the

preceding description.

(ii)._This description impresses (i) the silence of the

snow-fall and of the winter morning, (ii) the abun-

dance and (iii) varied forms of the snow. Write out

in classes the expressions that convey one or other of

these impressions.

(iii)._Show that the point of view in this description

is fixed, and that all details of the scene are brought

forward from one fixed point.

Composition I.—Describe the aspect of a farm and

farm-buildings, a village, or city during a snowfall.

Co.[POSITION 2.—Describe the scene, p. 131.

Composition 3.—Describe an Autumn Landscape,

using the suggestions of the following :—

Filled was the air with a dreamy and magical light ;
and the land-

Lay as if new-created in all the freshness of childhood.

Peace seemed to reign upon earth, and the restless heart of the

ocean
. . , 1 1 j j

Was for a moment consoled. All sounds were in harmony blended.

Voices of children at play, the crowing of cocks m the farmyards,

Whir of wings in the drowsy air, and the coomg of pigeoins.

All were subdued and low as the murmurs of love, and the great

Looked with the eye of love through the golden vapors around him.

Theme and General Statement— hs^G.z\ of serenity and

abundance.

jy.....:^4;^,. . /\ir, earth, lake or ocean ; wild ducks, squirrels,

small birds; harvest fulness.

Conclusion : Summary of the preceding details.
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Memorization.—From "Three Years She (iREw in Sun

AND Shower."

The stars at midnight shall be dear

To her ; and she shall lean her car

In many a secret place

Where ri\ ulets dani-e their wayward round,

And beauty born of murmuring sound

Shall pass into her face.

From "Tintern AiiUEV."

Nature never did betray

The heart that loved her . . . Therefore let the moon

Shine on thee in thy solitar- walk ;

And let the misty mountain-winds be free

To blow against thee : and, in after years,

thy mind

Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms,

Thy memory be as a dwelling-place

For all sweet sounds and harmonies.
— Wi/li(im U'ords7>.<ortft.

Exercise.—Correct the solecisms in the following :—

(i) This phenomena is noticeable whenever the sun is

sank, (2) Each of the pupils will read in their turn.

(3) You look charmingly to-day. (4) It is nobody's

else business but mine. (5) Let they alone be punished

who have done the wrong. (6) He alone trusts those

whom he knows are honest. (7) Neither praise or blame

affect his course. f8) The jury have brought in their

verdict. (9) Havmg lost his way, I sent out a party in

search of him. (lo) I saw no other man than he present,

(i i) You are older than her. (12) Nobody can help but

be cross when their clothes are wet. (13) Will you try

to personally influence all your associates? (14; Had I

have known it I should have told you. ( 1 5) I would John

was here. (16) Clergymen more than those of other

professions will use tlie book. (17) The man blamed it

on me. (18) He was not there, at lea.st, not as I know
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on. (19) Have you got my book with you? (20) I

differ with you as to the facts of the case. (21) Eat

your dinner and when you are through, come along.

(22) I will go in a few hours though I do not want to.

Composition i.—A Midsummer Day.

Outline.—A hot summer day—stillness of trees, daisies, but-

tercups, birds, brook ;
picture of the dusty road,—waggon, driver,

only moving object seen ; heat in air and fields ; effect on cattle,

insects ; touch of contrast in the cool shadow of the bridge. (Com-

pare Lampman's "Heat," in "Among the Millet.")

Composition 2.—Desc-ibe the scene suggested by

these lines :

—

The day is done, and the darkness

Falls from the wings of Night,

As a feather is wafted downward

From an eagle in his flight.

I see the lights of the village

Gleam through the rain and the mist,

And a feeling of sadness comes o'er me
That my soul cannot resist

•

A feeling of sadness and longing,

That is not akin to pain.

And resembles sorrow only

As the iiist resembles the rain.

Composition 3,—Describe some aspect of the day

or night : i. Sunrise (cf. Longfellow's " Daybreak ").

2. Evening. 3. Sunset. 4. Moon-rise. 5. A Winter

Evening (in doors or out of doors). 6. A Starry Night.

ADDITIONAL THEMES.^

Use, where possible, the plan of a walk or drive in those deacriptions.

Composition.— I. First Signs of Si)ring. 2. A Spring Land-

scape. 3. A Diary of Spring. 4- March. 5. A June Day (ct.

> SuKKe9ti%e readings will be found in the works ot .loim liurro.i-hs :
" Winter Sun-

shine,'" Locust an-l Wild Honey," "Birds and I'oets,'' " Pepacton,' "Wake Robin"

(KdinburRh: Douglas, 1/-). Henry Thoreau: " Walden," " Essays, etc." (London:

Scott, 1/-).
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Lowell, "Sir Launfal"). 6. A Summer Morning's Walk. 7. A
Summer Day in School and in the Country. 8. The Dog Days.

9. A Summer Night in the Tenements. lO. Moonlight (cf. Merchant

of Venice, Act v.). 11. Signs ot Fall. 12. The Trees in Autumn.

13. The End of Autumn (cf. Bryant's "Death of the Flowers").

14. Trees in Winter. i5- The Lake Shore in Winter. 16. Slippery

Walking. 17. Jack Frost as an Artist. 18. The First Snow Fall

in the City.

CHAPTER VIL—PERSONS.

LESSON LXI.

Memorization. — Marie Antoinette.

It is now sixteen or seventeen years since I saw the Queen of

France, then the Dauphiness, at Versailles ; and surely never

lighted on this orb, which she hardly seemed to touch, a more

delightful vision. I saw her just above the horizon, decorating and

cheering the elevated sphere she just began to move in—glittering

like the morning star, full of life, and splendour, and joy. Little

did I dream, when she added titles of veneration to those of distant,

enthusiastic, respectful love, that she should ever be obliged to carry

the sharp antidote against disgrace concealed in that bosom ; little

did I dream that I should have lived to see such disasters fallen

upon her in a nation of gallant men, in a nation of men of honour

and of cavaliers. I thought ten thousand swords must have leaped

from their scabbards to avenge even a look that threatened her with

insult. But the age of chivalry is gone ; that of sophisters, econo-

mists, and calculators has succeeded ; and the glory of Europe is

extinguished forever.

—Edmund Burke. From " Reflectiom on the French Revolution."

I. Historical Persons—Theme : Oliver Crom-

well—Personal Appearance.

" His Highness," says Whitelocke, " was in a rich but

plain suit—black velvet, with cloak of the same ; about

his hat a broad band of gold." Does the reader see him ?

A rather likely figure, I think. Stands some five feet
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ten or more; a man of strong, solid stature, and

dignified, now partly military carriage : the expression

of him valour and devout intelligence— energy and

delicacy on a basis of simplicity. Fifty-four years old,

gone April last ; brown hair and moustache are getting

gray. A figure of sufficient impressiveness—not lovely

to the man-milliner species, nor pretending to be so.

Massive stature; big, massive head, of somewhat leonine

aspect ; wart above the right eyebrow; nose of consider-

able blunt aquiline proportions ; strict yet copious lips,

full of all tremulous sensibilities, and also, if need were,

of all fiercenesses and rigours ; deep, loving eyes—call

them grave, call them stern—looking from under those

craggy brows, as if in life-long sorrow, and yet not

thi iking it sorrow, thinking it only labour and endea-

vour: on the whole, a right noble lion-face and hero-face;

and to me royal enough.

— Thomas Carlyle, " Olivvr Cromwcirs Letters and Speeches:*

Study of Description.—The writer seeks to give

us a visual image of a striking figure. His introduction

tells what the ordinary observer would notice-the

clothes of the man. He then states his theme impres-

sively by a rhetorical question. Then follows the

general outline, all the more striking from its low pitch.

General details follow on methodically,—stature, car-

riage, expression. Then more definite details are added,

—age, hair, moustache, head, wart, nose, lips, brows,

eyes. A general summary, now high pitched, concludes.

Composition i.—Draw up a formal outline of the

foregoing descfii>tion. Dcscri]>c Cromwell's personal

appearance in your own words, using the plan and

details of the model.
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Composition 2.—Study the portrait of some great

man or woman,—Queen Victoria, Lord Roberts, Lord

Kitchener,^ George Washington, Lincoln, Tennyson,

Wordsworth — and describe what you can see of the

appearance and character of the person represented.

'See also G. W. Steveni, " With Kitchener to Khartoum."

Composition 3.—Describe some one you knov or

see frequently whose personal appearance interests you.

ADDITIONAL TnF:MES.

Composition, i.—Alfred the Great. 2. Queen Elizabeth.

3. Mary of Scots. 4. Williamof Orange. 5. Nelson. 6. Welling-

ton. 7. Sir Walter Scott. 8. W^)lfe. 9. Montcalm.

LESSON LXII.

Memorization.—Rose Aylmek.

Ah ! what avails the sceptred race,

Ah ! what the form divine !

What every virtue, every grace !

Rose Aylmer, all were thine.

Rose Aylmer, whom these wakeful eyes

May weep but may not see,

A night of memories and of sighs

I consecrate to thee. — Walter Sitvui^t' Lnndor.

Fictitious Ciiak.uter—Themk: Rii' Van
WiNKI.K.

The great error in Rip's composition was an insuper-

able aversion to all kinds of profitable labour. It could

not be from the want of assiduity or perseverance ;
for

he would sit on a wet rock, with a rod as loni^ and

heavy as a Tartar's lance, and fish all da)- without a

murmur, even though he should not be encouraged by a
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single nibble. He would carry a fowling-piece on his

shoulder for hours together, trudging through woods

and swamps, and up hill and down dale, to shoot a few

squirrels or wild pigeons. He would never refuse to

assist a neighbour, even in the roughest toil, and was a

foremost man at all coun ry frolics for husking Indian

corn or building stone fences. The women of the

village, too, used to employ him to run their errands,

and to do such little odd jobs as their less obliging

husbands would not do for them ;—in a word. Rip was

ready to attend to anybody's business but his own ;
but

as to doing family duty, and keeping his farm in order,

he found it impossible.

In fact, he declared it was of no use to work on his

farm ; it was the most pestilent little piece of ground in

the whole country ; everything about it went wrong,

and would go wrong in spite of him. His fences were

continually falling to pieces ; his cow would either go

astray, or get among the cabbages ;
weeds were sure to

grow quicker in his fields than anywhere else ;
the rain

always made a point of setting in just as he had some

outdoor work to do; so that though his patrimonial

estate had dwindled away under his management, acre

by acre, until there was little more left than a mere

patch of Indian corn and potatoes, yet it was the worst-

conditioned farm in the neighbourhood.
- W.ii/iinir/on Imipt^. From " The Sketch- Book.

^'

Study of Description.— This is a description

of character. The author emphasizes first the chief

characteristic of Rip—his dislike of labour profitable to

himself. Then he defines, amplifies, and illustrates this

characteristic. Rip could labour—at unprofitable fish-
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ing or hunting. He could work out of good-heartedness

for neighbours. But he could not work his own farm.

He explained his neglect of it by declaring it was an

unlucky spot,—fences, cow, weeds, rain—all went wrong.

General result as to the farm shows concretely by effect

Rip's unfortunate disposition.

Composition l.—Draw up a formal outline of the

foregoing description. Describe Rip's character, follow-

ing the plan and details of the model.

Composition 2.—Read Irving's "Legend of Sleepy

Hollow," ("The Sketch-Book") and describe the personal

appearance and character of Ichabod Crane.

Composition 3.—A character study from an Eight-

eenth Century essay: Sir Roger dc Coverley, Steele,

"Spectator," No. 2; Will Wimble, Addison, "Spectator,"

July 4, 171 1 ; The Trunk-Maker, Addison, "Spectator,"

No. 235 ; Dick Minim, the Critic, Johnson, " Idler,"

June 9, 16, 1759; Tom Folio, Addison, "Tatler," No.

158, Ap. 13, 1710; The Political Upholsterer, Addison,

"Tatler," No. 155. Ap- 6, 17 10.

Except the first, thtnc are conUined in " Ei({hteei)th Century Ewayirts," ed. Dolnon.

(London : Kejfan Paul, 1,6.)

LESSON LXIH.
Memorization.—From "Thk L.^dy of the Lake.''

And ne'er did C.tecian chisel trace

A Nymph, a Naiad, or a (}racc,

Of finer form, or lovelier face I

What though the sun, with ardent frown.

Had slightly tinged her cheek with brown,—

The sportive toil, which, short and light,

Held dyed her glowing hue so bright,

ClVci; liiu 1!J iKl-ir. 1 r-^' 1! •. = -.

Short glimpses of a breast of snow :

What though no rule of courtly grace
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To measured mood had train'd her pace,-

A foot more light, a step more true,

Ne'er from the heath flower dash'd the dew ;

E'en the slight harebell raised its head.

Elastic from her airy tread :

What though upon her speech there hung

The accents of the mountain tongue,

—

Those silver sounds, so soft, so dear.

The list'ner held his breath to hear !

—Sir Walter Scott.

Exercise.—Correct the errors in the following:

—

(i) Nothing can prevent so great calamities as a tran-

quil mind. (2) People who think like you do are few.

(3) He pled earnestly to be allowed to return the purse.

(4) The armed men were obliged to be taken on board.

(5) How distinctly does it recur to me, but I presume,

more so to the hero, of an experience related to me some
time ago. (6) 1 1 lakes us kind of tired to hear him talk.

(7) One result o .s\y reading was my undertaking a trip

in search of some beautiful scene which books told me
that the wide world possessed. (8) Will you go to town
at three or at four o'clock ? (9) I will go as soon as you
are ready. (10) I will not go without it clears off.

Composition i.—Describe Ellen Douglas as depicted

in the lines above.

Composition 2.—Describe a character in fiction.

COMi'OSlTION 3.—Read " T" Merchant of Venice,"

and describe the character o{ ^ ^ .ock or Portia.

ADDITIONAI, THEMF.S.

Composition i.— ,\ Ch.iracter in a comedy of Shakspere— Fal-

staff, Jaques, Sir Toby Belch ; Rosalind, Viola. 2. A Character in

a tragedy of Shakspere—Romeo, Macbeth, Othello
;
Juliet, Lady

Macbeth, Desdemona. 3. A Character from (leorge Eliot—Adam
Bede, Tom TuUiver, Tito Melema; Dinah Morris, Maggie Tulliver,

Romola. 4. A Character from Dickens— Micawber, Pickwick, .Sam

Wcller ; Agnes, Dora, Little Nell, etc.
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LESSON LXIV.

Memorization.—The Dying Gladiator. From "Chilue

Harold."

I see before me the Gladiator lie ;

He leans upon his hand,—his manly brow

Consents to death, but conquers agony.

And his drooped head sinks gradually low,

And through his side the last drops, ebbing slow.

From the red gash, fall heavy, one by one.

Like the first of a thunder-shower ; and now

The arena swims around him,—he is gone

Ere ceased the inhuman shout which hailed the wretch

who won.

He heard it, but he heeded not—his eyes

Were with his heart, and that was far away ;

He reck'd not of the life he lost nor prize,

Hut where his rude hut by the Danube lay,

TAt-n' were his young barbarians all at play,

T/icre was their Dacian mother— he, their sire.

Butchered to make a Roman holiday-

All this rushed with his blood—shall he expire;

And unavenged .'—Arise, yc (}oihs, and glut your ire.

—Lord Byron.

Theme : The Cowhoy.

Certainly the man aspiring to the title of cowboy

needed to have stern stuff in him. He must be equal to

the level of the rude conditions of the life, or he was

soon forced out of the society of the craft. In one way

or another the ranks of the cow-piniclicrs were filled.

Yet the type remained sin<i;u!arly fi.\cd. It was as

though the model of the cowbov had been cast in

bronze, in a heroic mould, to which all aspirants were

compelled to conform in line and detail. The environ-

ment had produced its t>'pc. The cowboy had been

m
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born. America had gained another citizen, history

another character.

He who sought to ride by the side of this new man,

this American cowboy, needed to have courage and

constitution, a heart and a stomach not easily daunted,

and a love for the hard ground and the open sky.

They were many who were fit so to ride. Of these the

range asked no questions. Let us not ask whence the

cowboy came, for that is a question immaterial and

impossible of answer. Be sure, he came from among
those who had strong within them that savagery and

love of freedom which spring so swiftly into life among
strong natures when offered a brief exemption from the

slavery of civilization. The range claimed and held its

own.

Grim, taciturn, hard-working, faithful, it was this cow-

boy of the range who made the mainstay of the entire

cattle industry. Without him there could never have

been any cattle industry. He was its central figure and

its reliance, at the same time that he was its creature

and its product.

—E. Hough, '-'rom " The Story of the Cowboy."

By perniissjiop of the pMulishera, Messra. D. Appleton * Co.

Study of Description. I.—(i) Draw up a formal

outline of the preceding description. (2) Give reasons

for the paragraph divisions in the extract. (3) Select

sentences that have a special degree of force.

n.—Show by various details that this description is

one of a class, not of an individual.

Composition.—Describe the Cowboy.
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LESSON LXV.

Memorization.—The Plough.

Above yon sombre swell of land

Thou seest the dawn's grave orange hue,

With one pale streak like yellow sand,

And over that a vein of blue.

The air is cold above the woods ;

All silent are the earth and sky,

Except with his own lonely moods

The blackbird holds a colloquy.

Over the broad hill creeps a beam.

Like hope that gilds a good man's brow,

And now ascends the nostril-stream

Of stalwart horses come to plough.

Ye rigid Ploughmen, bear in mind

Your labour is for future hours ;

Advance—spare not—nor look behind :

Plough deep and straight with all your powers.

—Richard Henght Home.

Style : 1kste—{Continued).

2. Violations of good taste arise, as well, from the use

of colloquialisms in formal composition, the introduction

of slang, cant phrases, trite quotations, unnecessary

foreign words, the conventional bombast of political

orations, the exaggerated, infl;.tcd style known at times

as newspaper English.

3. A sentence is spoiled by harshness of sound, per-

verse alliteration, poetic rhythm, disagreeable repetitions.

On the positive side, beauty of style is the crowning

charm of literature. Familiarity with great writers and

their nobility of thought and harmony of expression will

conduce to some measure of beauty in one's own style.

I;
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Exercise.—Re-write in good taste the following :

—

(i) He was most dead with the heat. (2) In Chicago

we try to make culture hum. (3) You will have to

hust'e if you want to get ahead of Jack. (4) He's the

best man I know in that line. (5) Mr. George has been

making a visit to his parental domicile. (6) He will

return in two weeks to the land of liberty and the home
of the free. (7) The obliging hotel clerk and the obse-

quious porter contributed their utmost attention to our

every requirement. (8) The citizms of this free and

enlightened republic will have an opportunity on

Tuesday of exercising their birthright of the franchise.

(9) The qfaire of Monday night came off with great

/c/at; the Misses Oakes made their dSui in the deau-

monde, and were "the observed of all observers."

(10) It ain't no use, you're apt to make mistakes, and

I'd ought to have some one else there, (i i) No pupil is

allowed to read aloud while there are others in the room.

(12) When the old doctor was dead his eldest son came

in his stead. (13)! ask that that same mercy that was

accorded him be given to me.

Composition i.—Make a study of one of the follow-

ing Country types:— I. The Canadian Farmer. 2. The

Farmer's Wife. 3. The Farmer's Boy. 4- " The Hired

Man." 5. " The Hired Girl." 6. The Agent.

This and subae<iufnt groups of studies may be distributed amongr members of the

dasH ; the best description of each type may be selected, aiid the whole group read

aloud by the teacher or the writers.

Composition 2.— Village Types. Make a study of

one of the following:— i. The Country Doctor. 2. The

Minister. 3. The Postmaster. 4. The School Teacher.

5. The Blacksmith. 6. The Landlord. 7. A Village

Oracle. 8. The Stage-Driver. 9. A Local Celebrity.

Composition 3.— CV/j lypes. Make a study of one

of the following:— I. The Postman. 2. The Policeman.

3. The Ashman. 4. The Milkman. 5. The Iceman.
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6. The Cabman. 7. The Messenger Boy. 8. The Bank

Clerk. 9. The Hotel Clerk. 10. The Boot-black.

II. The Organ-grinder. 12. "Banan !" 13- "Kags and

Bottles!" 14. The Dude. 15. The Ward Politician.

ADDITIONAL THEMES.

Composition i— 7/<^ OVy Shop. A study of one of the

foilovvingtypes:— I. The Saleswoman. 2. The Cash Girl. 3- The

Habitual Shopper. 4- The Bargain Hunter. 5- The Shop-lifter.

Composition 2.— 77^^ In/and Steamer. A study of one of the

following:— I. The Landing. View of steamer from the wharf—

whistle-approach-bell rings for back water - deck-hand waits with

small rope coiled-throws to the wharf—hawser dragged out, loop

over mooring post-gang plank let down some passengers come

ashore, some go on board-wharf-hands begin to handle freight-

rush to and fro with trucks loaded with crates, barrels, boxes—

a

horse and waggon are put on board-sheep are driven on with

difficulty—last call-belated passenger rushes up—all aboard—

gang plank drawn—engines start—water churns up white-whistle

blows-off again. 2. The Captain. 3- The Mate. 4- The Deck

Hand. 5. The Stoker. 6. The Cook. 7- The American Tourist.

Composition \—The Newspaper. A study of one of the follow-

ing types :-i. The Reporter. 2. The Editor. 3- The Compositor.

4. The Pressman. 5. The Printer's Devil. 6. The Newsboy.

7. "Constant Reader."

Composition t^.— The Railway. A study of one of the follow-

ing:—!. The Ticket Agent. 2. The Train-despatchcr 3. The

Engineer. 4. The Fireman. 5- The Conductor. 6. The Hrake-

man. 7. The Flag-man. 8. The Commercial Traveller. 9. I he

Nervous Passenger.

Composition 5. -iV<j/zVw<z/ 7>/i'j; i. John Bull.

Sam. 3. Johnny Canuck. 4- Paddy. 5. Sandy.

Composition t.—Historical Types:— \. The Jacobite^

Puritan-. 3, The Cavalier^. 4. The Chartist*. 5- The United

Empire Loyalist. 6. The Voyageur. 7- The Fenian.

i3ee MacAulay'. "Epitaph of a Jacobite." Hireen's "Short History of EngrlaiKl,"

oh. vUi, sec. 1. 'Sootf9 " Forliinea of NiKel." «Kinn;»ley» "Alton Locke."

2. Uncle

2. The
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CHAPTER VIII.—ASSEMBLIES, GAMES, ETC.

U' LESSON LXVI.

Memorization.—From "The Crowded Street."

Let me move slowly through the street,

Filled with an ever-shifting train,

Amid the sound of steps that beat

The murmuring walks like autumn rain.

How fast the flitting figures come !

The mild, the fierce, the stony face ;

Some bright with thoughtless smiles, and some

Where secret tears have left their trace.

They pass—to toil, to strile, to rest

;

To halls in which the feast is spread ;

To chambers where the funeral guest

In silence sits beside the dead.

— William Cullen Bryant.

Personal Groups—Theme;
Pump.

At THE Town

Noon, by the north clock ! Noon, by the east ! High

noon, too, by those hot sunbeams which fall, scarcely

aslope, upon my head, and almost make the water

bubble and smoke in the trough under my nose. Truly

we public characters have a tough time of it! Summer

and winter nobody seeks me in vain ; for, all day long,

I am seen at the busiest corner, just above the market,

stretching out my arms to rich and poor alike ; and at

night I hold a lantern over my head, both to show where

I am and keep people out of the gutters.

At this sultry noontide I am cupbearer to the parched
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populace, for whose benefit an iron goblet is chained to

my waist. Like a dram-seller on the mall, at muster-

day, I cry aloud to all and sundry in my plainest accents,

and' at the very tiptop of my voice—Here it is, gentle-

men ! Here is the good liqu' ! Walk up, walk up,

gentlemen, walk up, walk up! Here is the unadul-

terated ale of father Adam. Walk up, gentlemen, walk

up, and help yourselves.

It would be a pity if all this outcry should draw no

customers. Here they come. A hot day, gentlemen.

Quaff, and away again. Who next? Oh, my little

friend, you are let loose from school, and come hither to

scrub your blooming face, and drown the memory of

certain taps of the ferule, and other school-boy troubles,

in a draught from the Town Pump. Take it, pure as

the current of your young life. Take it, and may your

heart and tongue never be scorched with a fiercer thirst

than now. This thirsty dog. with his red tongue lolling

out, does not scorn my hospitality, but stands on his

hind legs, and laps eagerly out of the trough. See how

lightly he capers away again !

One o'clock. Nay then, if the dinner-bell begins to

speak, I may as well hold my peace. Here comes a

pretty young girl of my acquaintance, with a large stope

pitcher for me to fill. May she draw a husband while

drawing her water, as Rachael did of old. Hold out

your vessel, my dear ! There it is, full to the brim
;
so

now run home, peeping at your sweet image in the

pitcher a"^ you go ; and forget not, in a glass of my own

liquor, to drink—" Success to the Town Pump."

-Nathaniel Hawthorne. Abridged from " Twice Told Tales.''
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Study of Description.—The theme here treated is

the various people who come to the Town Pump. The

method of description is fresh and interesting. By

attributing personality to the Pump, and writing the

descriptions as if the observations of the central object,

the author secures a unity of treatment and adds an

element of personal interest that enhances the value of

the descriptions. Note that the author chooses a cignifi-

cant moment for the Pump's meditation. Point out the

touches of humour in the description.

Composition i.—Following the plan and method in

the preceding description, write one of the following :

—

I. Remarks from the Town Clock. 2. Reflections of a

Mirror. 3. A Book's Opinions of Its Readers. 4. A
Piano's Memories of Its Players. 5. A Livery Horse's

Opinions of Mankind.

Composition 2.

—

Parties of Pleasure. Describe

with special reference to the persons present, one of the

following:— I. A Picnic Party. 2. A Christmas Party.

3. A Dinner Party. 4. Afternoon Tea. 5. A Ball.

6. Our Campin^r Party. 7. A Church Social. 8. At

the Skiting Rink.

Composition 3.

—

Assemblies. Describe one of the

following, as if you were writing a newspaper report :—

i_ The Concert. 2. A Public Meeting. 3. A
Meeting of the Club. 4. Visitors in Town. 5.

The Trial (a court-room scene).

.-;. 5,-,
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LESSON LXVII.

MEMORIZATION.-BEFORE WaTERLOO-FROM " CHILDE

Harold."

And there was mounting in hot has,le : the steed,

The mustering squadron, and the clattering car,

Went pouring forward with impetuous speed,

And swiftly forming in the ranks of war ;

And the deep thunder, peal on peal afar ;

And near, the beat of the alarming drum

Roused up the soldier ere the morning star ;

While thronged the citizens with terror dumb,

Or whispering with white lips-" The foe! They come !
They

come !

"

And wild and high the " Cameron's gathering" rose.

The war note of Lochiel, whir'^ .royn's hills

Have heard, and heard, too, ha% her Saxon foes :

How in the noon of night that pibroch thrills

Savage and shrill : P>ut with the breath which fills

Their mountain pipe, so fill the mountaineers

With the fierce native daring which instils

The stirring memory of a thousand years ;

^

And Evan's, Donald's fame rings in each clansman's ears .

— Lorti Byron.

Narrative De.-ription—Scenes of Action.—

Theme: A Fox Hunt.

A faint but knowing whimper drove other thoughts

out of all heads, and Lancelot began to stalk slowly with

a dozen horsemen up the wood-ride to a fitful accompani-

ment of wandering hound-music, where the choristers

were as invisible as nightingales among the thick cover.

And hark ! the sweet hubbub suddenly crashed into one

jubilant shriek, and then swept away fainter and fainter

among the trees. The walk became a trot-the trot a

canter. Red-coats, flashing like sparks of fire actoss the

^i^i^PS^^^JT^iX^^^
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grey gap of mist, then a whipper-in, bringing up a

belated hound, burst into the path-way, smashing and

plunging with shut eyes through ash-saplings and has-

sock grass; then a fat farmer, sedulously pounding

through the mud, was overtaken and bespattered in

spite of all his struggles ;—until the line streamed out

into the wide and rushy pasture, while right ahead,

chiming and jangling sweet madness, the dappled pack

danced and wavered through the veil of mist.

On and on—down the wind and down the vale ;
and

the canter became a gallop, and the gallop a long,

straining stride; and a hundred horse-hoofs crackled

like flame among the stubbles and thundered fetlo*_k-

deep along the heavy meadows; and every fence thinned

the cavalcade, till the madness began to stir all bloods,

and with grim, earnest, silent faces the initiated few

settled themselves to their work, till the rolling grass-

lands spread out into flat black open fallows, and here

and t' ere a long melancholy line of tall elms, while

before them the high chalk ra; ^'es gleamed above the

mist like a vast wall of emerald enamelled with snow,

and the winding river glittering at their feet.

The hounds caught sight of the fox, burst into one

frantic shriek of joy—and then a sudden and ghastly

stillness, as mute and breathless they toiled up the hill-

side, gaining on their victim at every stride The patter

of the horse-hoofs and the rattle of rolling flints died

away above. ... In the road beyond them the hounds

were just killing their fox. .struggling and growling in

fieric groups for the red gobbets of fur, a paPitsng,

steaming ring of horses round them.

—Charles Kingslcy. Adapted from " Yeast.''
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Study of Description.—(i) What is the point of

view from which the fox hunt is described ? Show that

all the details are brought forward from the point of

view chosen. (2) Point out a number of expressions that

convey the idea of swift physical movement. (3) Select

expressions that suggest excitement. (4) Show that

there is a climax in the development of the scene.

(5) Show how the writer blends the beauty of nature

with the description of the hunt.

Composition i.—Describe, following the plan and

method of the extract, any contest or game in which

you have taken part or been greatly interested:—!. A
Lacrosse Match (or Football, Cricket, Baseball, Basket-

ball). 2. A Tennis Tournament. 3. A Spelling Match.

4. A Road Race of Bicycles. 5. The Regatta at .

This an<> each of the thrp« following groups may be a«sii{ne<l for one exercise, the

various themes beinif distrihute<i, for tlie sake of interest and variety, to vorioua

piipilit.

Composition 2.— Sports. Describe any sport or

amusement you delight in. Seek to understand and

express the pleasure you experience:—!. Nutting. 2.

Bird's-nesting. 5. Tobogganing. 4. Coasting. 5. Snow-

shoeing. 6. Skating. 7. Canoeing. 8. Sailing. 9.

Walking. 10. Riding. 11. Driving.

Composition -j^—Industrial Groups. Describe the

scene in one of the following:— !. A Harvest Field.

2. An .'\pple-raring (Quilting, l^arn-raising. or other)

Bee. 3. Sugaring-off 4. Threshing Day. 5. Logging

on a Canadian River. 6. Salmon I'ishery. 7. On Board

a Fishing Boat on the Hanks—(see Kipliiig, " CaptauiS

Courageous.' ")
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COMPOSITION I^.-Street Scenes in the City. Describe

one of the following, having regard chiefly to the persons

concerned- i. The People We Pass in the Street.

2 Going to Work. 3- Street Workmen-Digging a

Sewer Making a Road. 4 Filing the Watenng-Cart^

5 An Accident. 6. A Runaway. 7- The Passing of

he Fire-Engine. 8. A Fire. 9- A Riot. 10. Election

Returns. 1 1. Departure of the Soldiers. 12. News of

Victory. 13. The Soldiers' Return. 14. School is Out.

15. Six O'clock, at i Factory Door.

ADDITIONAL READINGS.

A Football Rush, Hughes, "Ton. Brown's
^l^^^-^J'^J;

Boat Race, Hughes, "Tom Brown at Oxford." A ^^'^^^^
.^Th^

Ckens,
'' PicLick Papers." A Ga.nbling Party, --^ Th

Young Duke." A Polo Match, Rudyarcl Kn^hng, The Make e

Cat," in "The Day's Work." A Prue Fight, R. H. Davis,

"Gallegher."

ADDITIONAL THEMES.

A OinL-.-r Meeting (see Charles Lamb,
Composition— I. A (iuakcr Mceu. b \

"Fssays"). 2. Spectacles (see C W. Curt.., "Prue and I )•

, AVisi to an Asylum or Prison. 4- A Baby Show. 5-
The

Jnhabl^lnts of— Corners. 6. A Child's Opmions of Grown-up

People. 7. A Group of Scholars.



PART III.

DESCRIPTION AND NARRATION: THE SHORT STORY.

LESSON LXVIII.

The short story, compared with incident, has a wider

field of view, deeper insight into life, finer artistic method.

The stream of circumstance is longer, character is impli-

cated, and the total effect more rounded and complete.

The short story may be a simple narrative, a short tale

as in Poe's stori ^ and Hawthorne's "Twice-Told Tales."

But it may be more than a simple narrative, it may seek

to compass life. With more recent writers—Mr. Bret

Harte, Mr. Kipling, Mr. Aldrich, and Mi; s Wilkins—the

short story is a drama in miniature, in which character,

situation, plot, work together in close union and balanced

perfection.

Having become familiar with some recent short stories',

study to find :

—

(i) the motive of the story, the central idea that gives it

life and meaning ;

(ii) the plot, or framework through which the motive is

worked out

;

(iii) the character, whose nature makes the motive

and its effects possible
;

(iv) the setting, or the scene, time, surroundings that

lend probability, colour, interest to the narrative.

• The followitiif Htories are rf. onmien.l.d tor r.;uli-iif :
Kii.lvar.1 KirliUk.'. " M.iluim-

in..l l>in." ••I»run.» of \\u- Kor,' un.l Aft." 'Tlir M.i.i Wl.,. \V,.ul.l 1- Kinu, ' 'Tl...

BniHli«n.Hl Bov,' niKi various stories of the two ••.Iiir.jrlr ltook«.' lin I Hart.',
•
rhe

.. .^ . .. i. - • . \|K— • T n M.lri.h _ " M:ii iorie
Luvk«: K>.M,<,^(.:.kUil: -Tcnr.r-~~rK-r. Izir-:::-:. ^' • -

_
-

Daw," '•Vin Antoinci. Datt-Palm, • "'^-litr So.' Marj Wilkin.,- " A humble

Rom*noe," " A Taste of Uonej ," "The Hnr l.ixlithouse.
"

13 193
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Havine grasped the parts of the story, we turn to write

the story iLlf In the simplest form of treatment, set

down (Tv) first.-the time of the story, whicli may be

very vaguely "Once upon a time," or very exactly the

vear or period ;
then whatever descriptive account of the

^[ace and situation is necessary. Then bnng forward

?i?) the character, describing those characteristics of

^irson or disposition out of which the story springs.

Tl en pass into the plot (see principles of narration,

pp "20 125 f.). Thi motive (iv) is developed in the

details of the story.

COMPOSITION I.—The Story of Grumble Tone (Ella

Wheeler Wilcox).

(0 Motive, the false iden that a discontented mind can find hap-

pilllV change. (3) m,GrumbleTone leaves h.s father's f^^^

because . . . -goes to sea ; leaves ship because . . . -^"^^^

foreign lands ;
complains of foreign lands because . • — -

^^

foreign cities and courts ; dislikes them because . . .
-gro^s old,

eturns l"-e and dies still discontented. (3) Character, d,scon-

ntld mind, not seeing that happiness is chiefly of us own making.

(4) Setting, the boy's home and farm life (very briefly md.cated).

COMPOSITION 2.-In imitation of Addison's " Adven-

ture of a Shilling," " Tatler," No. 249,^ tell the story of a

Dollar Hill. 3- The Adventures of a Drop of Water

(see Shelley's
" Cloud "). 4- The Personal History of a

Looking-Glass. 5- The Story of My Kn.fe 6 The

Adventures of an Umbrella. 7- The Story of a Broom.

Pupils familiar with Mr. Kipling's "Jf.ngle Boc.k"

stories and Mr. Seton-Thomp-on's «' Biography of a

Griz/dy" and "Wild Animals l Have Known, will

be tempted to write the biography or assumed auto-

bio-niphv of familiar animals,- some i>art.cuiar dw^^.

canary, horse, squirrel, ground-hog, etc.

. Reprint.! in Ool-son".
" Kighteenth Century K^y." d-.-.X."

^
K^T- Pa.,1 ..nd Co )
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LESSON LXIX.

Memorization.—"She Dwelt Among the Untrodden

Ways."

She dwelt among the untrodden ways

Beside the springs of Uovc,'

A maid whom there were none to praise

And very few to love :

A violet by a mossy stone

Half hidden from the eye !

Fair as a star, when only one

Is shining in the sky.

She lived unknown, and few could know

When Lucy ceased to be ;

But she is in her grave, and, oh,

The difference to me '.

— IVillinm I Vordsworth

.

•Beautiful river in Derbyshire.

Theme: The Child Mu.sician.

He p'ayed for his lordship's levee,

He played for her ladyship's whim,

Till the poor little head was heavy.

And the poor little brain would wim.

And the face grew peaked and eerie.

And the large eyes strange and bright,

And they said, too late, " He is weary !

He shall rest for at least to-night !

"

But at dawn, when the birds were waking.

As they watchcil in tlic silent room,

',,'ith the sound of a strained cord breaking,

A something snapped in tlie gloom.

'T was a string of his violoncello.

And they heard him stir in his bed :

iViaKC StJuHl l-.-l n Ii:'.-! T

Kind God '." was the list he said.

'//«>//// Dolnon.
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The motive of the story here is the sudden death of

a child- musician through over-excitement and over-work,

L ncident with the breaking of the stru.g of h. v.olon^

cello in his sick-room. Study the deve opment of each

part of the plot; note how the u.terest --• -^ j^^^

striking and effective is the conclus.on. T^e s^ory

gains in plot interest by departmg from the simple

plan of bringing forward its parts. Inversion, brmgmg

a part of the action before the setting, ^s a frequent

device for a successful opening.

COMI'OSITION I.-Tell the story of the Child-Musician.

COMPOSITION 2.-Tell the story suggested by this

picture.
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COMVOSITION 3.—Tell this simple stor)- :-

"Two children in two neighbour villages

Playing mad pranks along the heathy leas^ ;

Two strangers meeting at a festival

;

Two lovers whispLM-ing by an orchard wall ;

Two lives bound fast in one will> golden ease ,

Two graves grass-green beside a ,^ray church-tower,

Wash'd with still rains and daisy- blossomed :

Two children in one hamlet born and bred
;^

So runs the round of life from hour to hour."

COMI-OSITIOX 4.-Tell a short story, taki.ij; as scene

'^'pe£"'lt you W.U niaue the motive, plot, character and setUn. o. the story

before beginning to write.
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Composition 5.—Tell a short story suggested by

Wordsworth's lines "She dwelt among the untrodden

ways," quoted above.

Composition 6.—Tell any story of interest that you

have read.

Composition 7.—Tell any story of interest that you

have heard told of real people.

ADDITIONAL THEMES.

Composition i.—Wordsworth's " Michael." 2. Cowper's "John

Gilpin." 3. Whittier's "Maud Muller." 4. Tennyson's "Dora"

("Fourth Reader," p. 137). S Tennyson's "Lady Clare" ("Fourth

Reader," p. 128). 6. Tennyson's "Lord of Burleigh." 7- Tenny-

son's "Edwin Gray." 8. Tennyson's "Enoch Arden." 9- Tenny-

son's "Lancelot and Elaine." 10. Longfellow's "Bell of Atri"

("Fourth Reader," p. in), n. Longfellow's "Birds of Killing-

worth." 12. Arnold's "Forsaken Merman" ("Fourth Reader,"

p. 298). 13. Wordsworth's " Reverie of Poor Susan." 14. William

Watson's "A Lute Player." IS Aldrich's "The Face Against the

Pane " (" Fourth Reader," p. 74)- i6- The scene of the story within

the light of a street lamp ; the time, when the light is near going

out; the catastrophe siinuUaneous with the last flickering gleam

(Hawthorne).



PART IV.—EXPOSITION.

CHAPTER I.—HOW THINGS ARE MADE.

LESSON LXX.

The explanation of things is EXPOSITION. Whenever

we seek to express clearly the nature of a principle, the

method of doing a thing, the plan of a machine, the

essential character of an object, we expound. The

housekeeper's recipe for making currant jelly, Euclid's

explanations of the properties of a triangle, the engineer's

statement of the means of storing electricity, the econo-

mist's elucidation of the character of money, the teacher's

explanation of a rule or a passage, are all Exposi-

tions. This kind of composition is of high value in the

practical world.

THEME: Making Peanut Brittle.

One of the very best of home-made candies is peanut

brittle. It has the great merit of being easily made, and

of almost always turning out well, not resulting in a

dismal and messy compound that refuses to harden or

become anything but a sticky syrup.

To make peanut brittle, shell your peanuts and rub ofif

the brown inner skin ; then put the nuts on a L.ead

board, and crush them with the rolling pin until they are

broken to the size of coarsely ground coffee. Measure

the broken nuts and take just as much granulated sugar

as you have f^anuts. Put the sugar in an iron skillet or

saucepan on "she fire, without a drop of water, and stir

199
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steadily as the sugar melts and turns brown. When the

last trace of sugar melts into syrup, put in the peanuts,

stir at once and pour out into buttered tins. All this

last must be done very quickly, or the candy will harden

as you handle it.

Study of Exposition.—This exposition, however

simple, follows a definite plan. Definition and general

introduction ; the exposition proper,— the order and

number of details, determined by the nature of the

theme, and brought forward as if a narration. The

purpose here is to make plain. The value of this mode

of writing depends, therefore, on the sim;nici'y, clearness,

and adequate fullness of the explr.nation.

Composition i.—Following the model above, tell

how to make one of the following: —i. Butter. 2. Cheese.

3. Tomato Soup. 4. Maple Sugar. 5. Currant Jelly.

6. Cofifee. 7. Plum Pudding.

Composition 2.—Tell how to make one of the

following:— I. Mortar. 2. Plaster. 3. Paint. 4. Silo.

5. Cider. 6. Wine. 7. A Kite. 8. Baseball Diamond,

or Tennis Court, or Golf Links. 9. A Boat. 10. A
Photograph.

Composition 3.—Tell how one of the following is

made:— I. A Crock. 2. A China Plate. 3. Bricks.

4. Glass. 5. A Mirror. 6. Matches. 7. Paper. 8. Wall

Paper. 9. A Book.

Composition 4.—Tell how to grow one of the

folloNvin^: -I. Indian Corn. 2. Tomatoes. 3. Celery.

4. Mushrooms. 5. Strawberries. 6. Grapes. 7. Hya-

cinths. 8. Sweet Peas.
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CHAPTER II.—THE NATURE OF MACHINES.

LESSON LXXI.

THEME: A Pianoforte.

A Pianoforte is a stringed musical instrument, played

by keys. It is made up of four parts :
the Frame, the

Strings, the Keys and Action, the Case.

The Frame is the large harp-shaped form on which

the strings are stretched. Ic is made of iron or steel, so

as to withstand the tremendous strain of the strings and

hold them in tune.

The Strings are made of steel wire, and vary in size

and length in order to produce the different tones.

Below the strings is the sounding board, a large thin

board without knot or flaw, fastened to the frame at its

edges. The vibration of this board when a string is

sounded greatly improves the tone of the string.

The K .board consists of a row of keys communi-

cating with the strings by means of what is called the

" Action." Touch a key and at once a little " hammer,"

made of wood covered with felt, jumps up and strikes

the string. As you touch the key a small piece of

leath-r, c'allcd the " damper," is raised off the string so

that it may vibrate. As your finger is removed, the

damper returns to still the vibration of its string and

prevent any jangling with subsequent notes. The " loud
"

pedal lifts all the dampers from the strings, and so aids

in giving loud and continuing tones. The " soft " pedal

moves a damper upon all the strings.

The Case is the box that holds the frame, strings, and

action, and the legs on which the piano stands. It is
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made of durable, well-seasoned wood, often beautifully-

worked and ornamented.

Composition i.—Draw up a formal outline of

the preceding passage. Following the plan of this

passage, draw up a formal outline and explain the prin-

ciple of construction of one of the following:— i. The

Common Pump. 2. A Stove. 3. A Refrigerator. 4. A
Common Lock. 5. A Combination Lock. 6. A Canal

Lock. 7. A Water Wheel. 8. A Wind Mill. 9. A
Locomotive Engine. 10. A Lime-Kiln. 11. A Camera.

12. An Ice-Cream Freezer. 13. A Soda-Water Foun-

tain. 14. An Electric Battery. 15. A Trolley-Car.

Composition 2.—Explain the operation of one of

the following:—!. The Post Office (collection, sorting,

forwarding, delivery of mail). 2. The Newspaper (collec-

tion, sorting, printing of matter, delivery). ^. A Bank.

4. An Insurance Company. 5. A Town Council. 6. A
Municipal Election. 7. A General Election.

CHAPTER III.—DEFINITION OF TERMS.

LESSON LXXII.

I. THEME: Cheerfulness.

I have always preferred cheerfulness to mirth. The

latter I consider as an act, the former as a habit of the

mind. Mirth is short and transient, cheerfulness fixed

and permanent. Those are often raised into the greatest

transports of mirth, who are subject to the greatest de-

pressions of melancholy. On the contrary, cheerfulness,

though it does not give the mind such an exquisite

gladness, prevents us from falling into any depths of

sorrow. Mirth is like a flash of lightning that breaks
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cheerfulness keeps up a kind ot °^y"-^

.„. BUS u with a^^x-trni " «;t--
^

STUDY OF EXPOSITION.-The foregoing P^'^S^Ph

sho™how the meaning of a term may be made dear by

coroarison with another object having something of the

Zl^L and by the analogy of well-known ob.ec,

(rylilht and lightning) standing to each other m a

^'Ix^Ka^E^Ue-state in your own words the com-

paH^on of cheerfulness and mirth, and the analogy of

nxtctr uS^Tn the term melancholy by

comparison with grief' and sadness, using the analogy

of storm, twilight, night.

EXERCISE lU.-Explain the term courage by com-

parison with rashness, audacity, and hero.snr

'

EXERCISE IV.-E.plain the term humble by com-

parison with shy, bashful, meek.

2 THEME; What is Preaching?

nl Preaching is the communication of truth by man

toman [] It has in it two essential elements, [.] truth

and M p rionality. [3] Neither of those can .t spare

and til be preaching. [4] The truest truth, the most

authoritative statement of God's will, communicated n

any other way than through the personality of man to

men s not preached truth. [5] Suppose .t wr.ttcn on

The ;ky, sup^se it embodied in a book that has been so

ong ifld in reverence as the direct utterance of God

ha? the vivid personality of the men who -o'e ,.s pag

has well nigh faded out of it ; m neither of these cases
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is there any preaching. [6] And, on the other hand, if

men speak to other men that which they do not claim

for truth, if they use their powers of persuasion or of

entertainment to make other men listen to their specula-

tions, or do their will, or applaud their cleverness, that

is not preachm£T either. [7] The first lacks personality.

[8] The second lacks truth. [9] Now preaching is the

bringini^- of truth through personality. [lo] It must

ha , both elements.
—Phillips Brooks. " Lectures on Preaching.'^

Study of Exposition.—We have here first the

definition [i]. This definition is repeated [2] to throw

emphasis on its two poincs {a) truth and (b) personality.

The writer turns then to consider the absence of either

of these qualities. He denies [3] tnat truth without

personality or personality without truth is preaching

—

obverse iteration. He repeatr. this denial [4] with in-

spect to personality {b). He supports his statement in

[4] by examples—exposition by exemplification [5],

and rci)eats the denial [3] as respects personality (/').

Turning to truth (a), he supports [6] in his denial [3] by

examples. Then [7] states the element lacking in [5],

and [8] the element lacking in [6]. The term thus

cleared up by obverse iteration, is now defined as at first

[9]. and its two elements once more emphasized [loj.

CoMl'( iTit N I.— Define and illustrate what is

meant by one of the following : 1 . Gentleman. 2. Snob.

3. Statesman. 4. Hero. 5. Poet. 6. Philosopher.

CoMl'OSiTloN 2.—Explain the different meanings of

one of the following words:— I. Bank. 2. Vessel

3. Craft. 4. Print. 5. Humour. 6. Grace. 7. Air.

Coniult a (tfwxl ili'iioimry (or etymology aiitl meaning*.
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LESSON LXXIII.

Exposition is not limited to the MiteHectual processes,

but at times has associated wii . it .i:! 'He arts of persua-

sion, (see pp. 213 ff). Exposil op then dravs us by its

grace and suggestion or sti. v.itL^ us by its high

conceptions.

3. TiiEMK: Indian Summer.

The halcyon period of our autumn will always in

some way be associated with the Indian. It is red and

yellow and dusky like him. The smoke of his camp-

fire seems again in the air. The memory of him

pervades the woods. His plumes and moccasins a.id

blanket of skins form ju^t ..\c costum-. the season

demands. It was doubtless his chosen ]>criod. Tlic

gods smiled upon him then, if ever. The time of the

chase, the season of the buck and the .loe, and of the

ripening of all forest fruits ;
the time when all men are

incipient hunters, when the first frosts have given

pungency 10 the air, when to be abroad on the hills or

in the woods is a delight both old ind young feel,- if

the red aborigine ever h;id his summer of fullness and

contentment, it must have been at this season, and it

fitly bears his name.

—Jo/tn Hurfouiilis. Froiii''Autumn TidiS."

Study of Exposition.—The theme is the propriety

of the term Indian Summer. The first sentence gives

the general explanation of the term—the association of

the Indian and the season ; then follow details of the

connection ol tnctuo, iiiul a r.u-gi-Sini. ::: v.-.ivar-i.

of the term "summer"; the general conclusion rc-statcs
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the theme, as something demonstrated. Study the means

by which the bare exposition is here enriched.

Composition.— Explain one of the following :

—

I. April Fools' Day. 2. Christmas. 3. Eas:er. 4. St

Valentine's Day. 5. Father Time. 6. El Dorado.

4. Theme: The Flag of One's Country.

One must have been a soldier, one must have passed

the frontier and marched on roads that are no longer

those of one's own land ; one must have been far from

one's country, severed from every word of the tongue

..hat one has spoken from infancy ; one must have said

to himself during days of fatigue that all that remains

of the absent country is that shred of silk which flutters

yonder, in the centre of the battalion ;
one must have

had no other rallying point in the smoke o*" battle than

that bit of torn stuff in order to understand, i,i order to

feel all that that sacred thing that one calls the flag

contains in its folds.

The flag, in very truth, put in a single word, rendered

palpable in a single object, is all that was, all that is the

life of each one of us : the hearth where you were born,

the bit of land where you grew up, the mother who

rocks you, the father who scolds you, the first year, the

first tear, the hopes, the dreams, the fancies, the recol-

lections ; it is all these joys at once, all gathered into

one name, the finest of all names: our Country.

—/uh's Claretic. " The Fh^r

Study of Exr0SITi'^N=Th« dt'finition here is m.ade

by bringing forward the chief associations of tne term.

Study their nature so as to see the deep, true springs
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of noble pathos in this passage. Make a list of these

associationi,.

Cc .IPOSITION I.—Define what the British Flag stands

for.

CoMl'OSlTION 2.—Define what Home is.

Composition 3.—Define what the Cross symbolizes.

ADDITIONAL THEMES.

Composition 1. The Theory of Tides. 2. The Principle of

the Barometer. 3. Good Nature. 4- The I'leasures of Country

Life. S The IMeasures of City Life. 6. Coiumerce as a Factor

in Uniting Mankind. 7- The Uses of Reading. 8. How to

Read. 9. The term '' Dog Days." 10. Explain what a Novel

is as coi..pared with a Tale, a Story, a Romance, n. The

Drama and the Novel. 12. The Kinds of I'oetry : Epic, Lyric,

Narrative, Dramatic. 13- Kinds of Governments :
Monarchy,

Despotism, Oligarchy, Republic. 14- The Literature of Power

and the Literature of Farts (De Qaincey\ IS- Canada's Obliga-

tions to Great Britain. 16. imperial Federation : What it is.
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CHAPTER l.-PURE ARGUMENT.

LESSON LXXIV.

D.COU.. i-ded to—e o^^J^^

Observin ^ the death of many human beings we conclude

AU men are mortal. Noting that a large class o

ph nomena can be explained only on t e assump •
n

the rotundity of the ciirth we conclude, The earth .s

round ThiL.e.hod of reasoning from particulars to a

conclusion is induction.

But we may deduce a conclusion from facts already

known-out of two statements der.vmg a th.rd. ( )
AU

men are mortal (major premise, S-era^^statemen^V

Socrates is a man (minor prem.se, P»""="'";;~'i;
(,^ Therefore Socrates is mortal (conclusion .

Th,s .s

AlActZ This logical form of two premises and a

concluTon ,s alled\ syllogism. In popular speech

one P mise is usually understood. We say simply

This novd is a failure because it lacks action and

Iha acter but the full syllogism would be. The novels

LtTack 'action and character are failures (major pre-

Ue Th" novel lacks action and character (minor

"remise) Therefore this novel is a failure conclusion)
premise;.

Jnflnrtive and deductive
In ordinary reasoning the inducmc an

methods are usually employed side by s,de.

Frroncous reasoning in Inducliu.. arises when the

natuJe of the faets does not warrant the conclusion

drawn, or when the number of cases observed is m-

208
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sufficient to establish it. Errors in deductive reasoning

arise from the falsity of either premise or of the conclu-

sion alleged to be drawn from the premises. Confusion

as to the sense of the terms of the proposition is also a

fruitful cause of error.

The treatment of the laws and errors of r^asoniIl^' belonRS to an advanced study ol

Arttumenl. The teacher is roferriKl, for the developnunt of this ,)ro<'es9 of conii-oM-

tion, to Abbott and Steley's " Knglish Lessons for EnKlish People,
"
Hiirs •'Pnnoiples

of Rhetoric." Jevons's "Logic," or Bakers "rrintuples of Argumentation."

Form of Arguvient—T\\c form of an argument may

be noted in Euclid's demonstrations. There we find, first,

the enunciation of what is to be proved—the proposition.

Then follow the statements that tend to create belief in

the Proposition—the proof. The statement of the result

of the proof is the conclusion.

An extended argumentation involving several argu-

ments is generally introduced by an exordium, stating

the nature and importance, and forecasting the course of

the discussion. This exordium usually precedes the

definite enunciation of the Proposition. Such an argu-

mentation generally has likewise at the end of the Proof

a recapitulation of the arguments, called the peroration.

The Peroration ser\'es as a brief, forcible introduction to

the Conclusion.

Proof that consists of reasoned statements of the

writer in favour of his own position is direct. Proof

that consists of the refutation of the proof of the opposite

proposition is indirect. To refute an unsound argu-

ment, you may ironically assume the truth of the opposite

sh it to the extreme, .K.k»i I ic If
•,1 H'w I I It •^\\X\ •\

proposition and pu

to be absu •
1 (reductio ad absurdum). Tiiat reading is

harmful because is liable to abuse, would be proved
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absurd by showing that this would prove that eating is

«kewise harmful. Or you may show that the oppos.te

conclusion involves alternatives, each ofwluch you prove

erroneous (the dilemma). Or you may take all pos.ble

conclusions or theories other than your own, and show

one by one that they must be excluded, Icavmg your own

conclusion as alone satisfactory (method of residues).

EXEKCISE.-I:xamine the truth or falsity of the con-

clusion in the following:-.. A» B-ss is green -eaves

are green ;
therefore leaves are grass. 2. AH French-

men are fond of frogs' legs; John Bull ,s not a French-

mln- t'.refc.rc John Bull is not fond of frogs' legs.

TN^thing is beiter than wisdom; bread is better than

nothing ; therefore bread is better than w.sdom Nevv-

comer) 4. All men are endowed with reason ;
all fools

are men ;
therefore all fools are endowed w.th reason

(,\bbott-Seeley). 5- Some clever men are J'=l'°"«'

'

\o good man is dishonest; therefore some clever men

are good. 6. I'ootball should be stopped because ,
.s

the cause of many acc".!e„ts. 7- He must be guilty,

because he blushes. 8. All men should sw.m because

s^vimming expands the chest. 9- I'overty .s the best

each™ ?or Lincoln, Garfield, Edison, Carlyle, Burns,

v;re all poor. .0. No good man would use such an

argument, for it is one employed by Macn.avelh h.mself.

, f That man is an enemy of religion, for he never goes

to' church. r2. Greek being a dead language, is of no

use to living men (Hill). > 3- Voluntary competition .s

education ;
parents should not be forced to send their

children to school.
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LESSON LXXV.

Inductive Reasoning from Analogy.—Theme:

That Animals Sufi-er from Cruel Treatment.

These poor animals just look, and tremble, and give

forth the very indications of .-offering that we do. Theirs

is the distinct cry of pain. Theirs is the unequivocal

physiognomy of pain. They put on the same aspect of

terror on the demonstrations of a menaced blow. They

exhibit the same distortions of agony after the infliction

of it. The bruise, or the burn, or the fracture, or the

deep incision, or the fierce encounter with one of equal or

superior strength, just affects them similarly to ourselves.

Their blood circulates as ours. They have pulsations in

various parts of the body like ours. They sicken, and

they grow feeble with age. and, finally, they die just as we

do. They possess the same feelings ; and, what exposes

them to like suffering from another quarter, they possess

the same instincts with our own species. The lioness

robbed of her whelps causes the wilderness to ring aloud

with the proclamation of her wrongs ; or the bird whose

little household has been stolen, fills and sadden? -il the

grove with melodies of deepest pathos. [Therefore, etc.]

— T/io//nis Chalmers. From " Cruelty to A mmals.

"

Composition I.—Outline the argument of the pre-

ceding passage. Reproduce the arguments in your own

words, stating the probable conclusion.

Composition 2.—Write a similar argument concern-

ing the plurality of inhabited planets.

Outline: Pro/>ositio'i. -Thixt other planets of our system

(Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, etc.), are inhabited. J'roo/.—Voinls of
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similarity between tliem and the ca.lh ;
revolution round the sun ;

their source of light from the sun ;
revolution on tlicir own axis ;

moons ; law of gravitation. Com/usum.-From these s.m.lant.es

we conclude a probable further agreement that the other planets

are, like the earth, the habitation of living creatures.

Composition 3.—Prove the proposition :
That the

Earth is round.

Outiine: The Proposition. Cumulative Proof \ (0 The ap-

pearance of the vessel sinking below the horizon, and of the land

rising to the approaching vessel. («) The traveller gomg north or

south, seeing rew stars and losing old ones, (m) Sailors c.rcum-

navigating the earth, [it) The phenomenon of dawn, sunrise, etc.

(zA Engineers allowing a dip of eight inches in the mile in con-

structing a canal, {in) The round shadow of the earth during an

eclipse of the moon, (t.//) The globular character of the members

of the planetary system to which the earth belongs. Conclusion.

Composition 4.—Show briefly by inductive reason-

ing the truth of one of the following propositions :—

1 That Heat expands Bodies and Cold contracts them.

2 That Gravitation affects all Bodies. 3- That Oxygen

is necessary to human life. 4- That Light travels f^ister

than Sound. 5. That Cold retards Decomposition.

Composition 5.—That Electricity will supplant Steam

as a motor power.

Outline: The Proposition. The Proof: Noticeable

instances of the displacement of steam : city machinery,

suburban trolley cars and electric railways, etc. The

reasons for the displacement—C(^mparison of expense,

convenience, etc. Present limitatic^ns in use of electricity

—dissipation of energy in long distances, etc. Conclusion.

Composition 6.—Submit the pure argument in

support or refutation of one of the following proposi-

tions.— i. That the execution of Charles I. (01 Mary
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Queen of Scots) was justifiable. 2. That the deposition

of James II. was necessary to English freedom. 3. That

the Anarican Revolution of 1776 was just and wise.

4. That Queen Elizabeth must be considered a greater

sovereign than Queen Victoria. 5. That Boer tyranny

justified the British intervention of 1899 in the affairs

of the South African Republic.

CHAPTER II. -PERSUASION.

LESSOxN LXXVI.

Pure argument is rarely found except in the proposi-

tions of science. The insurance agent, tiie lawyer seek-

ing to influence the jury, the preacher exhorting his

hearers, are not satisfied with mere intellectual conviction.

Conviction may result from many things besides argu-

ment ; it may come from ignorance, superstition, preju-

dice, passion. Conviction to issue in action must have

the support of the feelings. Arguments that appeal to

our sympathy, our pride, our honour, that seek to move us

to action, are of the nature of PERSUASION. "Deductions

have no power of persuasion. The heart is commonly

reached, not through the reason, but through the imagi-

nation, by means of direct impressions, by the testimony

of facts and events, by history, by description. Persons

influence us, voices melt us, looks su'due us, deeds

inflame us-'M'-^rdiiirl Newman.) The orator, the

preacher, the advocate, foi.ad their success on their powers

of persuasion.
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Theme: That an Appeal to the People is Just.

A portion of a speech delivered in Binningham. December 4. 18«6. in favour of the

Reform Bill.

These opponents of ours, some of them in Parha-

ment openly, and many of them secretly in the press,

have charged us with being the promoters of a darjer-

ous excitement. They have the effrontery to say that I

am the friend of public disorder. I am one of the

people. Surely if there be one thing in a free country

more dear than another, it is that any one of the people

may speak openly to the people. If I speak to the

people of their rights, and indicate to them the way to

secure them,-if I speak of their danger to the mono-

polists of power,—am I not a wise counselor, both to

the people and to their rulers ?

Suppose I stand at the foot of Vesuvius or Etna, and,

seeing a hamlet or a homestead planted on its slope, I

said to the dwellers in that hamlet or that homestead,

" You see that vapour which ascends from the summit of

the mountain. That vapour may become a dense black

smoke, that will obscure the sky. You see the trickling

of lava from the crevices in the side of the mountain.

That trickling of lava may become a river of fire. You

hear that muttering in the bowels of the mountain.

That muttering may become a bellowing thunder, the

voice of a violent convulsion, that may shake half a

continent. You know that at your feet is the grave of

great cities, for which there is no resurrection, as his-

tories and aristocracies have passed away, and their

names have been known no more forever."

If I say this to the dwellers upon the slope of the

mountain, and if there comes hereafter a catastrophe
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which makes the world to shudder, am I responsible for

that catastrophe? I did not build the mountain, or fill

it with explosive materials. I merely warned the men

that were in danger. So, now, it is not I who am stimu-

lating men to the violent pursuit of their acknowledged

constitutional rights.

If a class has failed, let us try the nation. That is

our faith, that is our purpose, that is our cry. Let us

try the nation. That it is which has called together

these countless numbers of the people to demand a

change; and from these gatherings, sublime in their

vastness and their resolution, I think I see, as it were,

above the hill-tops of time, the glimmerings of the dawn

of a better and nobler day for the country, and for the

people that I love so well.
..yo.nBri^Af.

Study of Persuasion. — r/tt- Argument. — The

argument begins with a refutation of the charge that

those who advocate the appeal to the people foment

dangerous disorder. The speaker sets up the general

principle that popular discussion is the right of the

people, of whom he is one. The right to address the

ruling classes is admitted; he has done his duty to

them in warning them of danger ; wise in counselling

then, he argues that his appeal to the people is wise.

Then follows the argument from Analogy—Vesuvius and

the duty of warning the people of dangerous eruption

;

national discontent and the duty of warning those who

are in danger from it. As he is not the cause of the

volcano's eruption, so he is not the fomenter of national

discontent. Either the classes or the masses must act.

But the classes have failed to remedy national grievances,
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therefore the people must act. The people feel the need,

they are moving, and their movement means national

salvation.

The elements of Persuasion lie in the personal touch

(" I am of the people "), in the epithets discrediting the

opponents of his views ("effrontery," "monopolists of

power," etc.), in the terrible impressiveness of the

analogy ; in the iteration of great words, nation, faith,

cry, countless numbers; in the vision of the happy

future which the extension of the franchise will bring

near.

Composition i.— i. State simply the pure argu-

ment of the passage. 2. Reproduce the arguments with

what strength of appeal you can give them.

Composition 2.— Write an appeal in favour of

popular education, that education should be free, obl=-a-

tory, and universal.

Composition 3.—Write a pica for the establishment

of a free public library in your town.

Composition 4.—Refute from history the proposi-

tion that the suffrage is the birthright of manhood.

Composition 5.—Refute the proposition that judges

should be elected by the people.
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LESSON LXXVII.

Theme: Plea before Congress for a Welcome

T':^ Louis Kossuth.

Ko«.ulh was the lea<ler -f the Hnnparian revolutio,, of 1848. but was unable to

coJlth he power of Austria and Uussia. He escaped ,o Turkey, whence ne was

c^l^X an A^>enean fri.ate to England, lie visited the United States in December.

1851, and was received with great enthusiasm.

I will suppose now that the opposition made to this

resolution to welcome Louis Kossuth is effective. I will

suppose that the measure is defeated. Where, then, sir,

shall he find welcome and repose ? In his own beautiful

native land, at the base or on the slopes of the Carpa-

thian hills.? No ! the Austrian despot reigns absolutely

there. Shall he find it in Germany, east or west, north

or south ? No, sir ; the despot of Austria and the

despot of Prussia reign absolutely there. Shall he find

it under the sunny skies of Italy? No, sir; for the

Austrian monarch has crushed Italy to the earth. Shall

he find it in Siberia or in the frozen regions of the

North? No, sir; for the Russian czar, who drove him

from his native land and forced him into exile in Turkey,

will be readv to seize ^.he fugitive. The scaffold awaits

him there. 'Wht-rc. them shall he go? Where else on

the Mce of broa. Europe ran he find refuge but in the

land of vour k^^^hv.rs. n Britain? There. God be

than iced there '
-. ixiu: ^- a A-ricome .ind a home for him.

Are v'Oi prep^iT- -- r-v:: 'r the world evidence that you

car-^ '. rerrer e-w —r---^e-itative of liberty and republi-

canism, vrnum ^J^:^-. ^-- honour, shelter, and protect?

Bu: viril rri-- rransa-iior en J there? No, sir. Beyond

us, cLCOVt Us. mar - tr^ounal higher and greater than

the i Jticress ^ tse • ni—d States. It is the tribunal of
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if

,

the public opinion of the world—the public opinion of

mankind. And before that tribunal does the United

States hold up the right hand and answer " Not Guilty?"

You say that you were willing to give Kossuth a wel-

come, but that he demanded more. How did you know

that he "demanded more.?" But, you reply, he was

overheard to say that he expected arms, men, money,

"material aid, and intervention." Overheard? What!

did you deliver Kossuth from Russian surveillance in

Turkey to establish an espionage over him of your own?

Shame ! shame to the country that so lightly regards the

sanctity of the character of a stranger and an exile
! . .

.

You say that Russia might have taken offence. Is

America, then, brought so low that she fears to give

offence when commanded by the laws of nature and of

nations? What right had Russia to prescribe whom you

should receive and whom reject from your hospitalities ?

Let no such humiliation be confessed.

— William H. Seward.

Study of Persuasion.—Examine first the nature of

the argument: the ironical acceptance of the opposite

proposition and its reduction by residues ; the argument

from monarchical England to republican America (all

the more reason, a fortiori) ; the essential justice of the

affirmative; the refutation of the argument that the

welcome would involve military intervention; destruc-

tion of the proof of that. Refutation of the argument

for the negative that the welcome would be offensive to

Russia. Accept this and it humiliates America.

Persuasion lies in the nature of the subject—welcome

to an exiled patriot ; in the rhetorical heightening of the
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elements of the argument—(" his own beautiful native

land," the despots of Austria, Prussia, Russia, "the

scaffold," public opinion of mankind, etc.); in the appeal

to the persons addressed—Americans, lovers of liberty,

descendants of Englishmen ; to the spirit of emulation,

to the honour and pride of his countrymen.

Composition i.— i. State the pure argument of the

quoted passage. 2. Reproduce the argument, making

the appeal effective by persuasion.

Composition 2.—Write an appeal for a memorial

to the Canadian soldiers who died in South Africa.

Composition 3.—Wriie a plea for the reading of

Shakspere.

Composition 4.—Write a plea for the exclusion of

the Chinese from Canada.

Composition 5.— i. A plea in favour of the reading

of novels. 2. A plea against the reading of novels as

compared with biography, history, and travels.

LESSON LXXVIII.

Theme: That the Assassination of Caesar

was Just.

Otizen. The noble Brutus is ascended : Silence I

Brutus. Be patient till the last.

Romans, countrymen, and lovers ! hear me for my cause;

and be silent, that you may hear ; believe me for mine

honour; and have respect t(. mine honour, that you

may believe : censure me in your wisdom ;
and awake

your senses, that you may the better judge. If there be

any in this assembly, any dear friend of Caesar's, to him

I say, that Brutus' love to Caesar was no less than his.
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If then that friend demand why Brutus rose against

Caesar, this is m)' answer,—Not that I loved Caesar less,

but that I loved Rome more. Had you rather Caesar

were living, and die all slaves ; than that Caesar were

dead, to live all free-men ? As Caesar loved me, I weep

for him ; as he was fortunate, I rejoice at it ; as he was

valiant, I hon^ .ir him : but, as he was ambitious, I slew

him : There is tears, for his love
;
joy, for his fortune

;

honour, for his valour; and death, for his ambition.

Who is here so base that would be a bondman? If

any, speak ; for him have I offended. Who is here so

rude that would not be a Roman? If any, speak; for

him have I offended. Who is here so vile that will not

love his country ? If any, speak ; for him have I offended.

I pause for a reply.

Citisc'i. None, Brutus, none.

Brutus. Then none have I offended. I have done no

more to Caesar than you shall do to Brutus. The ques-

tion of his death is enrolled in the Capitol ; his glory not

extenuated, wherein he was worthy ; nor his offences

enforced, for which he suffered death. Here comes his

body, mourned by Mark Antony : who, though he had

no hand in his death, shall receive the benefit of his

dying, a place in the commonwealth : As which of you

shall not ? With this I depart : That, as I slew my best

lover for the good of Rome, I have the same dagger for

myself, when it shall please my country to need my

death. —William Shakspere. From ''Julius Gusar."

Study ok Persuasion — i. Outline briefly the argu-

ment presented here. 2. Point out the elements of per-

suasion added to the argument
Antony't i^luUtion of Bnitm'i arKiimciit l« • flner iiwUnoe o( PenuaaioD, And

iwuld Im) stuitied, but ll It too loiii; tor i|tioUtioii hrre.
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Composition I.— i. Prove, using Brutus's argument

and appeals, that Caesar's assassination was just. Or,

2. Refute this proposition, using Antony's argument

and appeals.

Composition 2.— i. Reproduce at length and with

force Portia's argument for the conviction of Shylock.

Or, 2. Refute Portia's arguments to show that Shylock's

conviction was bad law.

ADDITIONAL THEMES.

The following themes are suitable for debates. The class may

take sides, and the best of the written exercises used by the writers

in informal debate. The arguers on the negative side of a pro-

position may take three courses to oppose the proposition : (i)

Refute all the arguments of the affirmative, (ii) Disprove the

proposition itself, (iii) Prove a contrary proposition, which thereby

overthrows the proposition. The burden of proof lies on the

speakers for the affirmative; if they do not positively prove their

proposition they lose their case.

Debate i. That Country Life is more conducive to happiness

than City Life. 2. That the Poet is a greater benefactor of humanity

than the Legislator. 3. That the Pen is mightier than the Sword.

4. That the present Constitution of Canada is preferaljJe to that

of an Independent Rejjublic. 5. That the Senate of Canada

should be elective. 6. That Strikes are justifiable. 7. That

Trade-Unions have benefited working-men. 8. That Capital

Punishment should be abolished. 9. That Vivisection should be

prohibited. 10. That the Abolition of Slavery in the United States

was wise. Ii. That the English have a keener sense of humour

than the Americans. 12. That the Lady came out (see Mr. Stock-

ton's story "The Lady or the Tiger"). 13. That Lady Macbeth

was responsible for Macbeth's fall. 14. That Hamlet was mad.

15, That Wordsworth is a greater Poet than Tennyson. 16. That

Walt Whitman h the Poet of America rather than Longfellow.

17. That Mr. Kipling, judged by the severest standards, is a

notable poet.
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TABLE OF CORRECTIONS FOR WRITTEN EXERCISES.

MS. The manuscript is badly written.

Sp. Spelling is faulty ; consult the dictionary ; rewrite the word correctly.

g|t. - = Use hjrphen. Sp.C=Write m one word.

Cap. Use capital letters (see pp. 2, 5, 8-9).

L. c. Use small letters.

Ital. Underline for italics (see p. il).

Pt Punctuation is faulty ; find out the error and correcL

Pt. . = Use period (pp. 14-15). Pt , = U»e comma (pp. 1 8, 20-i 1 , 24-25). Pt " - U»e

,,uotation marks u'. 29). Pt. ' = Use apostrophe rightly (pp. 29-30). Pt. ; = Use semi

colon (p. 32). P i. : = Use colon (p. 85). Pt. - = Use dash (p. 85). Pt I = Use excla-

mation point (p. 38). Pt 7 = Use interrogation mark (p. 89).

S. The sentence structure is faulty.

M = Thoeentence lacks unity, or is too long or involved (p. 49). B. 2 = The part

should be subordinated to some main statement (p. 52). B. 3 = The part should be

made an Independent statement (p. 65). B. lutfllTOgatlon, Exclamation. Balance,

etc. = Recast the sentence, as interrogation (p. 62), exclamation (p. 62), loose or penodio

(p. 66), baUnce<p. 68).

H .Some law of the paragraph is not observed.

f D = Lacks indenution or margin (p. 3). H 1 = Lacks unity (pp. 3, 82). f 8 = See

topic sentence (p. 82). t 3 = L*ck8 methodical arrangement {p. 85). f 4 = I^cks

explicit reference (p. 88). 1 6 = Recast in parallel construction (p. 9;>. t 6 = Transi-

tion not ob«>rved (p. 93). II 7 = Lacks proportion. U 8 = Lacks rhythm (p. 96).

%9 = Recast as climax (p. 98).

CI. The sentence is not clear.

CL 1 » The word is inexact (p. 136). Oi 2 = Word or reference is ambiguous (pp.

109, 143).

F. Force is not attained.

P 1 = Hake simple (p. 152). T. 2 = Rearrange for enipbasis (pp. 112, 116). P. 8 -

Be brief (^. 166). P. 4 = Ai iplify. P. 6 = Add contrast (p. 156). P. 6 = Use a figure

of speech (p. 168-164).

T. Some rule of good taste is not observetl.

T. 1 = Correct the barbarism, impropriety, or solecism (p. 168). T. 1 = Avoid the

ooUoquialism, trite saying, etc. (p. 183). T. S - Correct the taults of sound (p. 183).

Nar. See Principles of Narration, pp. 120-121, 125-J26.

Des. See Principles of Description, pp. i33-»34. 140141. >46-7. lS9-»6o-

Exp. See Exposition, pp. 200, 203-7.

Arg. See Argttmcnt, pp. 208 ff.

Per. See Persuasion, p. 213 ff.

? The statement is doubtful as to matter of fact.

7 Or. The sUtement is copied or not original.

/\ Something is omit'"l.

/ Some fault is to be attended to.

Tr. Transpose.

A Omit (deU, strike out).

A, A high order of merit ; B, goo»l ; C, fair ; D, unsatisfactory ; E,

bad. Double letters, BB, etc., very gmxl, etc.

sa
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a fortiori 218

A LAND or HTItRAMB I 162

ahhreviationg 16

Alexander, King 57

ambiguity 143

analogy (in exposition) 203

ANCIKXT IIUTORY, BTORIKS FROM fi7-69

ANMMALa 145-149

Antony, Marii 220

apostrophe : with posugsives, 29

;

elision, 20; with plurals of tVj res

and letters SO

APPRAL to TH8 PeOPLB 214

ARBrxrB, Tub Trailino 133

ARGUMENT, 288-221 : definition,

208 ; induction, 208 ; de<luction,

208 ; syllogisni, 208 ;
premises, 208

;

proposition and terms, 209 ;
proof,

direct and indirect, 209 ; conclu-

sion, 209; exordi'ini, 209; perora-

tion, 209 ; reductio ad almurdum,

209; dilemma, 210 ; method of resi-

dues, 210 ; a fortiori 218

Arirl'm Sono 37

Arthur, King 1,92,94

A88I(MRLIR8, OAMRH 18S-192

Amarsination oFJi'LirsCArj^AR, TiiK 219

Ai« YniT LiRR It 7

At tiir Tows Pcmp 186

Ai'TiTMir T1DR8, extract from 206

Ai'TL'MN, To n
AyUian, Wi'li.im E 47, 50

Bahiiice 68

Ballad, Old 4

Ralmung 90

barliarisins 168

Battlb ok Marathon, Tiir f>7

Battli ok SRMPAtii, Tiir 110

HEAirrV, see Taste.

Bedlrere, Sir 94

Brkorr W«tkrl<io 18",J

BRaaAR Maiu, Thi 10

PAOB
Browplf and Orendrl, 80 ; and tiik

Draoos 83

BiBLK stories 27-36

birds and insects 138-144

Black Prince at Crkcy, The 97

Blake, William 13, 111, 148

Blood-Horse, Tub 148

Bobolink, Tub 138

bombast 168

Bonnie Dindre 87
brevity .. 31,34

Bright, John 214

Brook, A 154

Brooks, Phillips 204

Brown, Dr. John 146

Browning, Robert 78

Brucb and Comyn 102

Brutus 219

Bryant, William Ciillen 186

BI-ILDINOS 149-154

Burke, Edmund 175

Burns, Robert 102

Burroughs, John 205

Byron, Lord, 40, 57, 60, 113, 170, 181, 189

Caesar, Julius 219

CAPITAL LETTERS ; to l>egin a sen-

tence, 2 ; with important words In

titles, 2 ; with proper names, pro-

per adjectives, (lersoniflcations, 5

;

to iH'gin a line of poetry, 5 ; to begin

adirect ((notation, 5; with titles of

Ood, 8 ; titles of honour, 8 ; names
of sects or {larties, 8 ; residences, 8

;

streets, 8 ; historical events, 9 ; I

ami O, !) ; prominent words 10

cardinal qualities 135

Carlyle, Thomas 176

Casaiiianca l((7

Castlk DANdiRors 116

Catskills, Trir. ''

Cavm.ier's Escapb, Tiir U
Chalmers, Thomas 21X

223
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PAOl

character ^^^

cheque '

Child Mi'sician, Tim 1^5

CiiiLDB Harold 40, 170,181, 189

ClIILDRKN W THR WOOD, TllR *

choice of words 13^> ^^^

Cinderella '^

CiRCUMSTANCK 197

PAOB

Claretie, Jules 2*5

CLEARNESS. 135 ; choice of words,

136 ; ambiguity, 143 ; sentence

stnicture, 49 ; order of words. 109

climax 98,163,126

CflBur de Lion ^23

Colcridt'e, Samuel Taylor 104

Collins, William 83

colon: with great divisions of the

sentence, 35; before quoUtions,

SS ; with publisher's imprint 35

OOMINO OF ARTHIR, TlIK

comma: iU general use, 18; with

nominatives of address, 18; with

appositives, 18; with participial and

absolute phrases, 20 ; with paren-

theses, 21 ; with phrases and clauses

of addition, 21 ; with clauses of con-

trast, 21 ; to precede direv-t quota-

tions, 21 (cf . 35) ; with parts of a

series, 24 ; with ellipses, 25 ; with

clauses in comiwund or complex

02

sentences. 25

comparison (in exi>o»ition) 203

complex sentence **

compound sentence ^
compromise ^^

Comyn ^^

conclusion ***

COSCORK Mom MK.NT '"••

<-ontinuity of the paragraph H5

contrast ^^3

Cophetua, King ''•

Cornwall, Barry l***

103correi'tnesi

COI'NTRY MltrHR AM> THK TOWN

Moiss. Tun 23

Cowboy, Tun 1**'

CowpiT, William 74, 171

Crecy
""

Cromwell, Olivrr 175

Crowdbd Strbrt, Tub K*
Cri'Blty to Animals 211

Cunningham, Allan 16*

Curtius ®*

Cyclopc 6^

Daisy, To tub 135

Dandelion, Tub 137

Darius ^^

dash . with break or pause, 35 ; with

parentheses, 35 (cf. 21) ; with eli-

sions, 35; with exemplifications... 36

Daulac ^'3

David and GoliaiH 27

David Coppbrfibld, extract from— 166

Dear common flowbb 137

Death ok Lkonidas, Tub 60

Decius 8'

deduction ^08

DBFINITION OP TERMS 202-207

denouement 126

DESCRIPTION, 132192 ; in general,

132 ; illustrative study of, 133

;

method : introduction, 133 ; theme

stated, 134 ; definition, 134 ; se-

quence. 134 ;
general outline, 140

;

economy, 141 ; sufficiency, 141 ;

conclusion, 141 ; artistic descrip-

tion, 141 ;
point of view, fixed or

traveller's 1'^

Dickens, Charles
1^"

dilemma **"

DisAPi-oiNTED Fox, The 17

DVINO GLADIArOR, THE Wl

Do)>8on, Austin 1*^

BO ".32

Eaole, Till *•

yw»n ^
EnlNBUROH AFTER Klodoen 47, 50

elixion *
ellipsis

^
Emerson, Ralph Waldo 44, 99, 182

emphasis 112, 115

EXOCII ARDRN 16*

ETC "
Eurydlce *'

EVANUKLINB 128, 161, 17J

exclamation 38, 62, 183

exemplification S***

exordium ***
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explicit reference 88

EXPOSITION, 199-207; definition, 199;

definition of terms, 202 ; comparison

in exposition, 203 ; analogy, 203 ; ob-

verse iteration, 204; exemplification 204

FABLKS 17-26

Fall of Kiiartoim, Tiik 104

Fall of Trov, Tire 47

FlOIIT OK TIIK " BeVKNOB," TllK 100

fllfures of speech 18;J

Filled was tub air with a dreamy . . 172

Finding ok Moses, The 31, 33

Flag of One's Country, The 206

Forbearance 132

FORCE, 135 ; hy simplicity, 152 ; by

order of words, 156 (115) ; l>y brev-

ity, 156 ; by amplification, 156 ; by

contrast, 156 ; by fissures 163

Forest primeval, Tiik 161

FOROING OK BAL.MI ;«1, TllK 90

Fox and the Grates, Tiik 17

Fox HONT, A 189

full stop, see period.

fullness 34,42

Galahad 89

Gamarra is a dainty steed 148

Gideon's Victory 34

Golden Fleece 40

Goliath -i"

Gordon, General 104

Grassiioi'pbr and the Cricket, The 144

Orbkn Linnrt, The 138

Orendel 80

Grenville, Sir Richard 100

Gri'mble Tone 194

Happt Like, A 23

harshness of sound !«;»

Hawthorne, Nathaniel 151, 187

llemans, Felicia 149

IIkroism ok Dai lac, The 113

Homes ok England, The 149

HORATIIS 66, 110

Home, Richard Hcngist 183

Hough, E 182

Hoi-SE OK Seven Gables, The 150

lIOrSEIIOLD TALKS 1-16

How SLEEP THE brave 63

how things are made 198

Hdoubnot, The 128

PAGE

i.E 11,32

I WANDERED LONELY 137

impropriety 168, 169

Is School-Days 162

In the Maine Wooim, extract from . . 161

incident 118

indentation 3

Indian Summer 206

induction 208, 211

interrogation 39, 62, 163

inversion for emphasis 115

invitations 77

Iroquois H'. 118

Irving, Washington 140, 155, 159, 178

Isles ok Uhkkck, Tiik 57

ITALIC LETTERS : how to indicate

for printing, 11; with emphatic or

special words, 11; with foreign

words, 11 ; with titles of books,

ships 11

Jack of Cornwall I

Jason and the Golden Klkece 40

JuLirs CAK.SA11, extract from 219

Katrine, Locii 156

Keats, John 17, 144

Khartoum 104

Kingsley, Charles 190

Knight's Tomb, The 104

Lady ok the Lake, The.. .1, 107, 145,

156 170

Lady ok Siialott, Tiik. 92, 163

Lamb, The IS

I.andor, Walter Savage 177

Laughing Song 13

Lav ok the Last Minstrel, The 68

LETTER-WRITING, 70-79 ; business

letters, 70-72 ; business forms, 73 ;

social letters, 74 77 ; social foniis . . 78

Little Red Riding Hood 7

local colour 192

Long Lines ok Clikk 104

lon){ seiiteiii'c 52

I»ngfellow, Henry Wadsworth, 128,

161,172 174

loose sent eiice 66

Ix>toh-Eatek8 162

Li'gano, the Lake 110

Maraulay, Thomas Babington 66, 110

MACHINKJl tOl
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PAOK

Mainii Woom, Thb 161

major premise

.

208

Makiso Peasct Brittle 199

MARcrs Cl-rtius 64

mar^rin ^

MARIB ASTOINKTTE 175

Marmion 83,118.122

mkdi.f-val 8t0rim 80-96

metaphor 163

method of residues, 210 ; of the para-

graph *'•'

Michael l^S

Millais, John Everett 1-8

Miller's Daiobter, Tiik 154

minor premise 208

MODKRS HISTORY, STORIKS KItOM . . .97-117

MOHTB D'ARTHUR 94

Moses 31, 33

motive. 192

:&

Mt Heart Leaps ip 168

MVTHs, classical 37-56

Napoleon H^

NARRATION, 1-130; study of: intro-

duction, 120 ; sequence of iletails,

120 ; correlation, 121 ; economy,

121; sufficiency, 121 ; climax, lifi

;

conclusion 126

narration, direct and indirect 21

NATIRAL PUKNO.ME.SA I(i5-175

NATIRB, LANDSCAPE 154-163

Newman, John Henry, Cardinal 213

r.3W8i>aper EnKlish 183

Now stir tiik kirb and close 171

o and OH **

obverse iteration 204

(Knosr 160

order of words : clearness, 109 ; force 112

ORPIIKIS, 54 ; AND EURTDICE 55

PAKAORAPH, THE: mantin.S; in-

dentation, 3 ; unity, 3, 82 ; topic

sentence, 82 ; continuity, 86 ; ex-

plicit reference. 88; parallel con

rtruction, 91 ; transition, 03; pro-

pf,rtion,95; rhythm, 95; climax..

parallel coiiHlructioii

Passinu ok Aktihr, Tiik

Peneloi>e

period or full stop : at the end of a

dedaralive or imi)erative sentence.

PASB

14 ; at the end of a title of a chap-

ter, 15 ; to indicate abbreviations,

15 ; after Roman numerals 15

periodic sentence 65

Perseus and Medi-sa 44

PERSONS 175-185

PERStASIOS 213-221

PlASOrORTE, A 201

plants, trees, shrubs 133-'38

Plea for a Welcome to Kossuth— 21.'

plot 126,192

PLOfoii, The 183

twiiit ')( view in description 159

Popt, Alexander 65

possessive case 29

premise 208

promissory note 73

proof, 209 ; direct and indirect, 209;

reduetio ad absurdum, 2!l9; di-

lenuna, 210 ; method of residues. . . 210

projiorlion 95

proposition 209

Psalm i, 34 ; xxiii, 27 ; ciii 31

PUNCTUATION : period or full

i-top, 14, 15; comma, 18, 20, 21.

24, 25 ;
quotation marks, 29 ;

aiwstrophc, 29, 30 ; semicolon,

32 ; colon, 35 ; dash, 35 ; excla-

mation, 38 ; interroifation 39

qualities of style 135

question, direct and indirect 39

quotation: direct and indirect, 6;

marks, 29 ;
quotation within a quo-

tation 29

Rab 1*5

RaleiKh, Sir Walter 101

receipt 73

reference, explicit, means of 88, 89

Reklkctions on the Krksch Revolu-

tion, extract from 175

Re^ulus 69

Rkscur of Waverlev. The 118

RK.BOLUTION ANO iNPKPENDRXCE 109

" Revenue." The lOO

RiiiNK-aoLD 87, 90

rhythm 9*

Richanl, Kintf I*'

Rir Van Winkle 177

Rol)erU, Charles 0. D 137
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180

165
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Roman numerals ^^
ROSB Ayumf.h

Ri LR Britannia

Scots, VViia Hak

Scott, Sir Walter, 1, 63, 83, 87, 107.

118, 120, 122, 125, 145, 156

SbaSoso
semicolon : to separate clauses in a

compound sentence, 32 ; to separ-

ate parts having sub-divisions, 32;

before viz., e.g., i.e

SENTEN'CE, THE: simple, 48, 65,

complex, 48; compound, 50; short,

62, 152; loMK, 52; interroKation,

62; exclamation, 62; loose, 65;

periodic, 65 ; compromise, 65

;

balance, 6S ; correctness, 103

;

inversion for emphasis, 115 ; sen-

tence stress

Betting

Seward, William H -^*

Shakspere, William 7, 37, 64, 220

SilK DWKI.T AMOSa TlIK UNTRODDKS

WAYS ^^^

SHORT STOUY, THE, 192198:

motive, 192 ;
plot, 192 ;

character, ^

192; setlin;;
'^^"

SlEOB OF CORINTII, TtIK ^"

Siegfried, 90, 91 ; and tiik Duaoox .
.

91

48, 55

.... 103

PAOK
. 125

Talisman, Tiik, extract from. .

.

Tar-Dabv, Tiik ^^

Task, Tub

112

192

171

TASTE OR BEAUTY, 135; in the

choice of wonls, 168 ; bombast, 108,

183 ; Urbarisms, 168, 183 ; slang,

168, 183 ; impropriety, 168, 169 ;

solecism, KVS ;
newspaper English,

183 ; harshness ^^^

Tennyson, Alfre<l, Lord, 11, 70, 80,

89, 92, 94, 154, 160, 102, Itt), 164, 197

152

177

143

108

108

209

174

144

170

160

169

137

97

127

simple sentence

simile

simplicity

Sketcii-Book, Tiik, extracts from, 154,

158

Skylark, To a

slang

solecism

Spkitator, Thk, extract from 2ii2

Stati 8 of Ji stick, Tiik 1-**

Stevenson, Robert Louis !•*•'

Storm, A 1««

stress, in the sentence 112

STYLE: canlinal (lualities, -clear-

ness, 135, 136, 143, 148 ; force, 135,

152, 156, 103, 164 ; taste or »)cauty,

135, 168, 109 ; other qualities ISO

syllogism -'|**

synecdoche
'"'*

TABLE OF COUKECTIONS 222

Talks or a Orandfatmkk, extrmt

from

.

terms of a proposition

Tiik day is done

Tiik poktry of kartm

TllK SKY IS CIIANOKD '.

TiIKRB LIM A VALK IN lOA

TllKRK WAS A RliARINO I.N lUK WIND . . .

TlIK TREE I LOVE

Thomson, James

Thornbury, Walter

Thoreau, Henry 16-. 172

Three ybars shk u:;k\v !'•'

TlOER, TllK ^*^

TiNTKRS ABBEY
^"^

TiiKoroii THE amilb opkn door. 1»)
on

topic sentence °^

Traitor's Detki^tion, Thk 123

03
transition

traveller's point of view 159

Twicr Told Tales, extract from 187

Ulys-ses
-'^'^^

unity of the paragraph 3. 82

;
Waterloo

^^^

Wavkrlby, extract from il8

What is Prk-uiiino?

Whitman, Walt

Whitticr, John Urcenleaf

Winkelried, Arnold von

WiNTKR LANimCAPB

WiNTKR's Walk, A, extract from

Wish, a

Wolf and tub Lamb, Tiik

Wordsworth, William, 110, i35, 137,

138, 143. 158, 108, ITO, 173 .

.

Wotton, Henry 23

variety ^
VI.

»1.»^

VOLrNTARll> **

102
I

Ybast, ixiract irom 189

203

KiO

152

111

171

171

55

19

195
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